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Be“'
Bu‘ N° ?"'„Kno“*
How To Throw In the Clutch, Says L. A. Walker.

Editor of The Courier-Gazette: —
cerlty now and then, It is all that it
addtd work more than she feels able
Last Sunday while walking with Is practical to expect. But let us not
to assume.
The maternity hospital
the multitude to the House of God be guilty of the profanation of think
has already been closed and the sur
ing of our relation to the disorderly
gical department will follow suit as my mind persisted in dwelling upon Woman as “Christian.”
The first
soon as the present patients can ,be tlte unfortunate women who had just step toward sincerity here is to sin
been haled into our police court and cerely recognize that we are all ar
safely discharged.
It is rant hypocrites.
Silsby Hospital has graduated disposed of according to law.
evident that we have a good and
When a woman migrates to Rock
competent Judge who knows how to land from some other town ar.d
•••
apply the law and who does apply It proves herself undesirable, the judge
— not help themselves.—-Sophocles.
•••
constructively
Yet, here was a may as well order her to “move on ”
'•*
Have you read Edward Slosson's
‘4g .«. e*e, e«< e«< e«e a«< e«o
e»e ••• ••• «•••«••••
perfect torrent of gospel to be poured We cannot shoulder responsibility for
latest book, “Keeping Up With Sci- I
out at 10.31) Sunday morning with no migratory disorder.
However, that
pnee?” It is written especially for
THE CHAPMAN CONCERT
prospect of any drop of its energy ] course Is only local palliation and
j those readers who have neither time J
being applied to the poignant prob affords no cure either for us or for
Miss Muriel H- Wilson, soprano, ] nor inclination to study technical arlem of these disorderly women. The our neighbors.
Collective intelli
; and Gutsseppe Lombardo, tenor, with 1 tides, but who wish to have some
appalling spectacle of such a Niag gence Is called for.
j William R. Chapman at the piano, knowledge of the constant advances '
ara
of
wasted
power
on
one
hand,
and
His Honor, the Mayor, is right.
| will give a notable concert in the ' in the various branches of science. I
of such pitiable social liability on the This lg more of a church than a mu
i First Baptist church Thursday even- , The articles are authoritative but are .
other
prompts
these
thoughts
which
nicipal /problem.
A broken life be
! ing, under the auspices of Wight ; written in a popular, chatty style]
I submit for what they may be longs to the church to repair.
In
I Philharmonic Society.
This' pro- which makes the book especially'
worth.
Dickens’ "Bleak House," “Poor Jo," is
gram will be presented:
1 adapted to "flll-in” reading.
Our churches are ostensibly or told to “Move on” until, at last, in
I (a) Rlntiieanto ........................................ Toselll
ganized and maintained to "seek and his misery and animal ignorance he
Mr Lombardo
(
To those who have not time to
to save the lost," yet if one of these moves with indefinite pathos Into the
’
25?™ <flla 8'5®* .................. J^ank ',olr 1 read the many short stories of cur(b) The Jattlnilne Door .............. Alicia Scott
,
n>vj.iAn.a
outcasts were to be conducted up the unknown mystery.
So stupidly und
j
j,lis wilson
i rent- magazines Edward O Brien s
aisle this Sunday morning’, what cruelly do we deal with that sin
(a) Rimpeanto ..!................................ Toselll i "Best short stories of 1924,” will
The Silsby Hospital
construction would lie put upon her which according to the Master in
■ lb) (iod Bless You My Dear ......... Edwards prove most interesting. One may not
(c) I Love the Moon^....................... Reubens enUre,y arge<1 wHh Mf O'Brlen. in
presence liy the good people oj the volves less moral turpitude than
The Salvation Army Is those great wrongs which may be
Silsby, has been one of the most im many nurses, and there are still sev church?
! Ombra Legere Lagrlma .................. Meyerbeer hl« choice but it is indeed to be apMlss Wilson
„
! predated that one be spared read- portant institutions of Ils kind in eral connected with the Nurses' tlte only branch of the church which committed "within the law.”
Una Furtlva Lagriina ...................... Donizetti ing the many mediocre stories in Eastern Maine.
Training School.
Arrangements makes any attempt to rehabilitate
The probation officer represents
Mr Lombardo
this class of sinners.
The Army is civilization, sincerity, mercy, Intelli
.Since the death of Its founder the have been made to transfer them.
(a) “Deln Angeslcht .................. Schumann search for one that is of real worth.
"The field is large enough for two a long range medium through which gence, social and individual con
(b) The Cry of Rachel .. Mary Turner «alter Charts
showing the comparative hospital has been conducted liy his
....
Miss Wilson
A police matron contri
rating of various magazines in re dnughter. Mrs. Harriet Silsby Frost, hospitals,” remarked a prominent we edntribute without coming Into struction.
Until ................................................... Sanderson
lation to the number and grades of Whose desire has been to continue the Rockland citizen yesterday; "in fact defiling contact. Yet. there is some butes the necessary feminine ele
Mr. Lombardo
Both are
I (a) Thank God for a Garden Teresa Del RJego short stories printed and an index maintenance until such time ns other one hospital nunnot begin to handle thing insincere In this handing out ment to all those things.
(h) The Night Wjnd .......t Roland[Farley to ajj .vfoort stories of the year are parties might desire to take it over. all of the cases at times
I hope the help on the end of a long pole, with essential to an advancing community
(ib) The Cry of Rachel. .i.Mary Turner Balter
other useful sections of this book. Immersed in her own business as proper parties can be found Io con out sympathy, understanding or sac as large as Rockland.
Miss Wilson
• • • •
rifice.
florist she has the responsibility and tinue this second hospital.”
But where does the church come in.,
Duet—Morir! si para e bella, “Alda”.. Verdi
IMiss Wilson and Mr. Lombardo
No saving work can he done with Usually as the most prodigious
Alfred Noyes’ “Some Aspects of
out
sacrificial
suffering,
without
per

waster of the most tremendous power
Modern Poetry” has brought forth a
sonal risk. . Mountains of hypocrisy lit the world.
The trouble Is that
storm of criticism To the hcraldROCKLAND’S FIRST AUTO SHOW
rear
their
heads
between
the
smug
ers of Sandburg, Lindsay and Lowthe church Is Idling her mighty en
church
member
and
the
creature
in
el’. Mr. Noyes’ conservative opin
gines.
They are being stoked at
.
»
For Men and Women
the prisoner's dock.
ions ‘belong in the 19th oentury arid
enormous expense; flags are flying,
Many
Cars
Will
Be
Exhibited
At
the
Arcade
Beginning
We
have
built
and
cherished
a
drums beating.
Oratory and baked
have no worth in criticising the
J
social convention that her sin is un beans are plentiful but no one thinks
poetry of today. By those more
Tomorrow
—
A
Fine
List
of
Entries.
pardonable and her character un to connect those dynamic engines up
conservative readers who can still
saleable.
The sincerity of Jesus with the work.
derive much pleasure from Wads
No one knows how
who frankly declared her character to throw In the clutch.
worth. Tennyson, or Meynell or
This
is
the
week
of
the
Rockland
Graham
and
expect
to
be
In
line
much better than that of hypocritical
Longfellow, Mr. Noyes’ book is
The women who meet to sew and
Manufactured by
greeted eagerly, stressing as it does, Automobile Show which opens Wed when the bell rings. Fireproof Ga church members is still very bad cultivate charitable sentiments need
UTILITY SLEEVE CO. Rockland
rage
will
have a booth demonstrati- form and anybody who should at
that suclt writers as these and not nesday at the Arcade and concludes
to enlarge their lives by contact with
the eccentric American poets of to Saturday night. Manager Graham, ing Dayton ’ tiles andaccessories. tempt to make It a practical social the "fallen” sister.
They need her
Prof.
Clafey
’
s
Orchestra
will
furnish
standard would be as promptly and almost as much as she needs them
day, have given the real poetry of
All Sizes On Sale At
who is promoting the affair, hits a the music for nil sessions.
George
thoroughly ostracised, today as Jesus
the world.
As uncounted wealth in wasted
F. GREGORY SONS COMPANY
fine list of attractions already In line Roberts & Co. also have a booth.
• * * «
was in his.
His "respectability" water power runs dally out of Maine
would be torn to shreds.
In connection with Mr. Noyes’ and there are more who expect to
Into the sea, so escapes Infinite
it would lie too much to ask for power generated in a thousand Maine
book it is Interesting to note that contract for the few remaining spaces,
“Why is it that the automobile
Social pulpits this morning because the en
Macmillan is preparing a new edition including entries from Lewiston, shows continue, year ufter year to sincerity on this question.
of Vachel Lindsey’s complete poems. Waldoboro and Damariscotta.
attract and interest the general pub taboos and inherited conventions are gineer who can harness it to human
• • • »
The book is to be profusely illus
May God send
lic?” said Malinger Graham to a too deeply grounded. If we will ad need has not arisen.
trated by Mr. Lindsey, and many of
Louis A. Walker,
This Wednesday night program querying reporter ot The Courier- mit just u gleam of light, once in a him soon.
these Illustrations may be seen in gives an adequate idea of the care Gazette, “That Is a question which while and harbor an ounce of sln149 I.lmerock Street, Rotkland.
Has 16 rooms, two bath rooms,
the Saturday Review of March 6.
ful schedule which has been worked I have been asked many times. Peo
e e e e
hot water heat and all modern
ple seent to think there is something
out by Prof. Claffy.
791, formerly owned by the
The library bulletin board of this March—Uncle Ham .................................. Paltiv peculiar about the fact that each
H1GH SCHOOL RANKS BeeBarge
improvements: one of the best lo
Line Transportation, and known,
week displays the three certificates Overture- Franz Schubert ..............
Suppe March, when the Boston Automobile
cations in the city; in first class
as the Brunette, will be a bird of
which were won by Rockland child Popular Number—Follow tlte Swallow ....
condition throughout.
.......................................................... Henderson Show is held, Mechanics Building is Philip Rounds Wins Highest another color when the Snow Marina
ren in tile summer reading contest. Selection
*
°
—Trailers ............................ Verdi , crowded every day and every evengets through with her. The 791
Temporary certificates were Issued Popular Number—
’ ing with people eager to see what the
Mark—No More “Honor Co.
Call or telephone 237-J
was wrecked last fall and the craft
'Where tv My Sweetie hiding............ Finch Boston dealers have 4o offer In new
by the State Library in November
after lying partly submerged for a
Hung Kong Dream Girl .................... Barria cars, trucks, busses and accesorie^.
28 SPRING ST., ROCKLAND. ME.
but the permanent ones, bearing the
Parts.”
Lures Greeting - (bant de Amour .... Elgar
lohg time was bought by Capt.'John
29-34
fine cut of Scott and his literary Shower of Smiles-Intermezzo ....... Bai.ee Their mystification appears to be
friends at Abltottsford were not is Popular Numbers—
liased upon their observation of other
The announcement of Senior ranks I. Snow of the Snow Marine Co. Tha
barge was towed here last Friday by
Doodle Doo-Du....................................... Kcaael industrial exhibitions.
sued until this week. The club is
and the election of class speakers Is the tug Wyoming, and after receiving
.............. - Herbert
known as the "Abbott Reading Club” Entreactes- Yestenhoughta
“Furthermore they tell me that the
IPunchlnello .................... Herbert
and of the 11 members In the entire Popular Number— automobile Is not a novelty; that It always a high light In tne school the necessary repairs will lie renamed
Don't You Wish You Ware Back Home
Consequently
Monday |n j the Blonde. She carries 850 gross
needs no demonstration. The streets year.
' State three. Carmen Sawyer, William
Home Again .................................. Paris
tons, and will be used by the Snow
Rounds, and iRobert Johnson, are March—
are
fu'l
of
them
and
anybody
who
Rockland
High
School
was
an oc
'Universal Peace ...................... Lake
wants to examine spic and span new casion, for It brought the announce Marine Co. this spring in bringing
from Rockland.
Among the cars which will lie ex
* • • •
models need only in make a round of ment that Philip Rounds was high the granite whicty will be used in
hibited are the Apperson, Auburn,
And almost line with 95.64 percent for his four patching up the outer defenses of
Shelving to accommodate sonic Buick, Hudson-Essex, Flint, Chevro the local show-rooms.
800 volumes has Just been built in let, Ford, Nash. Cleveland, Chandler, everybody is familiar with the auto- year average; Barbara Wiggin second Rockland Breakwater.
the basement. This will take care of Overland and YVillys-Knight agents ■ mobile as a piece of mechanism; with 94.83 und Marlon Marsh third
young and old know how It works, with 93.2
government documents, newspaper
The seven next ranks YOUR FAVORITE POEM
are in communication with Manager
what the different parts are for and were Joanna Patterson, 93.17; Elea
tiles and the older bound magazines,
what makes the wheels go round.4 nor Snow. 92.21; llilma Kiskilla,
which are but seldom consulted.
If B had to live my life again I would
• • * •
•
Indeed the public is better acquainted 90.58; Helen Fifleld. 90.42; Julius have made a rule to read some poetry and
with the details of the motor car than Fein, 90.33; Sidney Bird, 90.31; Mary listen to some music at least once a week.
The report of the Bangor Public
The loss of these tastes is a loss of happi
it is with almost anything in daily Wasgatt, 89.76.
Library came 4o the librarian’s desk
YOU’LL be delighted with
ness.—CharlM Darwin. /
use. And yet every minute the show
this week. All. sympathy to our up
There is to be no valedictory and
a dinner eajen here.
is open the building is thronged.
river neighbor whose yearly book
THE SPIDER AND THE FLY
salutatory this year, the parts being
Food of proven purity served
fund is limited to some $11,009 I
Autos Are Desirable
omitted together with the rank es "Will you walk Into my parlour?” said the
Spider to the Fly.
in the style that will please
Bangor Is the first library in the
“It is. therefore, not altogether sur says, In favor of an imported speaker ” TIs the prettiest little parlour that ever
State to develop a department of ex
you. Appetizing salads and
prising that thoughtful people should not yet chosen. All student partici
you did spy;
tension work. This is under the di
wander and speculate upon the mag pants in the graduation exercises are Tlte way Into my parlour Is up a winding
desserts that will cause you
stair,
rectorship of a trained librarian and
netism of the motor vehicle, when chosen by the cluss, the selection And I have many curious things to show
to talk about us.
. 1
takes care of the deposit libraries in
place" upon display with the various being as follows; Marshal, Nelson
when you are there ”
each of the grades and the High
makes anil types under a single roof, Crockett; history, Herbert Prescott; ”Oh, no, no," said the little Fly; "to ask mo
is In vain ;
School
of
Bangor
and
vicinity,
as
silent, and, for the most part, immo ode, Marlon Marsh; poem, Raymond For who
Gst acquainted with aur
goes up your winding stair can ne’er
V
well as maintaining libraries in fire
bile. People generally like to see Perry. At the class banquet Jasper
come down again ”
“Bill O’Fara”
stations and hospitals' in the city.
things in motion. They like motion Chapin and Helen iNtield will make "I’m sure you must be weary, dear, with
soaring up so high ;
This work has met with such suc
pictures better (Han they do sfere- the usual presentation of gifts and Will you
rest upon my little bed?" said the
cess that the library is urgently
opticon slides and they like a horse Miss Eleunor Snow will give the class
Spider to the Fly.
asking for more funds with which to
race lietter than they do a horse prophecy.
The class colors are "There are pretty curtains drawn around;
are fine and thin.
build branch libraries since the work
show; a tine yacht at anchor is a green and white.
The Baccalau And iftheyousheets
like to rest awhile. I’ll snugly
made possible with so generous a
pretty sight but nothing compared reate Sunday custom will be revived
Rockland’s Finest Eating Place
tuck you in!"
book fund is greatly, handicapped by
with the same yacht bounding along after a lapse of several years, the
lack -nt money for administration
under full sail in a Spanking breeze. date being June 14, Rev. Walter S. "Oh, no, no,” said the little Fly, "for I’ve
often heard It said,
purposes.
OPENS
At the automobile show there'are, of Rounds will be the speaker.
The They never, never wake again who sleep
• • * •
course, some exhibits of chassis in graduation exercises will be held June
upon your bed!"
Have you had your copy of Li
operation and some of moving things, 19 in (lie auditorium of the new High Bald the cunning Spider to the Fly: "Dear
friend,
what can I do,
brary Logic? It is a small paper but
but fur the most part the exhibits are School.
Rev. O- W. 'Stuart will To prt»ve the warm affection I’ve always felt
full of interesting material about li- I
motionless.
for
you?
make the prayer.
The class motto
brarles, libraries in general to be
“The answer to the question—Why has not as yet been selected. Eleanor I have within my pantry good store of all
that’s nice;
sure, but facts which may very’ well
is it thut the automobile show con Snow, Sidney Bird arid Elizabeth
I’m sure you’re vefy welcome—will you please
be adapted to our own .institution,
tinues to attract and interest the gen Knight having been chosen as a com
take a slice?”
« ♦ « •
eral public?—cannot be given in a mittee to make the choice.
"Oh, no, no." said the little Fly. "kind sir,
The library Is displaying an in
that cannot be,
single sentence, its magnetism is not
I’ve heard what’s In your pantry and I do
Let us demonstrate any of teresting chart issued by the pub
an Isolated concrete fact; many ele
not wish to see ”
ACCIDENT
HEARINGS
lishers of “Who's Who in America."
ments enter into It.
But in my
The chart is based on the statistics
the
_ Splde
opinion the fundamental attraction of
he M
next
witty and you’re wise.
\
compiled by this year book for the
the automobile show is the fact that Friday’ Ihere
Iher
will
be
three
hearings
How handsome are your gauzy wings* how
last 30 years, and gives a forceful
the motor vehicle repi^sents to the before the Industrial Accident Com
(brilliant are your eyes;
answer to the question of the value
At 7:00 P. M.
I have a little looking-glass upon my par
public the most desirable means of mission. The list follows;
lour shelf,
of a college education. There is
personal transportation they can hope
John
B.
Clough
versus
the
W.
M.
If you'll step In one moment, dear, you shall
in your home
shown the comparative number of
to obtain. •
behold* yourself.’’
Little
Company
and
the
Royal
Inpersons with or without college
“Then, too, there is the pride of (lemnlty Company, insurers; petition ‘
training whose names have appeared
ownership.
Tho average motorist,
—At the
for review of an agreement; hearing And bidding you good mornlns, now, I ll call
in Who’s Who and it is forcefully
though he may Consider his automo-| set
at 8 a. m.
another day
brought out that a startling percent
fclle a necessary utility, takes great
Formerly $191.00; now
Frank W. Robbins versus the W. The Spider turned hint round about, and
age of the names to be found in
pride in having a car which will re
went Into his den.
these records are those of people
flect his standing in the community. M. Little Company and the Royal
insurers; peti- For wel1
*** 'cnewq era
t*18
with college training.
He wants an up-to-date car with Indemnity Company,
.
ennu*
In •:slllY Yly would soon
come hank
buk again
ail the conveniences. Therefore he tion for review of an agreement; So he wove a subtle web In a little cornet sly.
And set Ms table ready to dine upon the Fly.
Try Three Crow Extract Checkergoe.d to the allow to look over the hearing set for 8 a. m.
Complete
.Clyde C. Watts versus M. Shorten Then he came out to his door again and
berry In candies and get the fruit
latest models that the Industry has to
merrily did sing.
flavor.—adv.
offer. And aB tho whole family en & Son anil the American Mutual Li "Come hither, hither, pretty Fly, with the
with Loud Speaker
pearl and silver wing;
joys the use of the motor they all ability Insurance Company,’ insur
are green and purple—there's a
go bling.
It ts quite general nowa ers; petition for an award of com Your robee
Less batteries
crest upon your head;
days for the family to have several pensation; hearing set for 9 a. m.
Your eyes are like the diamond bright, but
From here the Commission goes to
mine are dull as lead!”
automobiles and so all its members
Distance and Tone
are particularly Interested in the new Camden, where at 2 p m„ In the se Alas, alas! how very soon this elllv little Fly.
lectmen's office,there will be a hear Bearing his wily, flattering worde, came
cars.
, Quality
ing in the case of Orrin S. Robbins
slowly flitting by;
versus the Camden Lumber & Fuel [ With buzzing wings she hung aloft, then near
and nearer drew.
Selective and NonCompany and the London Assurance Thinking
only of her brilliant eyes, and green
Insist on Having
Company,
insurers:
petition
for
an
,
Member
and
purple hue—
Radiating
Thinking
only of her crested head—poor
award
of
partial
compensation.
wuw////z*
Consolidated Stock Exchange'
An announcement was made yes
IN THE PUBLIC LIBRARY
terday which will bring sincere regret
KATHLEEN M. SNOW ............. LIBRARIAN I to many persons, not only in Knox
I County, but In the territory contlgWeek days: 9 a. m. to 9 p. m.
j units to It.
It concerns the closing
Sundays: 3 p. m. to 6 p- m.
i of Silsby Hi^pital, which since its
! establishment by the late Dr. E. It.
.*»
•«. ••• •••
••• ••• ••• ••• ••• ••• ••• M
"The choice of books is not the
— least
pa"rt of the duties of a scholar.”
Chance nevec helps those who do

RED WING THOROUGHBRED
“The Motor With Power to Spare”
In Nine Different Models—4 to 90 H. P.
: : : AGENTS FOR : : :

Red Wing
Speedway
Lathrop
Evinrude
Sterling
Universal

Kermath
Mianus
Fritbie
Cadyford
Standard
Reg alt

Scripps
Winton
Johnson
and
Many
Others

•
Searchlights, etc.
Unimote Generating Outfit
Reliance Tachometer!
Electric Bilge Pumps
Electric Windlasse*
Brunner Air Compressors

Our marine railways accommodate boats up to 80 feet.
Wo build boats of all sizes from dories to bankers.
Engines installed.
Write for an estimate on your requirements.
LET US SELL YOUR BOAT

JOHN M. GAMAGE & SONS, INC.
EOAT BUILDING AND REPAIRING
: : BOAT BROKERS : :
ROCKLAND, ■ ■ ■ MAINE
TELEPHONE 702-W

KEEP KLEEN KUFFS

EARTHQUAKE
INSURANCE
We are prepared to further protect
your property against loss or dam
age caused by earthquake at very
low rates.

STANLEY HOUSE

FOR SALE

MAYNARD S. BIRD & CO.
14 School Street

Rockland, Me.

CHEVOLET
NASH
<J Before placing your order for your new
car you will find that it is to your advant
age to visit our salesrooms and inspect the
new CHEVROLET and NASH models
now on display; or if you will call Us by
phone we will gladly come and give you
a demonstration.
Several late models in Used Cars at
prices and terms to suit you.

ROCKLAND

AUTOMOBILE

SEE US AT THE AUTO SHOW AT THE
ARCADE MARCH 18-21

689 MAIN ST.

TEL. 837-M

ROCKLAND

24-T-tf

ARADIOLA

We have recently opened an

Advance Payment Department

NIGHT

4 Per Cent Interest
is paid on advances. As installments on
shares become due, transfers are made from
this department to the regular shares and the
interest is increased to

New Radiolas

The Regenoflex

51-2 Per Cent
This makes a Very attractive proposition
which we will gladly explain to any one who
is interested.

ARCADE

$120.00

ROCKLAND LOAN & BUILDING
ASSOCIATION
ROCKLAND

TOMORROW

For Every Purse

—in which—

407 MAIN STREET.

SHOW

Newbert’s Cafeteria

SEA VIEW GARAGE

T-tf

The Latest Dark Shell

Frames and Correct Lenses
Only $10.00

cp.oow&ca

Other Radiqlas from

of Aew York

$35.00 to $425.00

STOCKS .nd BONDS

OREL E. DAVIES

Publishers of tho
WEEKLY FINANCIAL DIGEST
which is sent free to
investors upon request

10 STATE STREET BOSTON

301 Main St., Opp Park St.

FOR REST
AND COMFORT

CARS WASHED

Greased, Simonized
Touring Cars,
Closed Cars,

Beds
Springs, Mattresses

ALL WORK GUARANTEED
Cars Called For and Delivered
Telephone—

PEOPLES’ LAUNDRY

AT YOUR DEALERS
ROCKLAND, ME.

$1.25
1.50

Limerock Street—170

S'

33-35

tea...i-

.

,

foolish thing I at last
,1 I'P jumped the cunning Spider, and fiercely

Edwin A. Dean of The Highlands
has had a "hard struggle!' to get
through the winter, but he has man
aged tp have a sun parlor built on
| his home. The work was done by
■ his son Harold. Mr. Dean is having
I the sun parlor to start his plants in
; this spring. Harold has had many
comphments on the good work he has
1 done, and all those who have seen
the sun parlor think he did a very;
nice job for one so young.

held her fast

He dragg’d her up his winding stslr. Into his
dismal den.
Within bis little parlour— but she ne'er cams
out again I

And now. dear little children, who may this
story read.
To Idle, silly, flattering words. I pray you
ne'er give hee l
Unto an evil couns. iur close heart and ear
and eye.
And take a lesson from tills tale, of the Spider
aad the Fly
—Mary Howllt,

I

1

TT
The Courier-Gazette

AT THE CAPITOL

LOST BY TWO POINTS

THREE TIMES A WEEK

Maine Legislature’s 11 th
Week Promises To Be One
Of Its Most Important.

Weakened Rockland Team
Loses To the Westbrook
Girls.

Augusta, Me.. March 16—Senator
Forrest H. Bond of Jefferson, Lin
coln County, has been appointed
Hear* O Israel: The Ixird our God with others to attend a conference
on the Holmes order for the lnvesis one Lord.—Deuteronomy 6:4.
____________________________________ tigatlon of the conditions in the tex“ I tile industry of Maine. The Sepaite
The steadily increasing number of i has three members on the commitstockholders in sound public serv-1tee an<* the House has the same
number The situation of the order
ice corporations gives proportionate I is this: Originally introduced it
assurance of stability in business provided ithatthe investigation
and is the surest defense against the should be made by the Legislative
mischievous propaganda of socialism. Committee on Labor. It was amendIn 1900 the American Telephone & 'd Oy Representative Cummings to
have the mvewtigration made ‘by the
Telegraph Co., one of the five Ameri Commissioner of Labor. The House
can corporations with total invest then referred the order to the comments of more than $1.000.000.000, mittee on Legal Affairs. It was then
each was owned by 7.500 stockhold sent to the Senate where it was re
ferred to a committee consisting or
ers. Today it is owned -by more than a committee on Legul Affairs and a
343.000 stockholders. Approximately committee on Labor. The Senate
50,000 employees are stockholders in failed to adopt the Cummings
the United States Steel conporation, amendment. The committee confer
ence is for the purpose of straight
another -billion-dollar concern. The ening the tangle.
steam railroads are owned by up
ward of 777.000 stockholders. Cus
The members of the 82d Maine
tomer ownership has added more legislature assembled yesterday af
than 1,800.000 shareholders in the ternoon for the 11th week of the ses
sion with the determination to fi
electric light and power companies. nally adjourn the first week in April.
This wider ownership of the profit Although there is a mass of matter
able businesses of the country is a in the legislative hopper, the leaders
great reinforcement to lasting pros believe that adjournment sine die
may be reached Saturday. April 4,
perity. It demonstrates that people
but they admit that hustling must he
have at last begun to discriminate done.
between untried, get-rich-quick lures
Beginning today it is expected that
and the stable businesses that offer floods of oratory on various meas
a record of actual earning power ures will be forthcoming and wil!
,
. continue until Thursday noon at
and a fair return on their stocks and ,eaRt
n ,g prohable that a
bonds. More than 38,000.000 persons ! rise" session will be held at 8 o’clock
have more than $20,000,000,000 in Saturday but only for the transac
savings accounts in the
United »‘°n of routine matters, so that the
printer may work over the weekend.
States. It is of the greatest importThe oratorical fire-works will .be
*ance to the nation that these savers gin in the Senate Friday when the
be protected. To do this it is not bill introduced by Harriman of Red
necessary that they learn the tricks field to n>ake it illegal for any munieipalty to use anything but standard
of Dr. Cook or other fakers, but to time will come up for consideration.
understand that any safe investment The fight against the measure will
is based on a record of past per be waged by Senators Cram and Anformances and not on promises. The thoine of Cumberland county and
If
only substantial evidence that an in Senator Walker of Knox county
Ihe bill should pass the Senate, the
vestment will pay and not lose is the measure having already passed the
fact that the company is established, lower branch by a good margin, the
that it has paid dividends on its iriends of daylight saving time will
stocks consistently and interest on have a referendum to be voted op by
the people of the whole state at a
its bonds regularly. A concrete ex special election, it is' stated.
The
ample of the sort of investment that resolve to amend the constitution
meets this test is supplied by our prohibiting fhe use of public funds
own local corporation, the Camden & for sectarian schools, introduced by
senator Barwise of Penobscot, was
Rockland Water Company, in its
taken up in the House this morning.
present proffer of stock to home in
• • • .
vestors.
Among the bills, passed to he en
grossed of Knox and Lincoln County
interest are included: An act to cre
On March 17 one's thoughts find nat
ate a game sanctuary to be known as’
ural inclination to the land of which the Knox Count;' Game Preserve;
St. Patrick is the recognized patron. an act relating to the salary of the
When he was a boy in the public clerk of courts of Knox County; a
resolve in favor of I.ester IJ. Baton,
schools the present editor of this
warden at Thomaston State Prison.
paper numbered amonfe his friends This is just further legislature in the
many boys of Irish parentage, the procedure of the bills.
... *
sons of early immigrants who driveh
•According to a statement by Pres
out of Ireland by the stress of fam
ine and hard times had found in ident Buzzell of the Senate, the pres
ent legislature hopes to make a rec
these regions opportunities in which ord as a vetoless session. Also that
to lay the foundations of freedom it hopes to break the record as to
and prosperity.
The kindly ac-. length of session in recent years.
quaintance with those people, the The president explained that it was
the desire of both the legislature and
stories of their lives and adventures, the governor that no measure should
the humor attaching to some of their be passed which would necessitate
more striking characters and the the governor's sending in a veto.
sound of the brogue as it fefl en He also said they hoped to reach
a final adjournment by Saturday.
gagingly upon the ear—all this tend April 4. which would make a 15 week
ed to the creation of a romantic in session the shortest since 1903. when
terest in Ireland and the Irish, which tire legislature was only in session
even the manifest touching of the 13 weeks. Previous to that time tbe
! session had been running from 10 to
race with the attributes of Yankee12 weeks.
• » » •
dom and the regretted disappearance
The committee on Sea and Shore
of the brogue have not been able ut
terly to dispell. Once, when the Fisheries announces that the hearing
in relation to smelt legislation will
glamour of this romance lay thickest
take place Thursday instead of Fri
it was our privilege to visit the day.
• • • »
Emerald Isle, before its poetry, its
.Saturday's Kennebec Journal said:
legends, its customs and people had
been subjected to the virus of so “Although the committees of the
Legislature which have the two Ken
phistication. When next we saw it. nebec bridge resolves under consider
twenty years later, much of this had ation will not vote thetr report until
vanished, and in these last ten years I next week, it Is said that th* joint
the changes have proceeded swiftly., committees on ways and bridges and
interior waters will report by a good
A late writer tells us that those who
majority "ought to pass" on the re
have found in old Ireland a happy solve for the Bath bridge, while ttte
hunting ground of quiet pleasures committee on ways and'bridges w,ll
for generations may regret it, hut report “ought not to pass" on tbe
■that no longer distressful country Richmond bridge resolve. This pre
diction was ventured Friday by a
•has decided to sell its beauties td all ipan at the 'State House who had
the world, l'ine automobile roads, talked with various members of thefe
exact railway connections and buses two committees."
• , • •
i
to shrines that heretofore were only
Bath Times:—Once the Maine Leg
reached by "shanks mare’’ will usher
islature gives the people of the state
in the new day. It is all part of the
a chance to vote bn the Kennebec
democratizing of travel. No longer bridge measure a well planned ramis Europe p rlcfi man s holiday land puign of publicity will be necetyary to
only—.students, teachers, salesmen, carry the desired information into
clerks and western farmers, are now- every nook and coiner of the staue.
Now that a site which is satisfac
found In regiments over there. They tory to the people and to the railha vc not much money. 1»ut they. road has been selected, and one which
•buy a lot of scenery in Ireland, which' will not be so far away from the
Is no larger than the State of Maine.I business section of the city as to en....
.. ,
... , , ,
I danger its prosperity, Bath people
from the beautiful Lakes of KiUar-l
, , ... ...
'
I will take hold with a will to urge the
ney to tlie massive grandeur of thei advantages of a bridge so that Tlie
Giants Causeway.”
measure will receive endorsement of
the voters at the polls in September

There were two disappointing
things about the girls' basketball
game in the Arcade Saturday after
noon- One was the defeat suffered
by the home team; the other was the
small attendance. So far as the de
feat was concerned it was not alto
gether unexpected aqd the game
was lost by only two points. The
fluancial |»art of the affair was par
ticularly sad. the total receipts at
the "gate" heing only $18.70. The
net loss on the gameris something
the Association does nil like to think
about. It indicates a lack of interest
or a lack of loyalty, and either is
unthinkable.
Alibis are of little avail, but it
would he only fair to state that
Rockland High was without the
services of two regulars—Misses
Egan and Trafton. Because of their
absence the team did not present its
maximum strength either at center
or on the defense. And Westbrook,
victor by a large score In the preced
ing game, was here in all its glory.
Rockland led by three points at the
end of the flrst period, the score
standing 9 to 6. The visitors scored
four points to the home team's tW'o,
which still left Rockland one -point
ahead. The precarious lead was held
through the third period, but it was
apparent to the fans that Rockland
must soon wear down under the at
tack and that all of Westbrook’s
throws would not continue to go wide
of the cage.
Miss Breen was shifted to center
in the hope of bolstering up that po
sition, but the movement found its
reaction in an even more vociferous
attack by the lassies from West
brook. and when Dot went back 4o
her old position it was too; late to
overcome the momentum which the
visitors had gained
Mtss Htnery starred for West
brook. and whenever the hall crossed
the dead line into her territory the
air seemed to be full of her auburn
locks. She scored three more points
than Miss Breen, who generally does
not have to take a back seat from
any of them
Westbrook had a strong pair of
guards. Miss Hodgkins though not
in the game all of the time, put up
a stubborn defense for Rockland.
The score:
Westbrook High School
•
Goals Fouls Pts.
Bmery, rf •.................. 6
1
13'
Gerard If .................... 2
0
4
King, c ........................ 0
0
(I
Morgan, sc ................ 0
0
6
Suter’er. rb ................ 0
0
6
King, lb ...................... 0
0
8

CIRCULATION AFFIDAVIT
Rockland. Maine. March IT, 1925.
Personally appeared Frank S Lyddle who
on natli declares That lie is pressman ln the
office of The Courier-Gazette. and that of the
the Issue of this paper of March .14. 1925,
there was printed a total of 6.456 conies.
Before me.
FRANK B MILLER.
Notars' Public.

Widespread regret will follow the
announced closing of the Silsby Hos
pital which has been sq fine an
agency for good in the community.
vTbis action will throw increased re
sponsibility upon Knox General Hos
pital and.call for an early comple
tion of its two awaited wings.

The traveler who now crosses the
river at Bath is uplifted by the feel
ing lhat in no great lapse of time
he’ll be performing that piece of
bvff-obffs by way of a bridge. It is a
grand and glorious feeling.
The attendance on last week's Bos
ton automobile show and the interest
exhibited by the crowds of visitors
augurs another busy season for that
■wpnderful industry.

Good sap weather

Every-Other-Day

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Tuesday, March 17, 1925.
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20PERCENT
We give regularly until
further notice 20 PER
CENT OFF the marked
selling price on every
article in our store, includ
ing Stoves.

STONINGTON
FURNITURE CO,
L. MARCUS

313-319 MAIN ST.

TIL. 748-J
110-tf

MALLORY
HATS

*7

Estm-QoaUtr

Super-Quslitr

^5

H

ATS are not a mere
annex, appendix, or
after-thought toour business.

We are men’s hatters with

a complete showing, not just
men’s wear dealers with a
show-case or two or hats.
‘ Drat W<0 And Succeed"

Gregory’s

BERT BLODGETT SANG

Forty Club Had Rousing
Good Meeting—Endorsed
Police Matron Project.
A rousing meeting of the Forty
Club was held at the Thorndike
Grill yesterday noon with President
Dr. Walter M. Spear of the Rock
land Rotary Club as the speaker.
Covers were laid for 60 who enjoyed
a perfectly served luncheon with
sirloin steak and green peas as the
most interesting items. A cold bot
tle of Mount ZIreo Ginger cham
pagne. "The Water of Health" graced
each plate through the courtesy of
the makers and the John Bird Co.
The most awe inspiring feature was
the song stunt turned by H. P. Blod
gett G. A. Lawrence. P. P. Bicknell
and Dr. Spear as Rotarjr Club guests.
The various committee reports
showed that constructive work was
being done by the elob. Half of the
Rockland delegation at the Kenne•bec Bridge hearing were Forty Club
members and various other projects
have been carried through. The po
lice matron idea was endorsed as
was Oov. Brewster's publicity cam
paign. It was voted to limit the club
membership and establish a waiting
list due to the number of applica
tions now in. The proposition of re
ceiving delinquent boys received at-J
tention. Hon. William T. Cobb willaddress the meeting of March 23 and
8. T. Kimball will Ire the speaker at
the session March 30.
Dr. Spear's address was a master
ly handling of the subject of "Club
and Inter-Club Relations” and was,
treated in a broad manner, showing
what a tremendous influence for
right organizations like Rotary and
the Forty Club could exert. With it
he coupled some sound advice gar
nered from long experience as a club
man and more recant connection!
with Rotary. The applause at his
conclusion was a veritable ovation.
An Interesting report submitted by
the Civic Affairs Committee. George
W. Snow, is given in part as follows:
« • • •

• The Civic Affairs Committee sug
gests that the Manual Training
teacher at some future meeting he
invited to tell the club about the
work being done in the schools for
Civic Improvement.
We suggest that some meeting in
the immediate future be set aside
for discussion of Daylight Saving for
Rockland.
The Committee recommends thaj
a resolution be drawn up by tl# of
ficers of this club and that a copy be
sent to Governor Brewster, com
mencing his advertising and pub
licity campaign for the State of
Maine, and offering-him the support
of the Forty Club In any way that
we may be able to aid this good
work.
We offer for your action a pro
posal that a committee whose mem
bership be chosen from the Forty
Club, Chamber of Commerce, City
Club. Rotary Club, or any other in
terested organization of the city ol
Rockland for the purpose of raising
funds to advertise Rockland.
The Civic Affairs Committee rec
ommends that a Boy -Scout Commit
tee be appointed to investigate the
Boy Scout situation in this cjty and
report their findings to a future
meeting.
We offer as a suggestion that the
club be incorporated, ami that suit
able insignia be adapted for use on
stationery, club papers, and as a
lapel bULpn for members, etc.
We recommend that arrangements
be made with the street Railway
Company whereby it will reduce the
stoias now made on Main street. l»e
tween Park und Granite street*,
with the Idea in mind of relieving the
congestion of traffic between these
points. The Committee suggests the
following stops be made: Park
street, at the corner of Park and
Main; corner of Main qand Tiilkon
avenue; at thexCentral Maine Power
Company's .waiting room; corner ot
Granite and Main streets, the High
land cars to use above stops aim to
make their stop at Park street in
front of the Rockland Hotel instead
of in front of the American Express
Co.’s office. This would mean two
stops in the congested part of Main
street where now there are siffc.
That t-he Forty Club endorse tlie
Police Matron for Rockland.
That wayward iboys of Rockland
be put on protection to this club
through the authority of the Proba
tion Officer.
Mrs. Katherine C. Alden of Hamp
den reported that the teaching of the
| Constitution of the United States in
the public and private schools of
Maine, a -bill under a new draft
should be passed.

Totals .................... 8
1
Rockland High Schol
Goals Fouls
Hodgkins, lb ........... 0
0
Legage lb ................ 0
0
Smith, lb .................. 0
0
Koster, rb ................ 0
0
Legage. rb ............... 0
0
Blackball, c............. 0
0
Griffin, sc ................ 0
0
Perry, cf .................. 2
1
Breen, rf .................. 5
0
Flanagan, rf ............ 0
9

17

Totals .................... 7
1
1»
Score. Wostljrw’k High 17, Rocks
Land High 15. Refereee. Miss Willis,
Timer, Davies. Scorer, Cecil Benson,
The Rock'.and High second ten*
defeated the Rockland Midgets 7 to I
in a lively game, refereed by Dick
Reed.
* ♦ • ♦
Graduation hits the boys’ basket
ball team of Rockland High School a
heavy blow removing Greene. Mur
phy, Maxi y. Rounds, Bird and Fein,
all of whom l ave done yeoman ser
vice this season. The team for 1925y
26 will l«e built around Merchant,
Trafton nnd Jim Flanagan.
The girds' team loses only Trafton
ajid Breene, although this is like
losing two front teeth.
Next seaton's coaches w ill have a promising1
field to select from: Lucille lL,dekins. Koster. Flanagan. E. Peiry,
Webber. Legage. Smith, ^eles. P!-,ckliall. Egan. Griffin uni A tee Hodg
kins. ThFlast name I olivet woulsl
eeoubtless have made lit- letter ibis
season, but (>r in accident.
• • • •
The basketball season will end in
u blaze of glory March 27 when the
crack General Electric boys from
Lynn. Mass., will meet the local High
School five in the Arcade.
It is
seldom that local fans are privileged
to see a Massachusetts team ill action
and few Will miss this opportunity,
especially as two Rockland boys,
Clyde and Otho Record, are in the
Lynn lineup. The High School out
fit has been marked by a consistent
all-season improvement, und Coach
Jones Is positive that It will be a
battle worth seeing.
Also Coach
Jones drops the information that Jhis'
game must make up tlie deficit
caused by recent contests which were
rather disastrous, financially.
Also,
while in a confiding mood the Coach
told another secret.
There will be
a girls' game—-High School vs Alum
nae. The important part of the an
nouncement Is that the old timers
will be organized and trained by Miss
Pauline McLoon, home from Wneaton
pn a broken armed furlough.
In the
old days there were those who said
that the "Blonde Cyclone" could beat
any ordinary team alone, with one
arm tied behind her.
It is a good
bet that if the March 27 mill gets
too close she will be in there, arms
or no arms.
One of the Portland Sunday news
papers named Wendell Thornton as
second chop i- tor center in the all
tournament team at the Fniverslty of
Maine.
He plays on the Higgins
Classical Institute team.

Col. \\ illiam Noble Williams, U.S.A.
tetiied, said to be the oldest mem
ber of The Aineridlui Legion, died
in Washington recently aged 88. He
was active ln the Civil War and
fought through three Indian Wars,
and although declared too old to
serve in the -Spanish-American War,
he came back and served during th*
World War as a member of the
Quatermaster Corps. Col Williams
was u meniliei- of George Washington

Why does the Thbee Crow Extract
Checkerheri-y taste like the lloxlierry
, l'ltim.—adv.
*
[ Pofft.

it.

THE APPLE MARKET

Prices Soft But Good Starks Sell
Well—Spuds and Turnips Un
changed.

A brilliant electrical parade with
"The American Legion” as the theme
and costing approximately $50,006,
will be on* of thq innovations of the
Legion's big annual convention Oct.
5 to 9. inclusive at Omaha.
This spectacle will be put on by
the Knights of Ak-Sur-Ben. who each
year present the “Murdl Gras of the
Middle West” at Omaha, nnd whose
fame as royal hosts has spread to
the four corners of the land.
“Nothing ean express the scope, the
carefully worked out plans and the
spirit, which we are confident will
make the 1925 convention the great
est in the history of the American
Legion." said Everetts Buckingham,
chairman of the committee.
* * • •

With $50,000 already in the bank
and ah additional $75,000 pledged by
Ak-Sar-Ben; with an ideal central
location; with a convention commit
tee consisting of the city’s most in
fluential men, Omaha is tackling the
problem of feting a multitude, which
it is expected will reach 100,000, with
vim and vigor. Instead of the usual
one parade, there will be three, each
of which will be worth coming to
Omaha to witness
Major General
George B. Duncan of the Seventh
Cofips area promises t<^ mobilize the
entire area in Omaha to stage one
of The greatest military spectacles
ever held in America.
• • • •
There will be auto tours, bronchobusting and cow-riding stunts at the
stockyards, athletic Contests, band
concerts, with the Ak-Sar-Ben car
nival which will be developed into a
street exposition and will be the play
ground of the thousands and thou
sands of guests.
• • • •
A bit of shrapnel is going to wreck
the life of 'Henry Charles Odell of
Hoboken. N. J„ and his mother's too.
unless the efforts of the Hudson
County American Legion are success
ful. It is a strange Jekyll and Hyde
case which the police want to pun
ish with prison and the Legion to
cure with hospital.
• • • •
i

A decade ago, Odell, a medical stu
dent, supported his mother and lived
such an unimpeachable life that even
tbe neighbors praised him. The toc
sin of war sent him to France and
there at the front a splinter of shrap
nel ripped open his scalp as if with a
knife. Home again, he could not
find work; Jibi head ached. His ef-‘
forts to obtain compensation failed.
Desperate and down to rockbottom.
Legionnaires say. he purloined letters
from the mail.
Postal inspectors
caught him.
Jail awaits him—
unless
the
Legion
succeeds
iA getting him sent to a Vet
erans’ Bureau hospital for treatment.
The Legionnaires say that if Odell is
hospitalized instead of Imprisoned, he
can be cured of criminal tendencies.
• • * «
“The American Legion Tri-State
Bowling Association." Is the name of
the latest Legion athletic activity.
It came about when about 50 bowl
ing enthusiasts from posts in Michi
gan, Ohio and Indiana met, formed
the association and named officers.
The first tri-state tournament will lie
held in Toledo, Ohio starting April
25.
• • • •

Boston. March 1|.
Movement of apples has been very
good for ihe past week, but prices are
very soft;
particularly on
the
unclassified of all varieties.
It does qpt look now like much
improvement: at present, anyway
Starks, when bright and free froth
scald, are selling very well; but Ren
Davis selLharil unless they show fair
sl2e and good color.
Potatoes and turnips are un
changed.
Baldwins. No 1. bxs.................. 1 25
Baldsins. No. 1. bids................. $3.30
Baldwins, unclassified, bbls. .. 2 50
Baldwins, unclassified, bxs.........
75
Odd Varlesiw. bbls...................... 2 50
Odel Varieties, bxs.............................75
Tolnian Sweets, bbls.

...^.......... 2 50

ttreeninzn, bbls ........................
Spys. Mils. .................................
Ben Davis, bbls.............................
Starks, bbls...................................
Potatoes, 100 lps.....................
Turnips, 100 lbs. ........................

2 .70
2 50
2.00
2 50
1 20
1 00

io 2 HO
to $1 50
to 3 50
to I 25
to 3.50
to 1.23
to 4.00
to 3.50
to 5.00
to 3.00
to 3 50
to 1 25
to 1.25

Kingman & Hearty, inc.,
"The House Built on the Apple."

WITH THE

Million

REMARKABLE SHOWING
Dodge Brothers remarkable in
crease in production and sales con
tinues without interruption, an offi
cial statement from the factory dis
closes.
Actual retail deliveries by dealers
during February were within a few
cars of 15.000. which is an increase of
23.1 percent over deliveries in Feb
ruary, 1924.
Every week in February showed a
material increase over tbe preceding
week and the flrst half of March like
wise exceeded the last hal* of Feb
ruary.
While dealers' stocks are excep
tionally low, the factory is turning
out cars in such volume that it is
hoped to meet practically the entire
current demand. Production for the
flrst week of March was over 1000
cars a day.
Dodge Brothers sales for 1924 in
creased more than 25 percent over
1923. in the face of an 11 per cent de
cline in the Industry as a whole.
These facts, considered with the
present continued increase, besifeak
a most gratifying condition and
Dodjte Brothers are naturally opti
mistic.—adv.

Dollar

Motor
Watch This Paper

for Further Details

ROCKLAND AUTO SALES CO.
Rockland, Maine

LEGISLATIVE NOTICES
JUOICIARY
The Committee nn Judiciary will give a
public hearing in Its rooms at the State
House. In Augi'sta, on
WEDNESDAY. March I8J1. 1&25. 2 p. m.
on the following:
S. D No. ITS An Art relating to the affi
davit of plaintiff being taken it prima facie
evidence
S D No. 183 An Act relating to the At
torney General.
S D No. 181 An Act relating to com
pulsory voting at election*.
S. D. No 182 An Act relating to taxa
tion of corporations.
8 D No. 175 An Act tQ prevent travel
ling peddlars. dealers, salesmen and solicitors
of orders for punch boards, seal cards, slot
gambling machines or other implements, ap
paratus* or materials of any form of gambling
S. D. No 146 An Act relating to the in
terrogating of adverse parties in action nt
law or equity for the discovery of facts and
Uwuments admissible in evidence at the tri&l
of the action.
H D. No. 118 An Act relating to recording
of instruments of conveyance.
tf. D No 287 An Act to amend iSectlon
57 of Chapter 87 relating to motions for new
ttfals.
H D. No. 286 An Act relating to assist
ance in marking ballot.
H P No. 731 An Act in relation to State
funds for charity patients in public and pri
vate hospitals
32-33
S. D. No. 206 AnzAct relative to expen
diture on pub ic moneys.
H. D No. 317 An Act authorizing the re
cording of marketing agreements of co-op
erative Agricultural Associations.
H. D. No. 377 An Act relating to motor
vehicle laws.
f
H. D No. 318 An Act relating to the
State pier.
S
D. No 207 An Act relating to the
authority of the State highway commission
within tlie limits of State highways.
S. D No. 184 An Art to amend certain
acts relating to corporations.
33
FREDERICK W. HLNCKLEY. Chairman
HERBERT^. HOLMEfi. Secretary

■ (Eddie) Collins, newly appointed
manager or the Chicago White Sox
has accepted still another athletic
responsibility. A member of Albert
(Hinton Wunderlich Post of The Am
erican Legfon in Lansdowne. Penn
'Eddie" has agreed to head ihe pof
Athletic Committee (hr the year.
The "Laird of I-anedowne" as the
sports writers call Eddie, is covering
LEGAL AFFAIRS
the t.'ncllc situation us he covers
The CorandXtee on Legal Affairs wlll give a
ihe t.e;stone sack.
public hearing In Its rooms at the State
tfouse. in Augusta, on
♦ • • •

WEDNESDAY. March 18. 1825, 2 p ni.
on the following:
tf. P. 858. H. D. 203 An Act to amend
aeeilon 18 of chapter 51 of the Revised
Statutes as amended by chapter W of tho
public Laws of 10J9 relating to proxies
$. P.
An Act to amend sectfon 18 of
chapter 118 of the Revised Statutes as amend
ed by chapter 85 of the Public Laws of 1917,
relating to fees payable to Registers of Deeds.
II P. 888. H. D 213 An Act relating to
the relief of poor debters.
H. P. 920. H. D 233 An Act relating to
land taken for parks, squares, public libraries
and playgrounds
31-33
J. BLAINE MORRISON. Sec.

Day toil. Ohio Post Is conducting a
program to place a flag ln each of
ttayton's 700 schoolrooms. Question
naires pertaining to the flag are sent
to each pupil an the schools, and no
room falling below a reasonable av
erage will be awarded.a flag, accord
ing to the plan of Instruction outlined
by the Legion's Americanization
committee.
J • » •
Thirty members of The American
Legion in Sullivan, Jud. put on their
SEA AND SHORE FISHERIES
Old army uniforms and handled the
The Committee on Sea and Shore Fish
pries
witl
give a public hearing ln Its rooms
crowds that flocked to the scone of
the Styte House, in Augusta, on w
the City coal mine disaster which re at TtfTTbSP'AY,
March IP', 13*5. at 2 I? in on
sulted in the death ot 51 miner*.
the following:
H. P. No. 1143 An Act relatiut to the reg
• • • •
ulation Of smelt Ashing.
32-24
Wide-spread and unselfish activity
PERCY G. SARGENT, Secretary
j»y The American Legion, Department
f Nebraska, was shown by the re
urns from a questionnaire sent to
166 posts in the department. The 165
posts have accumulated property to
the value of *164,000; they own eight
een buildings and operate 93 clubs:
they helped 1.889 'needy veteransthey -held 287 public meetings of
which 96 were Americanization meet
ings; 38 posts installed uniform flag
A
decoration In thielr cities; four im
When you begin to jearn
proved the etty streets: 20 sponsored
And assisted boy scout troops; Vine
You should begin to save.
sponsored a community club; one
financed a lyceum course etc.
« • • •
As a means of aiding the health de
partment of Mason City, Iowa, in its
fight against contagious disease. Am
429 MAIN ST, ROCKLAND
erican Legion Officials recently called
off a dance that had been planned
and advertised widely. The Legion
A strictly mutual savings
naires took the action because thev
bank
Considered the health of the com-'
munity above private pleasure or
gain, they said.
DEPOSITS
• • • •
The French government has pro
Made during the first four
vided permanent quarters for Paris
days of the month ytill
Post of The American Legion at 2
Boulevard I^annes. near the Porte
draw interest from the first
Dauphlne. The government has co
day
of that jponth.
operated in making Paris Poet of The
American Legion one of the most SAFE DEPOSIT BOXES TO RENT
popular and influential bodies of
World War service men in the French
capital.
• * * «

?

START
SAV1NC NOW

ROCKLAND
SAVINGS BANK

A beneficial society for members of
Herbert Paul Lentz Post in Allen
•own. Penn., Is one of the attractive
features of the Post. The Post plans
to pay sick benefits of $7 for the flrst
♦hlrteen weeks and $4 for the next
thirteen to atl members who “get tin
der the weather.”

Millions

rhe Biggest Fajnily
In This Town bfthe
Family of Readers of
r— THIS. PAPER r—

Apperson
Leadership-Value
In the

Straight-Away 8

Super-Value 6
Custombilt V-8
The Talk of the Town
Never before have cars of
such distinctive finish, assur
ed comfort, ease of operation
and proved performance
been offered the public. The
«ar of your dreams.

APPFKSON
SPACES 21

and 22

at the show

INorffr National JBanl?;

THE NATIONAL DREAM
It is th» ambition of cveryo ,e to havt.
home. It rr.ay scam like an importibilit, but
it s not once you start saving systematically.
Ctan your foundation teday.

pvery Saturday pay ycurself a fixed wage
and then deposit your real pa/ in a Savings
Account.
You can bank with us by mail.

INTEREST PAID ON SAVINGS ACCOUN lS
Limited United States Depository
FOOT OF LIMEROCK STREET

North National Bark
Rockland, Main©

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Tuesday, March 17, 1925
Wednesday evening Aurora Ix>dge
win observe Past Master's night with
all the stations filled by Past Mas
COMING NEIGHBORHOOD EENTS
ters.
There will be work upon tlie
Master MRsen’g degree with five Can
March H—8t. Patrick’s Pay.
March 18—Monthly meeting of Baptist didates.
A banquet will be served at
Men’s League
March 18—Chicken pattle luncheon at Con 6.30 by Golden Rod Chapter, O. E. S.
gregational church.
March 18-21—Rockland Automobile and
Radio Show at the Arcade.
March 18-19—State Convention of D. A.R
In Bangor.
March 19—Chapman concert in First Bap
tist church.
March 19—Masquerade dance at the Coun
try Club
March 19-20—Benefit Minstrels in Rock
port ,
March 20—VlnaXiaven Food Fair.
(Match 20—City schools close.
□latch 20—’Address by B. C. Redonnet, of
Wiscasset, auspices Women’s Educational
Club, hi Methodist vestry.
March 21—Civil Sendee Examination at
Rockland Post Office.
March 21—Young Folks* convention at
Methodist church, Rockland.
March 21—First day of spring.
March
Aprils.—Singing revival. First

The Sons of Veterans Auxiliary
hag Its regular circle supper Wednes
day at O. A. R. hallThere will be
initiation at the evening meeting.
The Warren Auxiliary will conduct
the work.
^n entertainment will

A most curious and rare crab, with
its back covered with pretty little
w-hite shells (Anomia simplex) was
taken from a lobster pot off Mctinic
Island recently by Woodbury Snow
and presented to the Knox Academy
Museum.—J. T. Smyth of 'Camden
sends in to the museum a fine spec
High School Bene imen of the dirt tunnel of thp'frapdoor spider.

Baptist church.

March 23—Class o< ’21
fit Dance—Arcade.
March 27—Basketball—'Lynn, Mass., vs R.
11. S. (boys)
R H S. vs Old Timers (girls;
March 39-LCity schools reopen.
March 30—Thomaston town meeting.
March 31, April 1-3-r-Iarmen* Week at the
College of Agriculture.
April 2 — Thomaston—Easter Fair at Con
gregational church.
April 3—Rockport—“Cheer
Up Chad,"
auspices of Dumalquas class of Baptist S. S.
at Union hall.
April 7—Knox County Supreme Court con
venes.
April 12—Easter Sunday.
April 17—Address, “The Care of our de
fectives, Delinquents and Dependent*," by
Grube B. Cornish, auspices Woman’s Educa
tional Club at Methodist vestry.
April 22-27—Annual conference of Metho*
dtat Episcopal Churches ln Augusta.
May 19—Mothers’ Day.

A Chilly Week
Weather outlook for the week in
North Atlantic States: Fail* at be
ginning fallowed by rains or snows in
North portions about middle and to
ward end.
Temperatures will be
normal or below most of the week.

There will be cars to W«rren and
Camden after the Chapman concert.
Miss Hilma Kiskilla. R. H. S., ’25,
is employed as bookkeeper and ste
nographer at the Snow-Hudson Co.
The dance at the Head-of-the- Ray
scheduled for this week has been
postponed to a week from Wednesday
night, March 25.

The regular meeting of Miriam Re
bekah Lodge will be held tonight
The degree will be conferred on can
didates. with regular circle supper at
6 o’clock.
Officers of the Coast Artillery Corps
attended a school of instruction at
Hotel Rockland Saturday night. Maj.
O. C. Merritt and Lieut. De Merritt
were in charge.

Those who have seen "The Dixie
Handicap" at Strand Theatre do not
hesitate to pronounce it the best pic
ture of that type ever shown in Rock
land.
Organist O'Hara’s Southern
melodies make it a delightful enter
tainment.

There has been organized in Bel
lingham, Washington, a corporation
known as the People’s Coal Op.
A
publication known as
llAhson’s
Choice News. published by the new
concern, is carrying a series oCbiog
raphical sketches of the officers.-The
current issue contains the portrait
and sketch of Dr. George Stntrkley,
formerly of Cfcmddn, who is one of
the trustees.

.

All Kidiand will be at Park The
atre Saturday morning at 10 o’clock,
the attraction being the Grammar
School heulth plays presented in the
interest of better physical condition
for our boys and girls. Three health
plays will he presented under direc
tion of P. A. Jones, Director of
Heulth Education in the local schools,
tbe youngsters from the grammar
school serving as principals and cast.
The "HickviUe Drill” which made
such a hit a Comunity Fair will be
repeated by request.
The other
plays will be ‘‘-School Bell Fever” and
"Health Fairies.”
A small admis
sion fee will be charged school chil
dren.
Manager Benson has con
tributed the use of the theatre to
gether with a comedy reel of pic
tures-

SPECIAL FOR THIS WEEll

Many yeara we have handled a

We are partially prepared to

very exclusive and deairable line

supply your early Spring needs

of Men’s Coats.

THE BEST VEGETABLE

i_

PLAY AT THE ROCKLAND AUTO SHOW)

from eur Ready to Wear De

1 am a model 55. 1 was brought up by The Flint Motor Company, a division of The Locomo-*
bile Company of America.
MY MAKE is the result of years of experience—-constant improvement, in fact, the best known
to W. C. Durant, famous pioneer auto builder and his engineers, put into a car and called the Flint; a
promise fulfilled by Mr. Durant that when he perfected an automobile good enough he would name it the
Flint after his own beloved city, Flint, Michigan.

partments.

English Top Coats
English Gabardine and

Rain Coats
of all descriptions for our sum
mer trade and wf find that a

great many of the men in Rock

Each day brings naw arrivata.
Let ut knew your wants and wa

ean surety fill them.
If you

ere

look at them.

in town eom« and
If you are out of

MY CONSTRUCTION. When at the show go over my chassis carefully. You will find the evi
dence of real goodness in every detail.
,

town and tha read conditions are
land and vicinity do not know it

so bad that you cannot earns let

us supply your wants)by parcel
poet or American Express.
We invite your inspection.

Tfle funeral services of the late
George F. Crocker were held at the
family residence on Orange street
yesterday afternoon, with a very
large attendance and an impressive
display of flowers.
Rev. W. S.
Rounds of the Congregational church
officiated and Ralph R. Ulmer Camp
of Spanish War Veterans conducted
Its ritual service under the leader
ship of J. F. Carver, who was an in
timate personal friend of the de
ceased.
The bearers \vere Lamont
A. Wellman, James F. Carver. Dr.
Walter M. Spear and Joseph Mowry.
The interment was in Achorn ceme
tery.
Claremont Commanderw played a
double header in the asylum yester
day. with degree work afternoon and
evening.
Those who received the
degrees were Raymond D. Williams
und John N. Glidden of Damariscotta,
and Dr. Emery B. Howard. James E.
Roberts and Floyd M. Richardson of
Rockland. A banquet was provided
ai recess time.
The attendance was
much larger than ordinary.
The
Commandery will attend Easter ser
vices at the Vniversalist church, accom>«nied by the Rockland Band, and
Easter breakfast will be served at
the Temple at 9 o’clock.
THE SCHOONER R. F. HART

”1 think I can answer the query
of your correspondent Boze.” said
Capt. David L. Haskell of this city.
“It was in 1S98 that 1 shipped on
the schooner R. F..Hart for a voyage
to New York, in the capacity of a
man before the m;yst.
Then I was
promoted to cook, then I was mate
for two years, and- then for two
years 1 sailed as master. Two years
after I left the vessel shy ran ashore
in a thick fog on the west shore of
Long Island, near Islesboro. in Pe
nobscot Bay.
They pulled her off
the ledge and towed her round to
;Crow Cove, on the west side of Islesboro, .where they beached her.
Hint was about 1904, and there on
the beach you can see today the'
holies of the schooner R. F. Hart.
”1 have a number of pictures of the
vessel which I should, he pleased to
show to Boze.' or anybody interested
in hep
—
The
fine
Colonial
Orchestra,
Grindle’s own. which made such o
tremendous hit at the Red Letter
Ball, plays a return engagement at
the Arcfede next Wednesday. March
25 this time under the auspices of
the Class of ’21 R. H. S-, for the
benefit of the new High School.—adv.

SPINACH

QUAUTY

(THE STORY OF A DEMONSTRATOR WHOSE CHASSIS WILL BE ON DIS

A SEVEN BEARING CRANKSHAFT. Essentially an expensive feature.
well beyond the point experienced in other cars with less bearing surface.

Wa

pay 'II charfaa.

A TUBULAR BACKBONE. Found on no other six-cylinder car.
improves riding, protects body from road strains.

»PECK

COBB’S Inc. service

NOT HOW CHEAP, Blfl HOW GOOD

THE PEOPLtl
WHO PUSHl

I
never try I

BABY
CARRIAGES!

TO BEAT
LOCOMOTfVtS
TO RAILWAY

crossings!

EASY ACCESSIBILITY OF ALL MECHANICAL UNITS.

All of these features, and more, have been quickly recognized by the buying public as evidenced
by the demand for the Flint throughout the country, a demand unequalled by any other automobile in its
price class during the first year of its existence.

Confirm* Class of Twentyfour and Is Pleased With
Local Work.

Mrs. Fannie Nile* Harvey. iftfe of
Dr. A. K. P. Harvey, went forth on
life'* great pilgrim age Into the un
seen, Sunday morning.
'Mr*. Harvey had three dominant
interests In life: Her character, her
friends and her home. She loved her
church and was always ready to
serve its best Interests. She will lalong missed -by pastor and people.
She made friends and held then*
with penetrating sympathy. Never
impulsive in her friendships, she was
tenacious and discriminating and
those within the charmed circle knew
» love that was ready and strong.
Her home was her care and her Joy.
Her simplicity und sweetness made
its atmosphere; her gentle and un
obtrusive skill adorned it and he who
shared lte constant happiness with
her; and the friends who gathered
•there are left a fund of quiet
happy memories to cheer them
through the years. Strong as she
wae gentle, patient as she was
strong through forty-seven years of
married life she had been a blessing
and a source of cheer, and now her
life, in its ripeness has gone to full
fruitage
somewhere else.
while
memory ministers to hope, experi
ence deepens faith and love blesses
sorrowing hearts with patience and
contentMrs. Harvey is survived by her
husband, one brother. Elmer Niles of
Monmouth; two nephews, Ernest A.
Niles of Monmouth and Harvey E
Niles of Farmington, and two nicees.
Mrs. Raymond Woodcock of Farm
ington and Mrs. Walter D. Emerson
of Northfield. Vt. With Dr. and Mrs.
Harvey during their residence in
Washington, D. C., lived their ward.
Miss Grace H. Nutter who is at
present a field nurse for the Veter
an’s Bureau, with headquarters in
Burlington, Vt.. and who Is now in
this efty.
The funeral services will be held at
2 o’clock this afternoon. Bev. C. A.
Knickerbocker officiating.
The rev
mains will he placed In the receiving
tomb until spring, when they will be
interred in Canton Point, Me.
C. A. K.

Miss Lena Thorndike entered yes
terday updn her new duties as teach
er of the 8th grade in Thomaston.

Dr- Lewis S. Johnson ot Augusta
was the speaker at the March 13 din
ner and meeting of the Penobscot
Bay Dental Cl«b, held at the Rocklsmd Hotel His subject “X-ray Di-

Increases chassis rigidity,

POWERFUL QUIET L-HEAD MOTOR. Developing 70 horsepower at 2500 R. P. M.
THERMOSTATICALLY CONTROLLED COOLING SYSTEM.
GROUND TRANSMISSION GEARS IN MORE EXPENSIVE CARS.

THE BISHOP PLEASED

Rt. Rev. Benjamin Brewster of
Portland, Bishop of Maine, paid his
official visit to the three local Episco
pal churches Sunday and confirmed
a class of 24. At St. Peter’s church
in the morning he wqs greeted hy a
fine congregation and hy the aug
mented choir which gave some very
excellent music.
The altar was
tastefully decorated, calla lilies pre
dominating. The Bishop’s talk was
most Interesting and was followed by
the confirmation of a class of seven
including Mrs. George H. Parker.
Misses Leola E. Rowling. Marguerite
W. Cunningham. Miss Marion E. Teel,
M1#s Margaret Allen. Miss Maxine
Barry and John S. Newhall. Bishop
Brewstec was much pleased with the
condition of the parish and the parish
,room improvements recently complet
ed under the direction of the rector,
Rev. j'.'B. Pitcher.
The Thatnaston service was held at
3.30 o'clock and was marked by sev
eral interesting features. In the first
place the parishioners were sum
moned by the sweet-toned bell which
has hung silebtain an unsafe belfry
for years, the repairs heing com
pleted especially for the Bishop's visit.
Then the service was held in the
chureh proper. or auditorium for the
first time In many months due to the
kindness of certain unnamed friends
through whose generosity a new fur
nace was installed which permitted
the heating of the chureh.
The
musical program was particularly
fine, numbering 16 voices with violin
accompaniment.
There are many
young people in the choir at present
•VPiss Audrey Pillsbury. Miss Ada M
Davis. Miss Katheryn W. Scott and
Clarence A. Simmons were confirmed.
The Bishops talk was exceptionally
good and tt included felicitations for
the fine spirit so manifest on the
port of the little parish of St. John
the Baptist. The everting service
was held at the church ot St. Thomas
in Camden where a class of 12 was
confirmed.

Reduces vibration

IMPROVED.MOTOR SUSPENSION. Engine mounted inside the frame at four points on a subframe support.

Fuller-Cobb-Davis

Those who correctly solved the
Dixie Handicap cross word puzzle in
The Courier-Gazette and received the
25 pairs of tickets to Strand Theatre
were: P. H. McKusick, John Dugan.
Mrs. Lilian Copping, 'Nick Anastasio,
Robert
Greeley. Miss Josephine
Thorndike, John Gulstln, Mrs. Fred
Jordan,
DellaCrosby,
Rurdelle
Hlroiit,
Mildred Ryan,
Gertrude
Boody.Anna Webster,
Elizabeth
Reed. Louise Williams, Mrs, Avaughn
Ames, Mrs. Bernice Dunbar Mary C.
Hart. Mrs. A. J. Moody, E. R.
Press Herald:
The Rockland
Veazie. Pearl Borgerson, Florence beam trawler Loon, which arrived
Rhllbrook, Mattie Andrews, Elmer F. here Thursday from the Western
Gamage.
Banks with 210,600 pounds of fish,
took out a portion of her catch at the
The Ladies of St. Peter’s Guild will Dlrigo Flab Co.’s plant, the bulk of
hold a cooked food sale Wednesday her fare going to the Burnhary &
afternoon at 2 o'etock at Mrs. Emma Morrill factory. Large''quantlties of
Crockett’s store.—adv.
33-lt
fish will be packed at the big can
nery of the Burnham & Morrill Com
At tlie Congregational vestry Wed pany this spring, there being a great
nesday. March 18.
St, Patrick’s demand for the Ash from all quar
luncheon front 11 to 1 o'clock, with ters of the world. Some big catches
chicken patties, green peas, mashed are being made by the five trawlers
potato and everything good. Dar of the Deep Sea Fisheries Company
ing the day there will be on sale at now In operation, and it is possible
tractive aprons, linens, lavendar bags that some of the dozen or more idle
and clever novelties and a table of trawlers, which have been laid up at
choicest confections that will appeal Rockland and vicinity for several
to all.—adv.
32-33
years may shortly go into commis
sion. One of the Rockland trawlers
went into that port yesterday with a
Dr. Evan*: “I covert for
catch’ qf 300,000 pounds, almost all
the Kian and for mytolf,
cod.
the vision, the ability, tha
sbnsecration
and
the
power needed in the , The Junior girls of the Rockland
crisia now on. Only by’ J High School wiU hold a food sale at
the help of God can the- ' Fuller-Cobb-Davis next Saturday at
j 2 o’clock proceeds, for the equipment
demands bo met.”
' fund of the >few High School.—adv.
—Ku Klux Hlan. i
$3-31

'

A FLINT AUTObiography

To the Women

In Municipal Court Saturday Wood
bury M. Maker was fined Hi and
costs, having been found guilty of
the larceny of a propeller fried the
boat of Frank H. Maloney irf~South
Thomaston. H-j appealed and gave
bail. Maker was arrested bi State
Detective C. Everett Harringtfin who
testified that he found Mr. Maloney's
Penobscot View Grange is holding
missing property at the South Rail a supper Thursday at 6.30 o’clock.
way. Capt. Israel Snow testified to
having bought the propeller from
The Knickerbocker Class netted
Maker. The respondent, represented about 325 from its supper at the Unlby L. D. Jones, olfered no defense. versalist vgstry Saturday evening. R.
V. Stevenson was charge d’ affaires,
It will be the privilege of the Bap with Arthur F. Lamb as aide de
tist Men’s League tomorrow night to camp.
listen to on« of the most eloquent
pulpit orators ln Maine, Rev. James
4j»eeting of the Community-Fair
F. Albion, formerly of Portland. Dr. promoters—the Parent-Teacher As
Albion's subject will be ’’The Dawn sociation and the Rockland Commu
of a New Day.” Those who heard nity and School Improvement Asso
his brief remarks at the organization
ciation, is called for 4 o'clock Friday
of the Rotary Club some weeks ago,
afternoon in the Post Office, second
know that a real treat is in store. floor.
President Richardson will
The housekeepers are cudgeling their
preside for the first time and his
brains to know how to get up an
pleasing duty will be the splitting
even better supper than those which
of the proceeds of the biggest Fair
have been served during the winter.
ever held in Rockland.
This will
conclude a long series of meetings
“It doesn’t seem possible that we held by these organizations which
had automobiles 25 years ago.” said culminated in Community Fair.
Walter T. Prescott to a Courier-Gaxetter reporter yesterday: "yet here's
None who saw the weird beauty of
the proof.” and he pointed to the
Twenty-Five Years Ago Column of the "Balloon Dance” at Red Letter
the Richmond (Va.) Times Despatch Ball, and none who danced its fas
in which appeared this paragraph: cinating. explosive steps, will want
“An automobile of the latest design to miss the Class of ’21 Benefit Dance
will he In Richmond tomorrow, and at the Arcade next Wednesday night,
will be in charge of Walter T. Pres for several ultra-attractive balloon
cott of Klngans.
It is not known novelties have been inlrodpced. The
who will be allowed to ride-in it. youngsters who are promoting the
The self-propelling carriage pontes affair are a live, clean bunch and the
from New York where hundreds of show will be run right, yet pep it
such are now In use.
Capt, An will have, all in capitals and red at
drew Plzzini will sopn have his au that. What they haven't thought of
The
tomobiles on the streets of the etty in novelties isn't in the book.
for the benefit of those who desire to New High School is the beneficiary.

Martin Billings, who has been mak
ing his home on Chestnut street, re
turned yesterday to Stonington. The
house which he occupied was lately
bought hy E. C. Moran, Jr, who will
occupy it about April 1st. after mak
ride ln them.”
ing alterations apd improvements.

"Bill” Shaughnessey, the\ well
known Bath polo player, was a vis
itor in the city last night, having
been in Camden on business.
The
versatile Shipping City athlete has
wintered well, and could still do a
clever stunt at halfback, with or
without practice.

Fuller-Cobb-Davis

MY PERFORMANCE. Soon after being completed I was sent to Rockland (“The Gateway to
Vacation Land”). I have found this a great country for a Flint. In a distance of more than 10,000 miles
I have traveled your roughest roads, climbed your steepesit hills and crawled through your slowest traffic,
in high gear. 1 run as smooth as an ocean liner, gaining great speed when desired, swiftly gliding, never
jumping. These of you who have ridden ^r driven me will bear witness to these facts. Call 912 for a
demonstration and let me convincd^YOU.

MY APPEARANCE. ' Modesty requires me to ask you to look over my brothers at the’show or
on the street. My owners think nothing cah compare with the Flint for all round appearance anywhere
near its price. We leave it to you.
LOCAL SERVICE. I am proud to say that I have blazed the way for the coming of Flint cars
to Rockland. My coming here has resulted so favorably that a $15,000 home is now being prepared for
Flint cars on the old circus grounds which will be completed around the first of April. We cordially in
vite you to come and see us there. You will find
AN ORGANIZATION ANXIOUS TO SERV^ YOU.

FIREPROOF GARAGE.
LARGEST SHOWROOM IN KNOX COUNTY.
COMPLETE SERVICE DEPARTMENT. \
GOOD GULF AND SOCONY GAS AND Ol LS.
LADIES’ REST ROOM.

’

And when a Flint needs a doctor, and that is not often as Flint owners will testify, we have in
our head mechanic, George Hallowell, a man who kn ows Flints, both from careful study at home and in
Boston. Get acquainted with him.
A FLINT.

ROCKLAND, MAINE.

Brave the Wind and Storm

1855

in ihe best wet weather togs
ever invented the 0

1925

:: Memorials::
E. A. GLIDDEN & CO

FISH BRAND

WALDOBORO, ME.

REFLEX
SLICKER

BORN

I PATENTED*

KJWE«;y

IN MEMORIAM
In memory of our beloved daughter and sister
ivfay Brkto, who passt-d away March
17. 1924.

Use precious to our hearts lias gone,
Ttie voice we loved ia stilled?
Tbe place made vacant in our home.

C<mnoi^-1tiK’kland. at Britt
Maternity
Holm-. 'March 17. to Mr. and Mrs Edward L
Connor, a Son.
Starrett—Xorth Dartmouth. Mesa., March
12, to Mr. and Mrs Everett Starrett (for
merly Misa Helen Ames,) a son — Wilbur
Ames.
Aines—Hankinson, N. P.. Feb. 8, to Mr.
and Mrs Perley Ames, formerly of Kockland.
a daughter - Betty May.
Baehvldor Itosllndatc. Mass. March 12, to
Mr and IMrs. Howard Barlicldor. a son.
Cotton—Kockland. March 15, to Mr. and
Mrs. Fremont Cotton, a daughter—Clara
Johnson.

Before making further investments find put fully
about the PREFERRED STOCK offered by the
CAMDEN

A ROCKLAND WATER CO.

MARRIED
Cook (Moulden—'Rockland, March
Bev. B. 1’ Browne. Leroy Cook i
Clara Moulden, both of Kockland.

CAMDEN & ROCKLAND WATER CO

Can never more be filled.

Our Fattier In His wisdom railed
The boon his love had given ;
And though on earth the body ties,
Tbe soul la safe in Heaven.
Mr. and Mra. Edgar W. Barter, Lillian
Barter.
•

IN MEMORIAM
In loving memory of my dear mother. Mr
Mnky L. Greene who passed away March 1

1921.

>

Carolyn Greene Kirby.

CARD OF THANKS
I wfoli to thank my many trlends who so
thoughtfully remembered my birthday the
11th Inst; Letters and cards of congratulations
together wRh live cakes, helped to make the
occ&idn “one of much pleasure and long to
be remembered.
V. X. Dyer

DIED
tonight —Lincolnville. March 15, Sarah 1’
Knight, aged 99 years.
Bryant—Rockport* March 16,
wife of Isaac Bryant, aged 39 years,
3 days.
Funeral Wednesday at 2 o’clock
Torrey—Stonington, March 9, Sarah Pick
ering, widow of .lu<tor To-ev, aged 78 years.
M-agune-^ockport. March 1'. Francis Adel
bert- Magune of Bockpot, aged 73 years, 1
month, 18 days.
Fcncal Tuesday at 2
o’clock from the residence, Summer street,
Rockport.
Harvey- Rockland, March 13, Fannlo F.
Harvey, wife of Dr. Harvey, aged 67 years)
11 months, 1 flays.
Funeral Tuesday at 2
o’clock 39 Talbot avenue.
CARD OF THANKS

We wish to express our appreciation and
to thank our many neighbors and friends for
their kindness and expressions bf sympathy
In our recent bereavement, and for the many
CARD OF THANKS
We wish to thank our neighbors and all beautiful floral offerings
Mr. and Mrs. Roland Crockett, Mr and
other friends for their great kindness-during
tbe illness and subsequent to the death of Mrs trank Thomas. Mr and Mrs. Sidney
our son, William Gabrielson.
We wish es Andrews, Mr. and Mrs. Fred Thomas. Capt.
pecially to thank all who sent floral offer and Mrs. Huse Richards, Mr. and Mrs Br
ings.
unt Thomas
Rockport, March 16.
Mr. and Mrs. William Gabrielson.
North. Appleton, March 13.

•

BUICK AND CADILLAC
ROCKLAND AUTO SHOW
SPACE 14, 15, 25, 26

ON ALL OUR 1924 GOODS
STILL GOING ON

Polychromes...........20c Varnish Tiles ....... 25c
Harmonillas.............15c Oatmeals...............’.. 10c
31433

C. M. BLAKE

PAPER STORE

Every-Other-Day

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Tuesday, March 17, 1925.

Page Four

COURIER-GAZETTE CROSS-WORD PUZZLE,
HOW TO SOLVE A CROSS-WORD PUZZLE
When the correct letter* ore placed In the white aiinces Ihle pmale wit
■pell word* both vertically nnd horliontnlly. The first letter In each word Ii
Indicated by a number, which refer, to the
»•«’'** b',o« «*• »"«'« |
Thu* No. 1 under the column headed “horlaontal define, n word which will III
white .pace, up to the flr.t block .u..re to the rSpht., nnd a number nnde
“vertical” defines a word which will fill the white aqunres to the next black on» }
below. No letters go In the black Npa< ea. All wordu u«ed arc dictionary wordit
except proper names. Abbreviations, slang. Initials, technical terms and obso
lete forms are indicated In the definitions.

the

* MAINE CENTRAL RAH.ROAD

tenant's_harbor
Clarence Thompson lias had a
telephone Installed 111 his residence.
K.-.ends
Mrs. Sophia Wood, who
„ a patient at the Silsby Hospital.
.

.

favorable

‘DIAMOND DYES”

COLOR THINGS NEW-

Beltless, Form Fitting Gowns
*
Supplanting the Chemise Frocks

Eastern Standard Time

t

11 Trains Leave Rockland for
Augusta. A17IX) a. nt., t7 .30 a. m . tl.10 p m.1
Bangor, A17 IK)a. n>. t7.3Ua. in . tl 10p. m. I
Boston. A|7.00u m, 17.30*. ni.. tl.lOp.m. I
Brunswick, A§7.00a.m., t7.30a.in.. tl lOP ra*»
t5 30 P- m.
,,
Lewiston. A §7.00 a. n»., j7-30a. m., tl.10 p. w.
New York. tl.lOp.m.
Portland, AS7.00 a. m, 17.30 a. m., 11.10 p. in.,

hoehland are (slad to hear tatorahle
reports of her condition and are hopBeautiful home
ing that she may soon return home,
’Waterville. A57 00a.nl. 17.30 a.m.. 11.10p.m.
dyeing and tint
There will be a public poverty
Woolwich. A 17.00a.m., 17.30a.m.,
ing is guaranteed
15.30 p. m.
;
social in the I. O. O. P*. hall next
with Diamond
1 Dally, except Sunday.
Thursday evening under the auspices
A Passengers provide own ferriage Bath, to W ool*
Dyes. Just dip
of Puritan Rebekah Lodge. Everyone
wich.
in cold water to
come dressed for the occasion. Hulled
D. C. DOUGLASS,
M. L. HARRIS,
tint soft, delicate
6
r
6
9-28 24 V. P. 8c Gen’l Mgr. Gen’l Passenger Ag%
corn and milk, also home-made can
shades, or boil to
dies will be on sale.
dye rich, perma
Mrs. Alice Comstock and Mrs. l>eah
nent colors. Each
Vinalhaven and Rockland
Smith and daughter Arlene who have
15-ccnt package
Steamboat Co.
been spending a few days in town,
contains direc
have returned to their homes in West tions so simple any woman can dye
ft—"
IS
n
The direct route between
Somerville, Mass.
or tint lingerie, silks, ribbons, skirts
•j”
ROCKLAND. VINALHAVEN, NORTH HA«
Mr. and Mrs. Ed. Bickmore re waists, dresses, coats, stockings,
VEN. STONINGTON ANO SWAN'S
w
3.0
turned home last week after spending sweaters, draperies, coverings, hang
ISLAND
the winter touring Florida.
ings, evervthing new.
WINTER ARRANSEKHt?
Ernest
Rawley
is
demonstrating
a
Buv
“
biamond
Dyes
”
—
no
other
2.8
r7
(Subjsct to change without notice)
25
radio in the postoffice.
kind and tell your druggist whether
IN EFFECT 5.30 A. M. WEDNESDAY, OCT.
Mrs. Emma Torrey is spending a the material you wish to color ia wool
8. 1924.
few weeks at home owing to .the ill or silk, or whether it ia linen, cotton,
Leaves Swan’s Island dally except Sundays
JO
29
at 5.30 A M.
for Stonington, North Haven,
ness of her daughter. Mrs. Sophia or mixed goods.
Vinalhaven and Rockland.
Wood. Mrs. Torrey will later return
Returning leaves Rockland at 1.30 P. M.
to Connecticut, whence she came, and
for Vinalhaven, North Haven, Stonington and
Swan’s Island
complete her visit with her sister,
VINALHAVEN
B. H. STINSON,
Mrs. A. W. Mont.
General Agent.
X,
3r
38
5?
3/ 32 33 3^ 35
• • • •
Rockland. Maine. Oct. 6. 1924.
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Boman and
On Feb. 19. Acting District Deputy daughter Ruth of Listion Fulls are
4^
41
<0
President Mrs. Josie Conary of this guests of relatives in town.
place assisted by Mrs. Inez Crosby of
Mrs. A. U. Patterson and Mrs.
Camden as marshal, installed the Charles (Irindle entertained the Silent
or scalds of small area,
«
<5
officers of Puritan Rebekah Lodge. Sisters Friday afternoon and evening.
cover first with wet bak
The
ceremonies
were
private.
Those
The
feature
of
the
afternoon
was
an
bo
ing soda. When dry,
installed
were:
Addie
Erickson,
no

old
fashioned
quilting.
Supper
was
51
&
11
a
take this off. Dress with
ble grand; Jessie Wiley, vice grand; served. Mrs. J. Hollis Colemere ot
Flora Smalley, recording secretary; Waco. Texas,, was an honored guest.
Vicks, gently. Do not
r
3T
s, S3
Mr. and Mrs. Edward Prosser of
Harriet Wheeler, financial secretary;
rub in. Bandage lightly.
Margaret Gilchrest, chaplain; Kath Lisbon Falls are guests of Mrs.
leen Barter, warden; Mabel Wilson, Prosser's parents. Postmaster and
•
conductor; Amelia Taylor, left sup Mrs. F. L. Roberts.
Miss Geneva Knowlton has re
porter X. G.; Xirta Cook, right sup
porter V. G.; Xancie Watts, l^ft sup turned to Port Clyde, having been
(©, 1926, Western Newspaper Union.)
porter V. G.; William Erickson, out the guest of her brother, Ray
apo ub
Horizontal.
Vertical.
side guardian. e Josie Conary will be Knowlton, the past week.
Over IT Million Jare Ueed Yearly
1—Kind of a meat and vegetable
2— Recline
installed right supporter X. G. and
Mrs. W. Y. Fossett was in Rockland
3— Behold
atew popular in Spain
Florence Cook treasurer, at the next Friday.
4— Reach
11— Infinitesimal part
regular meeting. The stage and ta
Mrs. Reuben Carver entertained
5— Character in a tragic poeir
12— Stratagem
bles in the banquet hall were ar the Washington Club Saturday even
linked with Francesca
14—Poem
tistically decorated and a fine musical ing at her home Supper was served.
6— Current of air
16— Preposition
7— Unconfirmed report
17— Part of verb “to be”
program was enjoyed during the sup
Mrs. Andrew Johnson and Mrs.
8— Part of verb "to be”
.
18— A water sprite or slang for no
per. Fish chowder, cakes, pies and Aubrey Ames gave a shower party
9— Lair
20— Man’s formal title
coffeffe were served. Albert Rawley, at the home of the former in honor of
10—Acts of examining qualities t«
21— Companion
William Cook and Clarence Dwyer Mrs. Johnson's daughter, Mrs. Ed
A blonde satin draped afternoon
determine likenesses
22— Enemy
Miss Duval, in “Cheaper to
A ehie gown of gold lace,
were the committee.
win Maddocks, who was much sur
13—Pertaining to sharp utterance
24— Tierce (abbr.)
Marry," wears this stunning sil frock, trimmed with the new leop
trimmed
with
gold
and
silver
of strong feeling
prised by the party of relatives and
25— Asiatic country
•
ard skin silk, worn by Miss Dwbanded metal brocade, worn by ver brocaded evening gown.
15—Grounds
27—Underground passage
friends, and was showered with many
val in “Cheaper To Marry.”
At the last regular meeting of the
19—A notice
29—Once more
Paulette Duval, French actress.
beautiful
gifts.^.
The
evening
was
21— Greek letter
O. E. S. the degrees were conferred
SO—A schlzocarp consisting of three
I new lines reveal ever so slightly the serts in the sides of gold and silver
spent in playing games, and prizes
By KAY MERRILL
23—Point of compass
of more carpels, kurst,n£ elas
on Mr- aftd Mrs. Wiiliunt Imlach.
handed metal brocude cut to form u
26
—
Sun
god
tically (Bot.)
The newer evening gowns have contour of the natural formRefreshments were served, thd tables were awarded to the largest list of
long train.
28—No good (slang abbr.)
81—Mohammedan priests
articles remembered: First to Miss
Paulette
Duval,
French
actress,
dis

being
arranged
to
eprry
out
the
gradually
slipped
away
flour
the
22— Bare
36—A dance
The center gown is of silver bro
May Brown, and the consolation to
plays
tlie
topnotch
of
fashion
ip
the
colors
of
the
five
star
points.
At
33
—
Boy
’
s
name
40—Choose>
Miss Gladys Hutchinson. Refresh straight, even lines of the “chemise above striking evening gowns she cade, which features a deep V. shaped
34— What It takes to win a war
each end and in the center of the
42— To run away from debts (Eng.
fur border on the skirt made of nar
ments were served. Mr. and Mrs. frock” so long in popular favor elim
35— Theatrical, dramatic
slang)
table was a cluster of candies, also
wears in “Cheaper to .Marry,” in
FLOWERS SOON FADE
Maddocks and little daughter Pa inating the belt and waistline entire which she plays the leading feminine row strips of summer ermine. The
36— Spanish-American game
43— Conjunction
the Star colors which gave a very
deep decolletage is richly beaded.
37— Eggs
tricia are soon to begin housekeeping ly, and are getting closer and clos
44— Prefix meaning new
the
only
memorial that endures ia a
pleasing
effect.
After
the
lunch,
role.
38— Note of musical scale
45— Word designating a group of
At the right is an effective draped
In the Newbert apartment.
er to the supple, graceful lines of tlie
music was furnished by the "Ladies'
39— Part of the leg
Charles Lamb's essays
o’1 at the left and the afternoon frock of blonde satin, carefully built
The Latter Day Saints, after sev natural figure. Whether the short
Both the gown
MONUMENT OR HEADSTONE
41— Trunk
Military Band." which caused much
46— Combining form from Greek in
eral weeks’ vacation, served a circle skirted dance frock of the debutante . one in the center are cut on rather which has the very new leopard
42— A thong
dicating connection with
merriment. At the next meeting,
skin
silk
trimming
on
one
side.
A
of
granite or marble that retains ita
supper
Thursday
at
the
Saints
flapper,
48—Beverage
47— Fishing accessory
apper or the long trained formal dose, form-fitting lines. Gold metal
Friday night, a St. Patrick’s pro church.
lace is employed in the development tight, high collar and long tight beauty and withatanda time and tha
61—Australian bird
49—North river (abbr.)
gown
of
the
matron,
the
ultra
chic
in
gram will be carried out. A very
63—Railroad (abbr.)
elements.
60— Army order (abbr.)
Mr. and Mrs. E. A. Smalley are gowns this season demands that the uf the gown at the left, which has in- sleeves are features of this frock.
competent committee is in charge of spending a Jew days in Thomaston.
65—For example (abbr.)
61— Always (poetic)
We give careful attention to distinct
the arrangements and have some
62— Character in Greek myth con
Mrs. J. Hollis Colemere of Waco,
day, Leland Johnson was Injured by
legible lettering.
cerning apple of discord *
thing good up their sleeve. A Large Texas, left Monday for her home.
EAST
APPLETON
WALDOBORO
The solution will appear 1a next Inane.
64—Halt
a falling tree. The extent of his
attendance is desired and the otficers
See our designs and note our reas
While in town the past week she waa
66—Any stone coffin
injuries seefil to lie a cut on the head
are requested to be at the hall 'liy the guest of Mr. and Mrs. I. W. Fi
George Ames, on the occasion of his onable estimates.
Mrs.
John
H.
Lovell
spent
the
and a badly swollen ankle.
7.30 p. m.
67th birthday recently received a
field and other friends. Enroute she weekend in Portland, the guest of
A deer crossing Mrs. Ellen Con large box of fruits, candies, etc., from FRED S. MARCH “architect1
A dinner was served by the O. E. will visit relatives in Boston.
way. When she opened the door an
Solution to Saturday's Puzzle
her
son,
Harvey
B.
Lovell.
ant's meadow was recently seen by Mr and Mrs. A. T. Bliss of Boston; Park St.. Cor. Brick.
ROCKLAND
uproar of applause greeted her, for S. at their hall on the day of the re
Mr. and Mrs. A.. Russell Griffin several persons.
The New Monumental Warerooms
assembled there was a company tit cent town meeting. The sum of
a box of fruit and candies from Mr.
Seaman Alfred Knowlton
and
child
are
in
New
York
during
Miss Helen Esancy of Appleton has
friends and neighbors bent on sur $85.15 was realized. If any member
iAj.V..El_
William L. Knowlton, father of the three weeks' vacation of file High been a guest for tile past week of and Mrs. Justin Ames of Warren and
S H.A
prising her. A merry time continued. away from home should read this
a set of Brandes ca.-phones from
FRANK H. INGRAHAM
Naval
Seaman
Alfred
Knowlton,'
School.
Miss Florence Johnson.
' E L D'
, Whist and music furnished -enter item and should feel disposed to send'
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Hill of Ludlow,
Herman
Castner
was
at
home
from
whose
death
in
China
has
been
re

tainment. A bouquet of carnations something to go in with thLs amount
Attorney and Counselor at
GE N
Mass? Mr. Ames is slowly recovering
with foliage was presented to Mrs. the worthy matron would be glad to ported in this column, has received Gardiner for the weekend.
STONINGTON
• from his recent serious operation in
L E£
Law
Miss
Helen
Bond
returned
from
letters
from
Hankow
that
contain
1 Knight, also china, linen und silver. pass it in.
Mrs. Sarah Dickering Torrey. I a Rockland hospital.
A_L
additional information of interest. Boston Saturday.
431 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND, MAINE
Two
handsome
birthday
cakes
were
«
«
♦
«
D I N n;e
The ice went out of the river Fri widow , f the late Judson Torrey, died I Robert Gushee has bought a pair of Telepsones—Office 468; House 693-R
Lieut. Commander Carroll M. Hall,
served. Ice cream, fancy cookies and
The Ladiea’ Sewing Circle have commanding officer on the U. S. S. day, two weeks earlier in the year at the home of her son, Fred A. Tor- heavy work horses.
other cakes concluded the refresh
Town meeting was well attended
rev. Monday. She was 78 years old.
been having some very fine meetings Isabel wrote, under date of Dec. 16:
than its usual departure.
ment prcgrinn. .
Miss Doris Levensaler is seriously She leaves three sons, Fred A. of and everyone, seemed well pleased
“As the Navy Department has al
W. A. JOHNSTON. REG. PHC.
| Mr. and Mrs. Forrest Magee of the past two months, with an un
with the roetflt of a vote for a Class'
S
,Camden are spending a few days usual attendance at all of the ses ready notified you of the death of ill at her home on Friendship street, this town. Guy E. of Bar Harbor and A High School lit town. A sum of JOHNSTON’S DRUG STORE
ohed
Miss
Anne
Gav
has
returned
from
Elvin
of
Portland;
one
sister,
Mrs.
sions.
Mrs.
Granville
Bachelder
in
your son. I’ll simply try to tell yoid
witli Mr. and Mrs. Calderwoofl.
COMPLETE DRUG AND SUNDRY
vited the circle to meet with her at a few of the circumstances. We did a trip to Chicago. Enroute she visit- Edwin Haskell and two brothers of money has been pledged for the
LINE.
SPECIAL ATTENTION TO
lL
school.
her beautiful home in Martinsville, a all we eou’.d for him. but it was of ed relatives and Bradfortl classmates Deer Isle.
PRESCRIPTIONS.
KODAKS.
OE.
More
wedding
bells
!
One
of
our
MARTINSVILLE
VELOPING.
PRINTING AND ENin
Boston,
Cleveland
and
Rochester.
Over
$2200
worth
of
Christmas
short time ago and served them with no avail, except that he wasn't in
LARGING.
most
popular
town
ginis.
Miss
Mar*
[AlS!
Mrs.
William
Harris
who
has
been
y
y
seals
were
sold
in
Hancock
county
QDQ
a wonderful chicken dinner with ail pain. He knew the end was near
quite ill with influenza, is able to he the "flxin's" and flavored as onlyMrs. George Cameron of Gardiner this year. This is to pay a district guerite Gushee, was recently married
370 Main Street, Rockland
and met it like a man, never p
about the house but is in a weak con good cook knows how. Tuesday whimper from him. 1 saw him the Is the guest cf her daughter, Mis. nurse who is working in this county to Ralph Bennett of Camden.
TJie
boys
are
busy
tapping
trees
now
under
the
advice
of
the
Hancock
dition.
March 10 the annual meeting was day before and he seemed'cheerful. Ralph Deane.
Not Medicine, Not Osteopathy
LINCOLNVILLE
now and boiling down tlie sail.
Almost every house in town has held at the church parlor and the His work aboard here has always
The dance given by Marston's Or County Public Health (’ommittee.
Mr. and Mrs. J. Russell Heald have one or more sick ones, victims of
Mrs.
Julia
Bills
of
Portland
has
CM.
WHEELER,D.CPLC
Capt.
Adrian
Stanley
returned
to
following officers elected: Presided!. been thoroughly satisfactory, as he chestra of Rockland in Star Theatre
returned from Standish where they heavy colds or grippe
been the recent guest of Mr. and Mrs.
Mrs. G. X. Ethel Auld; vice presidents. Alice was competent and reliable.
His Thursday- evening was much enjoyed. Boston Thursday.
Chiropractor
epent the winter.
Tilden Sawyer of Lynn, Mass, is at Leslie HaJl.
Bachelder has been sick the past Murphy, Ella Pease. Alice Wheeler conduct was above reproach. We These dances will occur every week
400 Main Street, - - . Rockland
/ Mr. and Mrs. Allie Allen, who spent week with a bad sore throat.
Who
claims
February
did
all
the
home.
and Nina Leach; secretary, Daisy miss him for he was a credit to you follow ing the dancing school conduct
Graduate Palmer 8ekeel et Cklrearaetle
•the winter in Camden, have returned
Guy Torrey of Bar Harbor came odd things? How about the thunder
Office Heurt;
Mrs. Joseph Jones is a guest of Torrey; treasurer, Mabel Barter and to the service for which he gave ed hy Mrs. Jennie Harvey Percival of
to their home.
Mendeye,
Wedneedsyt, Frldeyi, I(-I2; 2-11
showei
’
’
the
other
night.
March
Is
a
Tuesday
to
attend
the
funeral
of
his
Mrs. Jerome Jones for two weeks.
"Dot” Wagie and Josie Cor.ary were his life. The hody with his effects Bath.
2-8. Tuoedaye, Tkurtdaye, 10-12: 2-S;
Mr. and Mrs. George Dearborne of
bit
early
for
such
things.
mother.
Mrs.
Sarah
Torrey.
There are 12 houses on Main street
Ladfts' night was observed by the
Saturdays, 10-12. Tel. 008
Lincolnville Beach returned to their that have been closed for the winter. the housekeepers And served dinner is being shipped home, while we are
Georte Ames had for recent call
Max Button of Boston was in town
home. "Sea Glimpse Place,’’ after an All are pleased to hjive their friends and supper. The dinner consisted of forwarding to you via registered mail Moose Lodge Thursday ut their hall. recently.
ers
W.
B.
Arrington,
L.
N.
Moody.
A.
cold sliced ham. mashed potato, his jewelry. With deepest sympathy About 65 members and ghests were
absence of several months in New
DR. T. L McBEATH
The Stonington High School bas G. Pitman. Zerah Robbins and Joseph
go to a warmer clime where ice and mashed turnip, two kinds of salad, I am sincerely yours.”
present. A banquet was served at
Jersey and Pennsylvania.
ketball team' beat Castine Normal Ain*s of Appleton, and John Curley
snow is not seen, but with the ap pies and cake. The “pig” was pres
9.30,
followed
by
an
evening
of
music
Charles
L.
Carhart,
superintendent
Osteopathic
Physician
A unique and well ptannefr function
of East Union.
proach of spring it sounds good to ent and everybody had a lopk at of religious work of the Navy Y. M. and sociability. The affair was in team last Friday evening 24-22.
BY APPOINTMENT ONLY
was carried out March 13 at the home
Floyd
Gushee
is
visiting
his
brother
Schools
closed
Friday
for
a
ten
l£ar that they are talking home. It “him." Flpes and other things per C. A. wrote:
charge of a committee made up of
Telepksne 130
of Mr. and Mrs. G. A. Knight, when
Robert
“It was my privilege as well as Herbert Johnson, William Johnson. weeks’ vacation.
SO UNION ST.. ROCKLAND, ME.
a genuine birthday surprise party is hoped, that Friday’s snowstorm gnd taining to St. Patrick were in evi
Graduate of American 8chool of
was given Mrs. R. S. Knight. She the had traveling will not discourage dence. Josie and Etta tried to my duty last evening to conduct a James Harkins and. Oral Ludwig.
Osteopathy
If they do decide to stay smoke the T. D.'s but the “terbacky" service at the Navy Y. XI. C. A. in They were assited in serving by Miss
was invited out to a friend’s home to them.
spend the evening and "happened” to longer it is hoped lhat they wont for was no good and they could only get memory of your son, Alfred, whose g«nma Boggs. Miss Frances llassner i
z i
step in to Mrs. G. A. Knight's on the get to sign the cards for the electric a little puff. Next Tuesday there death after a brief Illness occurred and Miss Anna Harkins.
H. M. de ROCHEMONT
lights.
A Silver Tea will be given at the
will be another all-day session with in the International Hospital here a
Last Thursday evening at the party Nina Leach' and Harriet Rawley as week ago. The captain of the "Isa Library Thursday afternoon by the
106 PLEASANT 8TREET
held in the Grange hall $12 was taken, housekeepers. At the annual meet bel." Lt. Commander Hall, together Woman’s Club for the benefit of the
library.
A
tea
given
last
year
in
making $24 the hoys have raised to ing gifts amouting to $12 were re 'with three, of his officers, was pres
PLUMBING HEATING
wards lighting the Grange.
They ceived. Harriet Long sent $5.00, ent, as were your son's comrades March for the same purpose met with j
TEL. 244-W
wonderful
success.
The
posters
ad

shouldn’t get discouraged, even if the Fannie Long $5.00. Emma Torrey and a few civilians who could find
traveling is bad.
The lights at the gave $1.00 and Dora Watts $1-00. room in the assembly room at the vertising the affair are the clever
llT-tf
The :
Grange hall are very poor.
The circle members were much Y. XI. C. A. building, which was work of Miss Alvurda Viles.
afTair
is
in
the
hands
of
a
competent
1 Ipleased with these gifts and voted to crowded, bur thoughts went out in
ARTHUR k ORNE
sincere sympathy to you, his father, committee with Miss Bessie Kuhn
extend thanks to these members.
WARREN
and to other kinsfolk and friends to chairman.
The
Tenant's
Harbor
cookbook
is
Insurance
Rufus Libby and daughter of
Much pleastyre is expressed in
wtiom his death brings bereavement
“California Fig Syrup” is Thomaston were Sunday callers on getting very i»opu!ar here, so much find sorrow. I am not informed town over the fact that the Star ■
Successor to A. J. Eraklno ft 00.
so
that
or.e
lady
carried
it
under
her
Benjamin Libby.
H«ia
whether his mother is living or other Theatre has not been sold. This
417 MAIN ST,------- --- ROCKLAND
Warren friends of Mr. and Mrs- arm to the commanity sing last close kin. We prayed for all who rumor is said to have been denied by
Children’s Harmless
week.
When
she
opened
the
book
Howard Bacheldor of Roslindale,
were bereaved. I think that we were those in authority. The theatre is
Mass., have received word of the to sing, recipes instead of songs, all solemnly impressed with the un owned by Miss Ida H. Rokes of Cam
met her gaze. The community sing
E. W. HODGKINS, M. D
Laxative
birth of a son (o them on March 1
was a success with Gilbeg^ Auld as certainty and the shortness of life, bridge, Mass., and managed by C. E. i
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Watts of
ones Heurt: I to 3 aad 7 te S P. M.
leader and another one was" appoint and with the need of living so as to Matthews of this town. Under the}
Rockland were guests of relatives
leave a record of which we should present regime the local fans are
ed for tomorrow night.
Retldtstt uatll 8 A. M. asd Oy Aseeletmee"
here Sunday.
Telepkeat IM
Miss Marie Morris has taken from not be ashamed, were it long or short, enjoying pictures which are being
Mrs. E. L. Shaw wf Marlboro, Mass,
the name of George Washington 500 and above all of making ready for shown in all the large theatres nnd
THOMASTON.
ME.
is visiting her daughter. Mrs. Willard
the life to coine by laying hold ot the express themselves as doubly satis
words. Can you beat it?
Boggs, South Warren road.
Last Friday evening Mrs. Ulice saving love of God In Christ of which fied with the excellent programs and
A public supper will be served Murphy’s Sabbath School class met we are all reminded at this Christmas appreciative of the exceptional ad
Nothing more or less than
Thursday night at the Baptist vestin’.
at her home and passed a very en season. This will reach you after vantages accorded them. Tonight oc
“Self Denial” will he the topic of
joyable evening. Some new mem the new year has begun. May you and curs the marvelous picture “The
the recipe of an old fash
CENTURY CERTIFIED EDITION
the midweek service at 7 o’clock bers were initiated, three young yourA have God’s comfort in this Thundering Herd," taken from the
Tke Fameui Sheet Mutle yea tea kdetrWednesday evening at the Baptist ladies and one elderly lady. The present grief and God’s blessing In sparkling story from Zane Grey's fa
tiled la all the lesdlno maoulnee.
ioned
Down
East
mother
church.
cile
pen.
Jack
Holt
plays
the
part
the
coming
year.
”
poor dear had just lost her husband
Over 220 seleettoae—seed ter
of
Tom
Doan,
the
dashing
hero;
Lois
•atatofut
and was dressed in heavy black for
W'ilson
that
of
Milly
Fuyre,
the
brave
MAINE
MUSIC CO, Rockland, Me.
ly
cook
that
knew
how
to
him. Much sympathy was expressed
ST. GEORGE
heroine; Noah Beery, the man you
for her but as the evening passed the
Mrs. Ella Robinson is visiting in love to hate, that of the villain, and
lady forgot her troubles and was as Rockland and Thomaston.
make pies, that have giv
Raymond Hatton and Charles Ogle in
jubilant as any of the crowd. Can
L R. CAMPBELL
Adrian Kinney was a weekend imi>ortant parts.
you guess who "she" was?
guest of friends here.
en New England its repu
Mrs. Warren Kinney and son Junior
Attorney At Law
NORTH APPLETON
of Portland were guests the past
week of Mrs. J. C. Robinson.
>76 MAIN ST. ROCKLAND. ME.
tation for REAL pies.
The minstrel show given Saturday ■ A cross-word puzzle tournament i
0UALITY
was
held
at
headquarters
Thursday
night
was
a
decided
success
in
spite
;e cream
When your child is constipated, bil
The puzzle, which was
of stormy weather. Delicious llsh pvening.
A. C. MOORE
Try it once and enjoy this
ious. has'colic, feverish-breath, coatedchowder was on sale after the per original, was much enjoyed by ail }
tongue, or diarrhea, a teaspoonful of
formance and a fjoodly sunt was participants. This was followed by j
Piano Tuner
genuine “California Big Syrup sweet
a test in orthography and music. At
realized for the soldiers’ memorial
REAL treat.
ens the stomach and promptly cleans
Mr§. H. W. Kinney of Auburn has the close of the entertainment cake
WITH THE MAINE MUSIC CO.
the bowels of poisons, gases, bile, sour
been the guest of her daughter, Mrs. and Ice cream were served. The
ing food and waste. Never cramps or
J. C. Robinson and parents, Mr. and treasurer reports all outstanding bills
overacts. Contains no narcotics or
as having been paid, with a snug
Mrs. W. J. Caddy.
A Dollar Spent With v
Booth ing drugs. Children love its de
LOOK FOP THE
Mrs. Charles Kalloch, who has been balance on hand. March 19 the mem
bers are to Join in an all-day bee for (
licious taste.
.
sick, is able to he out.
the Home Merchant
S*H
Ask your druggist for genuine Cali
Capt. Ardie Thomas is confined to the purpose o^ completing repairs on
at your dealer’s
fornia Fig Syrup” which has. full di
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Always Dependable

MOTHER!
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Watch Child’s Bowels

SALADA"

Accept no substitute for no
other tea is so uniformly pure
and delicious. Try it to-day.

SHEET MUSIC 15c

bake it
best

with

DAVIS
BAKING
POWDER

&

25 Cents

Every-0 ther-Day
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FINE PROGRESS MADE

New High School Is a Busy
Feels Like Calendar
Place—About Mr. Allen’s
Rubbers.
Has Been Turned Back
Ten Years In His Case
that I could hardly get my breath at
times, and I was in such a weak con
dition that many a day I went to
work when 1 should have been at
home.
x
“It was Hit* best investment I ever
made when I got Karnak. The first
The remarkable results being ob dose seemed to soothe my stomach
tained from Karnak is further evi- and drive away the gas, and since
denced in the case of Mr. John Cor taking three bottles I don’t feel
nelius, 121 Central street, Manches- sign of sore or indigestion at all.
ter. N. H.. who states that this new The gas that used to just roll up and
medicine has relieved him of a se- down in my stomach has completely
vere case of Indigestion and stomach disappeared, and this in itself Is a
trouble and has /nude him feel every relief that just seems almost too
bit of ten years younger. Mr. Cor- good to be true, I feel fine all over,
nelius is a well known foreman for and I am only too glad to tell others
the firm of Vogel
Iladley, and is about Karnak, for I don’t see how it
highly respected by all who know' could fail to help anyone since it has
him.
done so much for me.’’
"Yes, sir. Karnak has rid me of
Try Karnak yourself! And, remy troubles and put me in such fine member-—Karnak Pills are an essenshape that I actually teel like it has tial and vitally important part of the
turned back the calendar ten years Varnak treatment, especially if confor me,’’ says Mr. Cornelius. “Storn- stlpated.
ach trouble had gotten me into
Karnak is sold in Rockland exclumdghty bad condi . a. and my diges- sively by the Corner Drug Store*; in
tion was so poor that «• erything I ate Thomaston by McDonald’s Rexall
iseemed to lie like a heavy lump in Store; in Union hy Gordon-Lovejoy
the pit of my stomach. Tt would Co.; and bv the leading druggist in
cause such terrible pain and bloating, everv city.—adv.

"It Was the Best Investment
I Ever Made When I Got
Karnak," Declares Grate
ful Manchester Resident.

WALTER

r

P, CHRYSLER'S

TRAFFIC TALKS

* • • «

A

LOS ANGELES USES PEDESTRIAN TUNNELS
LEARING the congestion will
solve the traffic problem.
This is the deduction reached
by the Traffic Planning and Safety
Committee of the National Auto
mobile Chamber of Commerce.
A study of accidents on streets
and highways shows that the rate
of motor fatalities in proportion to
population is greater in the large
cities.
Lew R. Palmer, of Ihe Equitable
Life Assurance Company, is the
authority for the statement that the
total motor fatalities are higher per
100,000 population in tlie 500,000'
and upwards cities than in any other
group.

C

»

«

»

,

Here are proposals originating in
Los Angeles for the bettering of
street traffic conditions:
Pedestrian tunnels are one of the
most striking measures being put
into effect. One has already been
constructed on Sunset Boulevard
and it is recommended that 50 more
be put into effect in school areas
and other locations where traffic is
Congested.
A Traffic Board is proposed which

will be a technical organization mak
ing a careful study for the constant
relief of congestion.
Crosswalks are being denoted by
paint line marks at all intersection*
in the central traffic district and in
certain crowded areas at the middle
of any block over 400 feet in length.
Safety Zones. In addition to those
now provided at car stops, zones of
the raised platform type are pro
posed for other heavily traveled
streets where the roadway extends
sixty feet in width.
»

»

The Freshman Civics, are continu
ing their work on their "Boost
Maine’’ campaign assignment. The
pupils have made a thorough study
of the physical features, industries,
products and history of our State.
The walls of this department are
covered* with maps, post cards and
luhels—-representing some phase of
the work.
• * * •
The construction of the High
School building is going on rapidly.
Great progressaRas been made In the
gymnasium, where the balcony has
Just been lathed. The auditorium
wil! soon he finished. The large stage
is a particularly pleasing feature
which will be greatly enjoyed by the
students. The hoys’ and girls’ base
ments are nearly flnishedl
New
front doors, recently added makes a
very Imposing entrance.
• • * *
A new Idea for the study of
Crcsar's life will be worked out
Monday evening at the Congrega
tional church.
MJss Howard,
the head of the Latin department Is
in charge of the affair. Lantern
slides showing the life of Caesar will
he studied and each pupil will give
a short talk on an assigned subject.
Needless to say it will be an enjoy
able and profitable evening.
« • • e
“Tracks" are being made by sturdy
visions in abbreviated costumes on
Summer street every night after
school. If the energy and effort al
ready shown continues the track sea
son will be most successful.

»

Wm. Phelps Eno, Cliairman of
tlie Board of the Eno Foundation
for Highway Traffic Regulation,
Inc., says that much of the trouble
in standardizing traffic regulation
lias come from conflicting provisions
set forth in a mass of all embracing
ordinances framed hy inexperienced
officials. “It has been my experi
ence that traffic cannot be controlled
by an elaborate set of rules, for as
knowledge and application increase,
an improvement may suggest itself
that is directly contrary to the pro
vision laid down in the ordinance,”
he wrote recently in a report sub
mitted to Secretary Hoover.

Nelson Crockett has been canvass
ing the city during the past week to
get advertisements for the “Whims.”
Come on nil you business men !
Help the R- H. S. 'by putting an ad
vertisement In the “Whims."
• « • *

At present the Senior class is dis
cussing whether to give a play or an
operetta.
• • • •
During the .past week strange
sighs and groans have been heard
throughout r.he building. The worst
of these cries were heard directly
after the Faculty-Forty Club btekethall game. Tracing one of these
groans to its source someone discov
ered Mr. Allen trying to pick up his
rubbers.
• • * •
Miss Vera Studley, a former R. H.
S. student now attending Lasell
Seminary, will return to High School
next fall, entering as a Senior.

• • • «

Percentage of attendance for the
week shows an Improvement over
the previous week. For last week
93.71 percent.
• • « •

The editorial staff of the “Whims"
held an important meeting last week.
Judging from the efficient manage
ment of those in charge, the paper
Ihis year will he the best ever.
• • • •
Robert McCarty has been absent for
a week, due to illness. He is re
ported much improved.

Mr. Phillips returned to school last
week. Everyone was glad to wel
come him again to the scenes of ac
tion.
• • • •
Belladonna’s Ghost, a one-act play
written by Vora Nye and bene Wey
mouth, was given by Miss Black’s
English IA class Thursday morning
THE APPF.F.SON EXHIBIT
If Your Lungs Are Sore .in
the Universallst church. In spite
of the early hour of 8.30 about 50
No Gear Levers In Driver's Compart
students who had the first period at
ment Is Marked Feature of All
tended.
The play seemed to be
Apperson Models.
greatly enjoyed hy audience and ac
Pneumonia Is Iminent
tors alike and also served to add in
Apperson cars, in all models from
terest and enthusiasm to their work
the six to the latest eight In line
in English. The all-star east was as
found many admirers at the Boston
follows: Dr. Charlton, Wesley Wasautomobile show.
gatt; Mrs. Charlton, Gladys Oliver:
A feature that found favor on all
Belladona, Irene Weymouth; Snow
sides is the absence of levers in the
ball, Muriel Ripley: Tom and Eliza
driver's compartment. By a clever
beth, the children, George Wood and
arrangement gear shifting is ac
Elizabeth Duncan.
complished mechanically and the Heals Sore Lungs Quickly
• • • •
emergency brake is located on tile
Jerome
Burrows
of this city visited
dash. The Apperson has had this Thus Averting tho Danger From classes last week.
Pneumonia. It Also Clears tho
new gear shift’three years, and due
« • « •
Lungs cf Congestion.
to ingenuity in perfecting this shift
Proof That spring must soon lie
Wisdom dictates, however, that
to work mechanically, and not elec
here may lie seen in the enthusiastic
trically, the Culler-Hammer Mfg. there be no delay, no waiting till to preparations for baseball and track
Co., which manufacture it. gave the morrow, for pneumonia will not wait Principal Allen and Mr. bawln are
Apperson Automobile, Co. exclusive'.vour convenience. Twenty-four hours
going tq coach baseball, while Mr.
rights for a .period of three years, to delay may lie fatal, for once the de Jones will continue the success start
mon attacks, it is too late.
use it on their car..
A few doses of Allen's Lung Healer ed with track last year. Many stu
The Appersqn “Jack Babbit" mod
dents are turning out for both sports.
els have long been famous for speed taken in time removes the cause and
•• «•
und endurance. The latter type is wards off the disease.
Many excellent scenes of Rome and
It should he Kept on hand in every
the eight in line, a car that produces
its fascinating historical places cover
velvety acceleration with absence of home, ready for instant use.
Sold in Rockland hy the Kittredge one of the walls in the Latin de
vibration. The entire speed range
partment and add much interest to
of the car can he enjoyed with a feel Pharmacy.
Miss Howard's Latin classes.
ing that the machine is not being in
• • • •
“For that Tickle in your Throat
jured in any way. With mechanical
A new project has been worked out
units of strongest type, Appersop
ami to Ease your cough we rec with great success in Miss Coughlin’s
cars are designed to stand the gaff
ommend ALLEN’S BRONCHO cjvics class. This is based on Maine
of hardest ^sage.
Products Week Her pupils are mak
At the Rockland Automobile Show THROAT TABS.”
*>
ing a thorough study' of Maine,
which opens tomorrow night at The
learning its government and history
Arcade, there will he two of the
as well as the location of all the
latest models on display, tlie new
AN INDIAN BATTLE
rivers and cities. They are illustrat
Straight-Awav Eight Sport Sedan,
ing thife "Boost Maine Campaign"
and the Super-Value Six Coupe.
New York Man Believes One Was with the aid of original maps drawn
The exhibit will ho in charge of C.
Fought Near Wiscasset------ Is In by the students. Others have brought
If. Perry, New England Branch Man
In books, railroad maps and interest
vestigating.
ager, A. C. Jones, Maine representa
ing can labels from Maine’s famous
tive for Maine, and W. 11. Tate, Con
factories.
necticut. Rhode Island and Massachu
hat we
* • • •
setts representative.
Indian tribes fought here in Wiscas
Wisca 
Carl Herrick is the champion jackset in pre-revolution war times? To
stone player. He can reach 100 and
answer if possible this question or at challenges anyone to beat him. This
IT AIT can have a copy thia • *4 Page Cataloi least to arrange for an attempt to indoor sport has been prohibited in
I UU by eending ue your name and addrea answer it was one of the purposes the High School building. Look out
Carl !
of the recent visit of Rev. Dr. Daniel
* • «• «
Hodgdon of New York to Wiscasset.
The basketball girls got a great
Dr. Hodgdon is a native son of Win “send-off" at the enthusiastic rally
throp, and at one time taught in held last Friday afternoon and did
Gorham Normal School, and is now their best to deserve the faith put in
prominent in the American Protec them. Those who saw the game feel
tive League with headquarters in gratified with the splendid showing
they made In the hard fought con
New York City.
The atory of this Indian battle of test. Miss Black and Mr. Sullivan
long ago came to Dr. Hodgdon ahd know now. that, in spite of unfor
he came down to look around. In tunate circumstances, the girls have
company with Charles S, Bewail come again into their own. They
piiiiciixal of the Wiscasset Academy couldn’t help hut regain their old
he went to that portion of tile town "pep" and ’light" with “Babe” carry
nea the Dr. Rader farm where the ing on the wi nderful Perry spirit.
•• » •
Guttle was reputed to have taken
place and quite without search dis
At a special meeting called Friday
covered what lie pronounced an old afternoon Dot Breen was .elected
Indian ariow head and a part of a basketball captain for the remainder
I broken tomahawk.
Dr. Hodgdon of the year. ’
plans to come again during the sum- I
» » » * ■
j mer andexplore this region
near] Tlie Glee Club will not meetagain
i the Rader farm in search ofevi- until After vacation.
Federal and Temple Streels
i deuce of his battle which is sup- I
* * * *
Portland Maine ’
j posed to have 'been
one of great' iMr. Phillips takes the financial ln-

Beware

Allen’s
Lung Healer

ROCKPORT’S
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PIPPINS

Dodge Brothers
TYPE--E SEDAN
Popular with women because the seats and
springs are restful, and because the lines of

the car have genuine distinction.

Popular with men because the body is allsteel, the finish Dodge Brothers enduring

black enamel, the upholstery genuine leather
—factors which make for long life at lower
first and after cost.
$1095 f. o. b. Detroit, $1205 delivered

DYER’S

Top Row (left to right)—Francis P. Dow rg, Edward Ausplund Ig, Ross
Spear sub.
Middle Row—Harold Graffam If, William A. Bartlett (captain) c, Huse M.
Tibbetts rf, J. Lester Hale (coach).
Front Row—Melville Welt rf, Alton Crone (manager) sub.
The town of Rockport is ever
lastingly proud of the basketball
team which its High School produced
this year, and would be subject to
censure if it was not proud.
It is
the smallest school in the Knox and
Lincoln circuit, and hail the smallest
squad of players, yet it pulled a
championship so decisively as to
leave no doubt that the best team
won.
It was an ambitious schedule
which Manager Alton Crone arranged
railing for 20 games, and some very
hard knocks at the outset, for Rock■i :rt was arrayed against much
l onger schools and could expect
di e else than the series of defeats
which was visited upon it in the
early part of the season.
When it came to its own class—the
Knox, and Lincoln League—the story
was an altogether different one. ar.d
like Pelion on Ossa piled came vic
tory after victory, arousing the
team's loyal supports to a fever pitch
of excitement and enthusiasm. The
season had its climax in the great
game between Rockport and Rock
land, which was played on “home
grounds.”
Rocklund had won the I
game on its own floor and another
victory for that team in the second
contest would have meant a prob
able tie In the pennant race, and a
possible loss of the coveted flag.
The story of that'memorable combat
is too fresh In the minds of all fans
to need repetition at this time.
The Rockport team was coached hy
the principal of the High School, J.
Lester Hale, who had earned his
spurs in athletics hy playing on the
varsity football team at the Uni
versity of Maine and on the Ban
gor Y. M. C, A. and other leading bas
ketball teams
He put the boys
through an intensive season of prac
tice and his lessons on strategic
points of the game did not go un
heeded.

BENEFIT MINSTRELS

This is how the season’s schedule
resulted:
Rockport
Opponents
13
Brooks
14
Searsport
32
u
Bucksport
21
32
Brooks
21
21
Searsport
42
36
Castine
41
36
Winterport
16
26
Winterport
29
31
Booth bay Harbor
36
26
Camden
10
27
Lincoln Academy
21
2«
Camden
12
13
Rockland
20
3T7
Thomaston
30
7
31
Booth bay Harbor
18
Thomaston
7
14
Lincoln Academy
18
17
Belfast
21
31
Rockland
24
13
Belfast
39

€ b.«.

DAN MUNRO’S LETTER

Rockland Man Meets Fellow
Townspeople In Town
Across Florida.

j

The barrel of monkeys which used
to he considered fun in the pre
historic days wouldn't lie a circum
stance compared with the benefit
minstrel show which is to lie given
in Union hall, Rockport Thursday
and Friday nights of this week.
Harry C. McDonald is to he the
interlocutor and he has signed up
for ends four ot the best men in the
country—-not excepting the stars
who play on the Notre Dame foot
ball team. They ure L. True Spear,
Walter Nutt, Leon Roland, and Twin
Richards. The other members of
the Circle are Avis Cox. Jeff Maxey.
'Myrtle Philbrook, Bertha Thurston.
Wiley Philbrook and Mary Brown.
In the chorus will be Margaret
Crockett, Helen Small. Effie Roharts.
Margaret Adams, Mabel Daucett.
Angle Welt, Merle Richards, Cora
RdBhins, Dorice Wentworth; Ddlla
Larson, Bert Richards and Albert
Rhodes.
Seasoned with an abundance of
local jokes will he the following song
numbers: “All Alone,” Avis Cox:
"Hard
Hearted
Hannah,"
Jeff
Maxey; “New Kind of Man," Myrtle
Philbrook: “Memory Lane,” Bertha
Thurston; “Doodle do do," Wiley
Philbrook; “Patsy,” Mary Brown;
"June Night," Lawrence Richards;
“Birmingham Round,” True Spear;
“Blue Eyed Sally,” Walter Nutt.
The scene of the olio will lie
broadcasting station WHAT und
from it will come the following num
bers: Dance sketch. Ted Perry and
girls; novelty song, Bert Richards:
lunch room sketch, introducing “Me
and My Boy Friend,’’ Philbrook and
Philbrook; dance ^iketch, Belyea
Sisters: comedy song. Francis Sa-j
Vine, ‘'Prent" Aylward anil “Ted"
Perry; dance, Dorice Heald; duet,
Herbert Maxey and Bertha Thurs
ton.
It will he a merry and melodious
night in Rockport time.

Instantly! “Pape’s Diapepsin”

UPSET STOMACH
Corrects Stomach so
Meals Digest
Tlie moment you eat a tablet of
“Pape’s Diapepsin” your indigestion
is gone. No more distress from a
sour, scid, upset stomach. No flatu
lence, heartburn, palpitation, or
misery-making gases. Correct your
digestion for a few cents. Each pack
age guaranteed by druggist to over
come stomach trouble.

Pot Luck
You know how it is—
friends drop in unexpect
edly—to take “pot luck”
with you. That’s why
you should keep handy a
can of Hatchet Brand
Baked Beans. They
are so simple to serve, too.

Cooked the good oldfashioned way they retain
that old-time flavor and
save all the labor.

I am prepared to assist in making
out income tax returns. Robert Col
lins, 375 Main sjtreet- Tel. 77. 27-tf

Remember—four kinds
—Baked Beans plain or
with tomato sauce, Baked
Kidney Beans and Baked
Yellow-Eyes.

TO RELIEVE

To make serving simple
— just say

COLO

TEL. 124

Dow.

INDIGESTION, GAS,

Bronchial

Rockland Dealers

Graffam was lost to the team early
in the season, on account of injuries,
but recovered in season to play in
the second Rockland game.
Tib
betts and Graffam constituted a pair
of forwards whose work always car
ried a threat to the opposing team,
and in the absence of Graffam excel-i
lent work was d/ne by Welt.
The
team was especially strong at center,
and when Bartlett had the ball ev
erybody expected something was
going to happen.
Usually it did.
Bartlett made an excellent captain.
Two of the live reasons why Kock
port won the pennant were Dow and
Auspland, who comprised a defense
warranted to be almost bomb proof.
They not only checked the opponents’
attack, but fed the hall down the line
with amazing speed and accuracy.
The team had two promising
“subs"—-Crone and Spear and they
always gave a good account of them
selves.
The players who will be lost by
graduation are Bartlett, Tibbetts and

Rockport Is In For Two i
Happy Nights Next Week
—The Details.

and finds the ice in Lincoln street
gutter handy and inexpensive for
chemistry experiments.
• • • •
The average attendance for the past
week was 91.64 per cent. A large
number of students have been con
fined to their homes with sore throats

GARAGE

HATCHET BRAND
Ov«r150 Kinds

Editor of The Courier-Gazette: —
Just after sending you my last let
ter Nilo Spear came hack from St.
Petersburg and is still here working
in the Liberty Oarage. He likes here
better than any pluce in Florida so
far. That same night Guy Plmiek ar
rived from Deland and spent a week
with us, then going to Miami. Upon
his return Mrs Munro and I started
out with him across the Connors
Highway to Seafaring, Lakeland,
Plant City, Tampa and across the
Gandy bridge into St. Petersburg,
the sunshine city of the West Coast.
We left at 8.30 and arrived at 5.30
that night, just 275 miles, and all
you could see on the trip across from
coast to coast was miles and miles
of orange and grape fruit groves un
til we hit Plant City. Then it was
acres and acres of strawberries and
cabbage.
• • • •

Tampa Is a very busy place, grow
ing fast. It is dirty looking around
the city itself, hut the residential
section is very good. The trip from
Tampa over the Gandy bridge Is a
wonderful ride and sure, has boomed
real estate. After our arrival in St.
Petersburg we met my old friend
John L. Donohue with whom we
spent the next day sightseeing und
had dinner at Pasadena on the Tay
lor estates. It Is a beautiful place
with golf course, country club und
the nurseries—the best in the State,
with girds nnd plants of all kinds,
beautiful schoolhouse and residences.
John has a fine position this year
nnd is a busy man, and well liked by
all his office force and others.
Then we went over to the park and
heard the Highland band, one of tlie
best in the country and Bobby Brawl
er who sings with the band and a
great favorite, of the Harry Lauder
type. They also have a whistling so
loist who is wonderful.
• • • •
The next day I looked up Preil
Clark, who has a handsome home,
where I met Mrs. Hahn and Mrs.
Brewster. Mrs. Clark is in ill health,
but is getting good care from her
sisters. Fred took nie around, show
ing me the principal buildings, and
one called a Funentl Home which he
said he would like to have John O.
Stevens see. I might say here that
no matter how small a town is in this
(state they pride themselves on funer
al homes.
I also saw Fissctte who has a good
job in a garage and likes his work.
St. Petersburg Is an easy city to get
around as Central avenue divides the
city north and south—streets one
way and avenues the other. Central
avenue runs from Tampa Bay to the
Gulf of Mexico; Just six miles and
very tilde. It is cooler on the West
Coast, fewer rain storms, more In
vigorating than the East Coast. The
standing population is 55,0(10, hut it
has over 100,000 winters.
After we saw about everything to
see we started across country to
Kissimee where we had dinner and
hade IMr. Dimick good-bye.
He

Melbourne to meet the Key West
train from home, taking the best part
of a week for the whole trip.
ii much enjoyed one thing. I no
ticed towns or cities/ no matter how
small, make appropriations for a
hand, lt makes business and livens
things up arid takes away a lonesome

have

feeling, llockland being a summer
resort for other States ought to pick
up the habit even if the business men
to help. Let’s get a hand anil a
real hall team and put some pep In
the good old city of Rockland.
Dan Munro
1418 Lake Ave., Lake Worth, Flu.
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SH
Quality
IceCream

Maine Maid
M i n cate
Pie Crust

Know THESE Maine Products
and the dessert question is settled once
Quality, and for all in your home, most delight

fully. Write for ill ustrated booklet and folder.
Simmons & Hammond Mfg. Co.

Protluctf

PORTLAND, MAINE

SLook for the Stfi Dealer

za»l
there A«E more than a MftL(0N

A

t \

Buick Torque Tube Drive
The fine engineering in Buick motor cars
is demonstrated by the torque tube drive.
This is a steel tube which transmits the
drive from the rear wheels instead of
adding this important duty to the burden
of the rear springs. The torque tube
also encloses and protects the propeller
shaft. This type of construction also
holds the rear wheels in alignment regard
less of road conditions.

ROCKLAND MOTOR MART
57 PARK STREET
When better automobiles are built. Buick will build Uwm.

SEE

US

AT THE AUTO SHOW

Every-Other-Day1 * -
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ROCKPORT

THOMASTON
J. B. Pearson & Co.’s carpenters
finished work on the factory Satur
day. The painters and electricians
will finish this week. The cutting!
department will move back to the
factory from the Washburn sail loft
Wednesday, lly Monday ne?u things |
will be back to normal. The com
pany is to be congratulated and complimenjed upon the manner in which
the restoration has been made. It
reflects credit upon all who have
managed it.
The. Baptist Ladies Circle will
meet at te vestry Wednesday after
noon for work. A box lunch will be
served The circle reannounce their
public supper for March 24.
The Mission Circle is meeting this
afternoon with Mrs. E. P. Starrett.
Mrs. Wentworth of Warren substi- |
tuted nt the organ Sunday morning
nt the Congregational church for
Miss Alcada Hall.
The Pythian Sisters have their
regular meeting Friday evening. A
supper will be served.
George Morse and daughter, Mrs.
Nicholas Anzalone, returned from
Chapelau, Ontario, Thursday, where
they had visited Alton Morse for sev
eral weeks.
Howard Beattie and Ralph Bourne,
the Thomaston boys who are at an
electrical school in Chicago, are hav
ing all kinds of experiences in that
great, wicked city. ' They attended
the six days and on their way home
about 1 a. m. they concluded to visit
an all-night restaurant for a feed
When near the restaurant they were
held up and searched by two men,
who proved ttfoe police detectives
in plain clothes, bjjt soon after were
held up again by two real bandits
who cleaned them up. Ralph had
Just paid his room rent and other
things and had only ten cents left,
Howard had $2 to lose. The boys
write thdre are murders about every
day near them and one day the
school was highly wrought up over
the murder of a boy in their schoolThe boys are making great progress
and expect to finish in about two
weeks and leave for home.
There will be an Important busi
ness meeting of the Congregational
Society at the vestry next Thursday
evening at 7.30 O’clock
The Democrats of Thomaston wil!
meet in caucus at the K. of P. hall
Thursday evening at 7 o'clock to
nominate candidates for town officers.
There will be a March social at
the Baptist church Friday eveaing
from 7.30 to 9.
Douglass Armstrong of
Beach
Bluffs. Mass., was the guest of Mr.
and Mrat C. A. Creighton Saturday.
At W«<ts hall—tonight.
Zane
Gray’s masterpiece “Heritage of the
Desert.” Added attraction, black face
comedian Arthur Sullivan in the
“Minds of Mirth." Two-reel com
edy, “Roping Her Romeo.” Prices,
15c and 25c. Next week: “Code of
Honor.”—adv.

TOWN

MEETING

THOMAS H. INCE presents

eawe,yh...we.9..

CHARLES RAY

Maynard Ingraham and JL H. Bowers Winners of the Two
Contests—Rockport Town Hall Replaces Y. M. C. A.

Advert I tenants la this column aoj te ex
ceed three lines inserted ones for 15 ceaU,
3 times for 50 cents. Additions! lines 5
cents each Tot one time, 10 cents for three
dines. Six words make a line.

\

Lost and Found

—IN—

«
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LOST—Brown traveling

bag,

containing

Rockport voters rofied up their M. C. A. building. When the strucsmall snini of money, between Puller-fobbDavia and K B Crockett stores. Reward 1£
sliirt sleeves yesterday and tackled : ‘ure
presented to the town there
left at this office.
33-3j
•
,
_ _„n was a clause in the deed which pro•
the
articles
in
__
hiblted
Its
use
for
public
dances.
NOTICE Is hereby given of the loss of de
By C. GARDINER SULLIVAN
posit book numbered 33131 and the owner nf
fashion, we were 8
.
,
Yesterday it was agreed to have the
—WITH—
said book asks for duplicate in accordance
It should be reme
,nwn
i clause removed and a new deed will
wfch the provision df the State Law. ROCK
women now ha'e ft \°
. tu£ (t be made.
It was voted to raise not
LAND SAVINGS RANK, by A. B. BlacWnfiWALLACE BEERY, JACQUELINE LOGAN,
ton. Assistant Treasurer. Rockland, Me.,
fairs and are no
exceeding $2,040 on 6-year notes for
Mar 3. 1923.
27*T-33
BESSIE LOVE
loose.
a moderator fell! the “ul'l>ose of renovating the build
of
NOTICE Is hereby given that the owner of
The'■ choice
ing.
The
remarks
in
town
meeting
,,
,
“
»B.
iciiiaisn
m
<»
iinxuiin
In it. Charles Ray as “Dynamite Smith,” a whimsical, lovable,
Detroit Book No 4443 issued by the Rock
quite naturalb upon <yesterday indicated that very extenland Loan and Building Association has no
timid, yet heroic youth, gives back to the screen the beloved
^yho
learned
the
ns
81
sive
changes
will
be
made.
It
was
tified tite Association of the loss of sahl
homespun role that has endeared him to the world.
Deposit Book and that she desires a dupli
Itamentary practice ''
•
’ also voted to let the building to the
cate
Issued
ROCXLAND
LOAN ANt>
member of Leg s a ur ,
vine’s High School (or basketball and pracBUILDING ASSOCIATION by H 0. Gurdy.
TOWN HALL, UNION, THURS., MARCH 19
handle such a mee ing
..
.
i tlce, the school to reimburse the town
Secretary, Rockland. Maine. February 28,
taste.
With Charles L. V eaxle, re- for
at
1923
27-T-33
elected town clerk, the ioter, were |
{o„owing
WATTS HALL, THOMASTON, FRI., MAR. 20
was taken in
a-11 set for a busy day
Wanted
regnrd to other articles:
C. L. McKenney was re-elected first
GLOVER HALL, WARREN, SAT., MARCH 21
Voted to employ a school physi
WANTED- WE WILL MAIL fl for full
selectman without opposition. When
cian at a salary ot $25 a year.
sets of old false teeth, any condition; partial
it came to'■second position on the
sets
in proportion; send by mail
EATON
Capt.
E.
O.
Patterson
was
ap

NEXT WEEK
board ballots were passed for Mav- pointed a member of the joint library
LABORATORY, Dorchester, Mass.
33*35
rd S. Ingraham, who has held that
WAITED -One rf£ed man or woman fo
committee and $500 was voted for the
DOUGLAS McLEAN in “NEVER SAY DIE”
135 CAMDEN ST., Rockland, Maine.
board.
position the past year, and Lou Mor support of the institution
This fine residence, on the cornef of Limerock and Lincoln
38*55
rill.
The vote stood Ingraham 87,
The selectmen were authorized to
WANTED—Man for responsible position,
streets; everything modern and in extra fine condition. Inquire of
Morrill 53.
Bert R. Andrews was make a temporary loan of $15,000.
good character, neat appearance. Apply MR.
re-elected third selectman withoutRICHARDSON. Narraganset Hotel. 6 p. m. to
Voted to raise not exceeding $2,990
H.
H.
STOVER
&
CO.
8 p. nt or phone for appointment.
32-34
opposition.
by loan and $1,000 by assessment to
The only other contest during the extend and relay the paving from the
WANTED—Washings and plain Ironing.
1169 FOREST AVENIjIfc PORTLAND
Apply to MBS. MARK AMERO, Vlnalhavaa.
day was over tax collectorThere eastern end of the Rockport iron
LIST OF
I Maine
32*34
were five candidates in the field and bridge to the macadamized yoad near
ROBERT U. COLLINS, Agent
WANTED—Farm within 25 miles of Rock
OFFICERS AND CORPORATORS
two ballots were necessary. This is the ofllce of Dr. Steward.
ROCKLAND, MAINE ,
33-35
land. Condition of buildings not important If
how they stood.
Elected At the Annual Meeting of the
price Is right. BOX 231, Rockland, Maine.
to buy 300 feet of hose for
lat 2d theVoted
31-88
Fire Department.
THOMASTON SAVINGS BANK
111 Voted to install a light in front of
R 11 Ttawprs ........ ........... 90
WANTED AT DNCE—Man in stave mill
who can saw staves and joint. Inquire of
2 the engine hall.
F*6rJ^y 5Tpcrifield. ... ........... 1$
MARCH 3, 1925
SIDNEY HUMES, Washington, Maine. Tel.
co Voted to employ a night watchman.
Harold Leach ........ ....... M
SOUTH
THOMASTON
ASSESSORS
’
NOTICE
6-5.
31-23
OFFICERS
1«
John Andrews ........ ........... 20
Voted to raise $2 for each dollar
WANTED-^Repalring on men’s garments,
LEVI SEAVEY, President
J. WALTER STROUT, Treasurer
32 given (total amount not to exceed
Charles Cavanaugh ........... <0
CITY OF ROCKLAND
also lady’s coats retlfed CARRIE L. DUXAt the annual town meeting yes
TRUSTEES
Mr. Bowers will receive one cent $1,000) for the repair of the Hope terday these officers were elected:
The subscribers, Assessors of Taxes, of the CAX, 4 Fulton St__________________ 39*32
WANTED—4*11 par~eabh for farm. Give
on the dollar for collectlon».
LEVI SEAVEY, RICHARD O. ELLIOT, CHAS. A. CREIGHTON,
road.
Moderator, G. C. Putnam; clerk. Eu City of Rockland, hereby give notice to the
InliaLitants of said City and other per particulars, also distance to school, church
e • • e
,
HENRY E. MCDONALD, DONALD P. GEORGE,
Voted to install lights on the lower gene Harrington: selectmen, Lewis sons having Taxable Property within said and post office. Address 150 MAIN STREET,
RICHARD E. DUNN, J. WALTER STROUT
end of Spruce and Elm streets and Fogg. Samuel Jackson and Arthur city, to make and bring in to said As Spencer,
30*32?
Town officials elected were:
on Mechanic street.
Norton; collector and treasurer, sessors true and perfect Hits of their polls f WANTED—Row boat or yacht tender 9 to
School Committee—Earle Dow.
CORPORATORS
and all their estates real and personal, in
Voted to build a cement sidewalk Charles Snow; road commissioner, writing including MONEY ON HAND OR AT 12 feet Must be flrst cla£3 condition Arid
Treasurer—Charles L. Veazie.
Levi Seavey
R. O. Elliot
Wm. J. Tobey
on Commercial street from the bridge Fred Pierce: auditor, G- B. Butler; INTEREST, and debts due more than owing, cheap. JOHN O STEVENS, Burpee Furni
Auditor
—
Mrs.
Ella
Shlbles.
, 22*tf
C. A. Creighton
H. E. McDonald
B. H. Keller
and all property held in trust as Guardian. ture Co., Rockland.
Road Commissioner—C. L. Mc near the Advent church to the Ho school board, Mrs. Maggie Elwell.
»gg" 1 ■—'
S. R. CusMng
Executor. Administrator, Trustee or other
E. O'B. Burgess
A. J. Lineken
boken schoolhouse.
wise
(except
as
is
by
law
exeftipt
from
tax

Kenney,
at
a
salary
of
$509.,
F. J. Hanley
I, T.. Vinal
W. J. Spear
For Sale
CITY OF ROCKLAND
Voted to accept cemetery bequests
ation) which they were possessed of oa the
Fire Inspector—J. Carleton Davis.
It. Jp Dunn
J. L. Gray
F. D. Elliot
first day of April. 1923 and to Im? prepared
for the care of the Irene Fiske lot in
LARGE
STOCK
ot uew and second hand
Beverage
A. J. Elliot
F. B. Hills
License of Dots and Protec to MAKE OATH to the truth of the same
furniture, hardware, clothing, etc., of the
Rockville, the Andrew Blake lot in Regulations andtion
of Sheep.
Andrews
The principal appropriations were:
AND THEY ARE PARTICULARLY RE late U. T Brand at Rankin Block.
C. M. Starrett
C. A. Morse
Goods
Amesbury’ cemetery and the Charles
Every owner or keeper, on the flrst day of QUESTED TO NOTIFY THE ASSESSORS to Ire sold at large sacrifice.
W. A.. Hastings
S. E. Smith
J. T. Bunker
Common Schools. $7,000J. Gregory lot in Sea View cemeterv. April, of a dog more than four month’s old. OF THE NAMES OF ALL PERSONS OF
THE GEORGE C. LONG seven-room house
W. H. Brackett
E. A. Anderson
c. W. Creighton
annually before the tentli day of said WHOM THEY HAVE BOUGHT QR TO WHOM with two small buildings.
School books. $500.
Corner Broadwly
Voted to install two electric lights shalL
April, cause it to be registered, numbered, de THEY HAVE SOLD TAXABLE PROPERTY and Pleasant sreets.
F. \Y. Clark
A. A. Dow
o. D. Mathews
School supplies and insurance, $500 on the Simonton's Corner road.
scribed and licensed for one year eomnmcinff SINCE THE FIRST DAY OF APRIL. 1924.
'We
also
have
several
other
very desirable
T.
George
D.
I.
A.
Gleason
D.
Hathorne
F.
Schoolhouse repairs, $2,000.
Voted to remove an old stonewall with the first dav of April aforesaid, in ’be
And for the purpose of receiv!H» said lists houses located in Rockland and vicinity.
R. J. Hahn
F. E. Watts
E. C. Andrews
Free High School. $4,700.
Now is tlie time to list your property with
near the residence of Fred Partridge office 41 the clerk and shall keep around its and making transfers of all property bought
neck a collar distinctly marked with the own
R. Gray
O. H. Crie
A. M. Mayo
Conveyance of scholars, $1,400.
and to rebuild the wall on Mechanic er's name <tnd its registered number, and shall or sold, the undersigned will be in session us for an early spring sale.
H. W. Waltz
L. W. BENNER. «•<! EstaU Dealer
W. M. Stetson
R. C. Wyllie
at the Assessors’ Room, No. 7, City Build
Superintendent's salary, $425.
street in front of the residence of pay to said clerk for a licelse the sum of ing, from eight to eleven o’cloab»4W*the fore ______________________________________33-35
C. B. Tolman
A. W. Batchelder
N. F. Leach
oae dollar and fifteen cents for each male dog noon, and from two to four-thirty o'clock in
Hoads and bridges, $5,500.
Fred Holbrook and Lou Morrill.
V. E. Hills
O. ,E. Counce
and for each female dog incapable of produc
FOR SALE—Airedale pup6, 4 months old.
A. P. Gray
Cutting highway bushes, $300.
Voted to sell the Margaret Moss- ing young so kept, and five dollars and fifteen the afternoon of each day. WEHNE^DAY. B. A. WOTTON, 175 Rankin street
33*35
F.’*B. Balano
M. J. Harris
APRIL 1. to FRIDAY. AJ’RIL 3. 1125.
Building and repairing sidewalks, man house at West Rockport.
cents for each female dog capable of produc
FOR SALE—Residence of the late Nathan
(X Cf. Bachelder
A. J. Rawley
C. Robinson
Special Notice to Cxe£jitors, Administrators.
ing
young.
Any
person
becoming
the
owner
$2,000.
Voted to rename the V. M. C. A
B. Allen at the comer of Limerock and Lin
Trustees or Guardians.
J. J. Fales
E. & Yose
A. McCarter
or keeper of a dog after vhe flrst day of April
Breaking roads, $1,000.
coln streets.
Bungalow style, all modern
building Rockport Town Hall.
not duly licensed as herein required, shall
The statute provides that you must bring and perfect condition.
W. A. Rivers
Eklrean Orff
W. Fogerty
Apply on premises.
Clearing sidewalks, $300.
within ten days after he becomes the owner in to the Board of Assessors a true and per A. B ALLEN, Admr.. Rockland. Tel. 423-M.
X. H. Young
A. L.Burton
L. Fales
or keeper of said dog. came said dog to be fect list of all taxable property iu your _____________________________________ 33-tf
Maintenance of State Aid highways,
The
following
committee
of
12
was
H. C. Brown
E. A. Wincapaw
. A. Morse
and licensed as provided abore. possession to date of April 1, 1923, other
$850.
appointed: Arthur B. Packard. W. A. described
FOR SALE—One half ton Ford truck in
Every owner or keeper of dogs, kept for breed wise it wiil be taxed ns the statute nrevides.
C. A. Simmons
W. A. Bramhall
D. Morton
Mothers' Aid. $475.
Paul, Herbert N. Brazier. H. Heistad. ing purpose may receive annually a special and any personal examination of property good running order. Good trade if sold at
TEL. 789-W.
38-35
Support of poor. $3,000.
Attest:
J. WALTER STROUT, Clerk.
Fred Priest. E. Stewart Orbeton, F. kennel license authorizing him to keep said by the Assessors will not be considered as a once
for said purpose, provided lie keeps said waiver of neglect uf any i>erson in bringing
Board of Health. $300.
K. Buzzell. TV. F. Dillingham. C. E. dogs
FOR SALE—Strawberry, rhubarb and horse
dogs wihin a proper enclosure.
When the in true and perfect list as required by law
Memorial Day. $50.
radish plants.
Order now. F. S. LUFKIN.
Gregory, Clifton C. Lufkin, George kernel license authorizing him to keep said
• ♦ * »
ANY PERSON WHO NEGLECTS TO COM
3»-1f
Incidental expenses, $1,500.
uumher of dogs so kept does not exceed ten. PLY WITH THIS NOTICE WILL BE R. F. D . (Ity._________________»
Lane and W. L Clark.
—'
Peter Aagerson
FOR
SALE
—
Eight
room house with modern
the fee for said license shall be ten dollars DOOMED TO A TAX ACCORDING TO THE
Outstanding bills, $3,500.
The
article
relating
to
the
pur

The remains of Peter Aagerfion
and fifteen cents: when the number of dogs LAWS OF THE STATE AND BE BARRED improve ments. in Rockport on car line with
On town debt. $1,100
chase of a rock crusher was passed so kept exceeds ten. the fee for such license OF
WARREN
household furnishings; farming toofa; also
OWL'S HEAD
were received here Sunday from
THE RIGHT TO MAKE APPLICATION
Refunding
town
debt,
$1,000.
shall
be twenty dollars and fifteen’cents, and EITHER TO THE ASSESSORS OR COUNTY pljie fitting tools ERNEST L. MEARS. (Rntover.
Hartford, Conn. Funeral services
no fees shall be required for the dogs of COMMISSIONERS. FOR ANY ABATEMENT den street. Ctly.____________________ 33*34
Interest
on
town
debt,
$750.
Voted to accept the following list such owner o% keeper under the age of six
under Masonic honors were held at
OF TAXES. UNLESS SUCH PERSON OFFER
SALE—A 1918 Chevrolet touring car,
Munic.pal water. Jt.Sfi.i. •
'
of names as a jury list: Sidney G. months.
Votes To- Build At Adjourned Town Meeting
Dogs covered by kennel license SUCH LIST WITH HIS APPLICATION ANO with Rattachment
the M. E. church Monday afternoon. Town
and 6-foot trailer; also 4Electric
lights.
$2,500.
Andrews, Cecil II. Annis, William A ahau be exempted from the provisions of thi SATISFIES THE ASSESSORS THAT HE foot oak roll top desk. F. L. WEEKH. Mr. Aagerson died in Hartford,
requiring registration, numbering, and WAS UNABLE TO OFFER IT AT THE TIME
Schoolhouse At the Head
Voted To Buy Motorized Fire deiiartment. including $300 tor Blake. Fred E. Buzzell. Burton Low- 1 section
__________________________________ 32-34
where he made his winter home
collaring —Section 102, (’hapter 4. R. S
APPOINTED.
painting apparatus. $1,009.
ell. Everett E. F. Libby, Burton F.
with his daughter- lie was 77 years
E R. KEENE. City Clurk
FOR SALE—Glenwood range in good condi
—Other Matters.
F A RICHARDSON,
Fire Apparatus.
Cemetery improvements, $250. ■
33-40____________________________________
tion at low price.
Inquire at AUSTIN
Richards. Charles H. Ewell. Laforest
of age and lived many years of the
M. M. DAGGKTT,
<;ARD.\
ER S. 90 Broad street_________ 31tf
Repairing Mt. Pleasant street tout Smith. F. Winfield Robbins, Charles
J F CARVER.
time in Thomaston. Yearfc ago he
EXECUTOR’S SALE OF REAL ESTATE
The trend toward new schoolAt an adjourned town meeting yes of road fund) $300.
Asaesaurs of Buckland.
FOR SR LE—Five 6-rooni houses, all mod
E. Rhodes. Percy E. Fisk. Percy L.
married Miss Abbie Walter of Thom
Wealthy P. Winslow
Rockland, Me., March 12, 1925.
33-T-38 ern. ID minutes walk from Main street ADImproving West Rockport ceme
Small, Perley F. Merrifield, Harold
aston. He had a long service as an houses, which has been in evidence ' terday the taxpayers of Warren de
Tlie undersigned. Executor of the last will of
DMMS
F. O. BOX 227.
31*33
8. Leach. Fred C. Robinson, Clinton Wealthy P. Winslow, late of Rockland, Knox
officer in the Maine State Prison, fol in other parts of the county this year, cided to keep pace with other pro tery, $100.
FOR SALE—Libe bait JOHN C BRIDGES'
Graveling Oak street (from road Young. Karie Packard. Charles I,.- County, Maine, deceased, hereby gives notice
Miscellaneous
lowing at times other occupations. had possession of the Owl’s Head gressive communities and voted to
1 ta Old t oupty Road. City._________ 31*33
that, pursuant to a license from the Knox
fund). $7,00.
He was greatly interested
in town meeting yesterday, and the re
McKenney. Leslie C- Dean, Jacob County Probate Court which issued from said
MAMMOTH HYACINTH., pink, while ar.d
buy a combination chemical tire en
SALE—Ford sedan In fine condition.
Repairing Vinal street. $300.
Masonry, lieing a member of the
Newhert, Harry McDonald. Lot) 11. court on the tenth day of March, A. D 1923, blue, 23c each; dahlia bulbs, $1 a doz^n C. A FOR
bargain for cash
ROBERT C. BURNS
Tel. 223-M.
Repairing Packard Hill on Phr Morrill, Edward Merriam, Charles S. he will sell at public auction to the highest M. THOMAS. Maverick Sq
Blue Lodge, the Chapter and Com- sult was a votedo erect a new build gine costing $4,500.
Tel.
717-W.
________________________ 3ID3
bidder, in said R k kkind on the 18th day
"___________________ 33-33
mandery, K. T. He was a member ing for that purpose at the Head, the
In order to do this it was neces ter street, and relaying two culvert* Maxey, Lynton latne. Roland F. of April. A. I). 1923, the following described'
FOR SALE—H. C. Red Baby Chicks and
NOTICE—This is to notify all persons that hatching eggs from heavy laying strain.
of the Methodist Episcopal church. cost not to exceed $4,500.
sary to wield the pruning knife, and $400.
Crockett. Fred Keene. Orrin Jackson, real estate of said Wealthy P. Winslow, sit
after this date I will not be responsible for State accredited. CECIL NEWBERT, Waldo
uated
in
slid
Rockland,
in
said
county,
to
Advertising Maine, $50.
A good life well lived is its own best
this
was
done
by
hewing
down
the
Charles F. Ingraham, Fred Holbrook, Alt : a certain lot of parcel of land, with the any debts contracted by my wife, Mildred
There were two candidates for sec
boro, Me.
31*36
‘New plan of Sea View cemetery, Vesper Hall, Bert S. Gregory, Sidney buildings
encomium. A daughter. Katherine ond selectman, A. Walker Brewster road money which had heen appor
thereon being an undivided two- Crouse, in my name or on my credit (Signed)
$250.
FOR SALE—Small yawl boat; double endRockland. March
Aagerson of Hartford. Conn, and a and Oliver Perry.
Farijington, Herman Farrow, W. F, thirds part thereof situated in said Rockland, DONALD S CROVSE.
The former won. tioned at the regular town meeting
er also
h. p. Knox engine. Cheap A.
33*33
Gravel the square and other repairs Dillingham, J. Carleton Davis, Fred bounded and described as follows to wh: 16. 1925
son, Wilbur Aagerson of Worcester. Three candidates appeared for third and by voting to rescind the appro
the Easterly half of a certain lot or parcel
REPAIRING DONG ON WATCHES. Clo.k^ J POST, 16 State street.___________ 31*33
Mass., survive. Rev. X. F. Atwocd selectman—John Hall. George Has priation of $2,000 which had been Oil road at West Rockport, 8200.
W. Copeland. Frank Colby, Herbert of land together with the building thereon
FOR
SALE
—fl-room house built for two
and small work S. ARTHCR MACOMBF.R,
Remodeling the T. M. C. A build Clough.
officiated at 'he funeral.
The bear kell and Roy McConchie.
situated in said Rockland and bounded and 23 Amesbury street, Rockland. Maine 32*37
fatniltes
Lot 150 feet square; three nlqe
Hall was made to create a High School build ing. $2,000.
described
as
follows:
Beginning
on
westerly
fruit
trees;
chance
to keep 199 liens Build
ers were Levi Seavey, William Gil- elected on the second ballot. Parker ing fund.
At the close of town meeting there
PAPERHANGING ANO PAINTING.
side of Warren street at a stake and stones
ings in excellent repair. H. E. KALLOCH.
• • • •
chrest, Henry Bucklin, A.
W.
As
a
matter
of
fact
the
total
ap

wus
a
mometit
of
complete
silence
sudi
work
phone
349M
or
cal
at
16
Pleasant
at
tlie
northeast
comer
of
a
lot
now
owned
Merriman had no opjHisition for first
Thomaston. Maine
Tel. 123-6
31*33
There was a lively discussion over out of respect to the late Henry b. by Amelia Jameson: thence South 33 deg. street. Rockland C. C JOHNSTON
Hatch, R. O- Elliot und Winfield
propriations are a few hundreds less
selectman
FOR SALE—Upright piano tn «ood condi
articles 67 and 68 which bad to do Withee, so long prominent in town west about 90 feet to tlie old Knowlton line: ____________________________________28*40
Brackett. X
than
they
stood
after
the
regular
tion. MRS. I A. TRUEWORTHY, corner. M<Other town officers chosen were:
thence North 33 deg west on said line 83
« • • e
LET ME QUOTE PRICES TO YOU on Dia* chanic and Main streets
town meeting had been held—the old with tbe property known as the t- attalrs.
39*33
feet; thence North 33 deg East about 90 mond
Moderator—Allen Borgerson.
Tires and Tultes, Weed Chains and
Rufus E. Burrows
figure
being
$30,625
and
the
new
fig

feet
to
said
Warren
street
:
thence
South
33
FOR SALE—Airedale pups, 4 months old.
Clerk—Mrs. Abbie Hurd.
Spark Plugu; also five used ears from $85
Rufus E. Burrows died at the Soldeg. East 83 feet to the flrst mentioned up o $3«0.
JOSEPH E
CLOUGH. 174 E. A. WOTTON. 175 Rankin street- H*32
Road Commissioner—William Don ure $30,195.
bounds.
Also a right in cothmon with the Pieasaot St., Rockland
ROCKPORT
diet's Home. Togus, March 12, aged
Salesman for Knox
CAMDEN
Another source of revntie to help
FOR SALE—House and lot 5$ Grace street;
owner of westerly half of said house, to use Motor Sales. C.
ohue.
14.tf House and % acre of land, 186 Camden St.,
80 years. The funeral was held
offset the purchase of motorized tire
the front door and the front hallway and front
School
F,oard
—
Mrs.
Ella
Maddocks
Rockland:
acre Reid directly across tire
Sunday afternoon, Rev. H. S. KilW iley Philhrook is at home from
SNOWMAN, TEL. 972-R does all kinds ot
ThV Congregational church was stairs therein
apparatus, will be through the sale of
ll'tt street from 186 Camdeif street running
Said real estate above described will be Trucking and Marine
SaxonvilJe, Mags., where he has been Ailed Sunday evening when the pas
born officiating. Mr. Burrows was a and Roy McConchie.
the
old
hand
engine
Tiger,
which
was
through to Waldo Avenue. Nice house lota in
sold at two q’clock in the afternoon, on the
Collector and Treasurer—Roy Me
BUILDINGS BUILT, altered nr repaired.
veteran of the Civil War, having beep
tor, Rev. Horace I. Holt, challenged •remises at No. 18 Warren street.
bought many years ago In Lynn, employed.
Tlie right Painting and naprr lianglrur. callings whitened both streets TEL 289-W, Rockland; 238-lf,
Camden._____________
28-tf ‘
a member of the renowned First Conchle.
Mrs. Annie Hanscom of Rockland the Ku Klux Kian in a duscotirse is reserved td reject any aud all bids.
Mass.,
and
which
has
figured
suc

’el. 558 3.
h. C. rtEhUS. t'J ilcLOl’D ST.
Among the appropriations- were
LEONARD R CAMPBELL.
Maine Cavalry. He was an active
FOR SALE—Power boat “Eaglet,” of Eagle
24-tf
cessfully in many musters since that was a guest at Capt. Ernest Torrey’s which held the closest attention of
Schools,
$2,025;
repairs
on
school
Executor
as
aforesaid.
*
Island, 24 feet long, very bulky. 12 4i. p. 4
member of P. Henry Tillson Post, G.
this large audience. His subject,
time, as well as serving to protect the Sunday.
RADIO BATTERIE8-F0R $1.25 we will cycle Lamb motor, $399. ESRLAND QUINN,
Rockland, Maine, March 14, 1923
A. R.. while it existed and held of houses, $350; text books, $J0O; school town’s buildings. It will cost a pang
Mrs. Jacob Newbert is seriously ill “Three K’s and a Fiery Cross on Mt.
pick up your battery, leave a loan aud de Eagle, Maine.
33-T-39
*
25-37 «
supplies.
$35:
town
expensesL$i,20«;
liver yours back to you fully charted
fices in it- After Mr. Burrows re
Rattie. Will the Kian Do It?’’ For
to see the old tub go, but a new order at her home on Beech street.
HOUSE SHERJIAN, INC. Rockland.
Tel
..FOR SALE—Fresh elder, made every day.
turned from the war he was employ roads and bridges, $2,500; repairing of things has come into play.
The fuueral services of th$ late a scripture lesson he read Romans
72I-.M
Elide Service Station.
12-if
Drop a postal card and I will deliver. J.
ed in various pursuits largely in the sidewalks. $200; mothers’ a«h-$258;
H SIMONTON. Rockland.
2.3-tf;;
Former Representative R. J. An Capt, Frank A. Magune are bqtog 12, upon which chapter the Kian or
MACHINE HEMSTITCHING, picot edge
building of ships. He also served the support of poor, $286; on town debt, drews led the move to reduce the old held this afternoon.
Obituary’ no g^nization is founded and read the
FOR SALE—To settle an estate, several
covered buttons, plaiting. PHYLLIS TOL$2,000;
Knox
Academy
of
Arts
and
State as a prison official a long time.
used upright pianos, good condition. Li F.
MAN MORSE, 359 Malo St. Tel. 868-M
appropriations, and there was very tice is deferred t,o Thursday’s issue Kian Creed, saying that there was
1-tf CHASE. 45 Middle street Tel. 665-2
Mr. Burrows was married three Sciences, $50
*nie Twentieth Century Cluh will nothing in either to which anyone
little
opposition
when
the
voters
came
It was voted to increase the sal;
times. He is survived by a widow,
FOR SALE—Milk farm of 90 acres In
he entertained Friday afternoon ‘ at could object. He then stated some
TRUCKING, MOVING ANO
ERRANDS
ries of the selectmen $209, $150 to fully understand the merits of the the home of Mrs. Alice Rich in Cam of the evils of our day asking why
done promptly.
Go anywhere.
C. 0. HAR
South Thomaston; will carry 20 head wf
also a daughter by his first wife.
modern
apparatus.
ADEN
Tel.
156
M
or
629-J.
l-tf
(tattle
; 1500 to 2,900 cords of wood and some
and $100 respectively, and to pay
den instead of at Mrs. Maud Walk the Kian did not seek to remedy
timber; buildings in good repair. Sold on
It was also voted to buy $500 er
the chairman of the school committee
LADIES— Reliable stock of Ualr goods at good terms. Call on R. H. SNOW. South
’s.
tbeee -by standing behind their belief
worth of hose.
tbe Kocklsad H».r Store.
Mata St Veil Thomaston._________________________ 31*33
$50.
Maynard GrafTam of Topsham is and the belief of the church and try
ordors solicited.
BELEN C. BBOUE8.
The Bay View Society nettei]~$23.75
FOR l-«f
8ALE—Plenty of nice English hky.
spending
a
two
weeks'
vacation
in
to stop them. Mr. Holt is very much
FRUIT VS MEAT
frotn its dinner in Town Hail.”
Price 89.W a ton. JAMBS H. SIMONTON,
town.
in earnest and has been preaching
West Rockport.
16-tf
Eggs and Chicks
-A—
some strong sermons this winter. A
The American Apple Appears To
FOR SALE—Pl.jef Plan, (). R. g tauelc
Thursday
and
Friday
evenings,
series given Sunday mornings are atUNION
Have the British Butcher's Goat.
rolls, wide range of choice. While they lest
March 19 and 20. are the dates of th$ , trading large congregations and
AN
only 23 cents each. Y. F. STUDLEY, INC.,
Mlnstrete
to
be
given
at
Union
hall.
were
written
trecau^e
of
the
project
Music Department.
9-tf
For amusement this week mana
THOMASTON
An “eat more -Xrult” campaign
Union hall. Rockport, Wednesday to “Boom Maine.” Next Sunday his
FOR SALE—Double tenement house at h
ger Prescott will present the lovable throughout England has 'recently
INVITATION
Lisle St.
Apply to MRS. F. B. SANBORN.
Zane Gray’s masterpiece subject is “Half Baked People.”
Charlie Ray in “Dynamite Smith" at brought the American apple Into ntehL
80 Pleasant Rt.
Tel. MS-W.
S-tf
the Town hall, Thursday night.
Watts Hall
more prominence than it ever has traction* hlVrltbfJ*^'' i Addfd 8t‘i A delightful luncheon and auction
FOR SALE—Keeldettca of the late Capt
P*rt>' was *iven at Green Gables la*t
enjoyed heretofore. The fruit is now Sullivan In th» •%o?akdl8.n
Charles E. Hall. Middle St B.tahtS.
AB
We
cordially
invite
enmedv’
’’i* M"Ir’ ' Fridav afternoon.
Yellow jonquils
BOWDOIN’S NEW COACH
THUS L. ORNE, <17 Mala gt., NockHot
being sold in »the groceries and the Two-reel
business men and resi
Rumen
”
Price
1
^
cr
'
<
”
>
each
table
with
place
and
score
APRIL 14-15
luxury shops and from i>u«h-carts in
dent* to inspect our fa
Football Affairs At Brunswick To Be the streets of London.
FOR SALE—9-rooa dense; hot tralet heat.
cement cellar; modern Improvements; large
Supervised By St. George Native.
I tractive and «pr(pglike. There were
The campaign has brought to the
cilities
and
acquaint
garden.
New grocery business well etotked
FOR isALE—2 Incubators. 2 Brooders,
18 tables In play and prizes were won
Core also the American apjile’s neighM G GURNEY, 3 Perk 8t, Cemdeet.
I-tf
themselves with our ser
chicken houses. 3 Eck cases
A B. ALLEN,
The athletic authorities of Bow I>or, the Canadian apple hut in most
DEER ISLE
by Miss Teresa Arau. Mrs. A. V. ElFOR SALE—uouaa at Atlantic, (Swan’s
197 Limerock, St.. Bockkuid. Tel. 423-.M.
vice, which we believe
I
more.
Mrs.
Fred
Irish,
Miss
Anne
doin college announced Wednesday cases the products of Oregon and
33-f? Inland.) 6 rooma, oak Ralah, wall-built; atfihtlp
they witl find particularly
location clone hy ahora.
Oarage and out
Maurice Gray and Alphonso Stin Hall, Mrs. Earl Wilson, and Miss
noon that John M. Cates of New Washington appear to be the favor
FOR SALE—3 incubators, coal hrtxxlcr. building*, water In house
Acre nnd half
Martan
Knowlton.
The
hostesses
son are en-ployed at R. W. Knowl
helpful in the transaction
ite.
American
apples
retail
in
Lon[capable of hoveling 1000 chicks, small brooder. of land.
Fine
place
for
euaiaer
home.
At
York City, former Yale University
200 capacity, churn to chum 6 gals cream, a bargain.
were Mrs. D. J. Dickens. Mrs. Walter
Address DB. I. B GAGE. At«an at a few cents a pound more than ton’s.
of their banking business.
lantlc.
Ma
i
3
50gal
oil
tanka.
Call
at
W.
A.
Mcstar had accepted the position of they, do in cities of the I’nited States.
Mr. and Mrs. William Coolen are P. Conley. Mrs. W. D. Barron. Mrs.
LAIN'S STORE, 8 Carroll St.
33*35
football coach for next year and
In addition to Ameidcan cranber entertaining guests from Swans Is F. E. Morrow and Mrs. A. O. Pills
To Let
INCUBATOR
—
230
egg
capacity,
also
brood

4%
INTEREST
PAID
land.
bury.
WATCHMAKER AND JEWELER
will come to Bowdoin next Jail to ries. Florida and California grape
er for sale
Price reasonable. EDWARD
TO LET—Comfortable 3-room house and
in-s. Lizzie B. Sellers is ill and Dr.
fruit
and
oranges,
various
other
Mrs.
F.
W.
Miller
and
Mrs.
H.
MMURPHY.
101
Tlllaon
Ave
32*34
WALL RAPER
remain one year on trial.
Iar»e barn
Hiuall garden plot.
Apply on
fruits from the other side of the At Wasgatt is in attendance.
Rankin have returned from a short
DAY OLD CHICKS—S C R. I. Reds. |20 premises. 22 ROCKY HILL AVE., after 6 p.
Cates is a native of St. Gtorge, lantic, Americans in London this
ELECTRIC LAMPS ANO
Frank D. McVeigh has been doing business trip in New York, where
pef 100. Good layers, free delivery. MAY ni.. or to REV. OSCAR STUiRT. Adamt St
NARD M. KINNEY, Thomaston, Maine . St.
SUPPLIES
Me., was graduated from Andover winter have enjoyed the privilege of some carpenter work for P. J. Eaton. they visited tho shops in the inter
33*35
SAVINGS ACCOUNTS
George Road.
30*35
Mrs. Ttoea V. Packard arrived on est of the Handicraft, Shop.
THOMASTON, MAINE
Academy and entered Yale in 1903. •being able, when they were willing to
TO LET—Tenement in Gregory Block, North
~SX.R.I. RED HATCHING EGGS AT $4 A
End
C A HAMILTON
33-31
TuAS-tf
A real estate transfer of interest to
He made the football team and be pay the price, to treat themselves to Saturday's boat from Taunton, Mass,
satfing, or $20 a 100. Pinccrest-Orchard
came one of the best known ends in fresh corn on the cob at alxjut one and will stop with her sister. Mrs. Camden and surrounding towns is
TO LET—Furnished room.
stock. Every cockerel that I am using its
datn has a record 195 and better. .State 38 Summer St.
the sale of the house on Belmont
the country. In 1906 he became shilling the ear- The corn in the Lizzie Sellers.
tested for white diarrhoea. L C. MORTON.
Henry Haskell has been confined avenue, belonging to Mrs. J. W. In
field coach for the United States husk has full white grains and is im
TO LET—Main street. Garage for dealcr.
Frieixlship. Maine
27-38
2 floors 39x75. C. M. BLAKE'S WALL PA
Naval Academy team with which he ported in barrer lots from .South to the house with the grippe.
graham which has been bought by
PER
STORE.
29-tf
DA BY CHIX—Wyllle’s S. C Reds raised
Miss Alberta Noland of Sedgwick Mrs. Luella TtMtle, Its present occuwas connected until 1913.
Africa. It has much the same apon free range, trap nested and bred for type
TO LET—Two modern flats. C. M BLAKE
efficient
owner
and
The last four years he has taken pearance as the corn from America, was the weekend guest of Mrs. Rose pant, the
and color. State accredited for white diarr
hoea
Price 22 cents each, postpaid. Safe WALL PAPER STORK. Tel. 466M 29-tf
time from the New York Stock Ex excepting that the ears perhaps, are Gray.
manager of the attractive tea room
TO LET—Store flow occupied by Edward
arrival guaranteed
F H. WYLLIE. Thom
cicar
since Rev. Inor Partington haa Green Gables of which Camden is
change to coach high school teams a trifle longer and more slender.
O’B. Gonia Will be vacated about April
tston. Me.. Rt. 1 Tel. 109-6
15*29-79
Butchers are far from happy over 'been conducting the Tuesday even- justly proud.
about New York City. He is com
1st. Apply to MBS. B. B. SMITH, nt the
C. E Bicknell office.
20tf
The Mammoth Food Fair is Thurs
ing to Brunswick through personal the efforts to .popularize the eating lug prayer meetings there has been
Used Cars
rather than business reasons. He of fruit. Boosters for the apple re a larger attendance than usual. Mr. j day. Friday and Saturday.
TO LET—Tenement at IM North Main It,
P. L. BAVENEB.
wiil succeed Fred V. Ostergren who cently set going a song. “Don’t eat Partington is a thorough Bible stu- ;
CHEVROLET 4 PASSENGER COUPE in tlrnt all modern convenleaorSh
146-tf
has been coaching the Bowdoin foot mutton, don’t eat lamb,” which made dent, and is very Interesting in ex
class condition. Bargain if taken at once Tel. 792-R.
Gclndle's Colonial Orchestra of
( all at 22 ROCKY HILL AVE , after 6 p. m
them particularly wrathy. In com- plaining difficult passages. The na
ball team since 1921.
33*35
Tues&Sat-tf
He will iKs'ome the first all year plaints to various official sources ture of each meeting is along the Red Lettter Ball fame, plays at the
Know the tremendous
Arcade, March 25 for the Glass of
Know the tremendous pull- 1921 AMERICAN SIX, Juet overhauled and
around football coach which puts they described the song as an tyisult llnfes of a Bible inetltute[In first claaa condition—tlrea practically new
'21, R. H. S. with many novelties, inr
nf
CniiriM-Cta^ttp
him on footing with Ben Houser of to the trade, and retaliated wills aning
power of Courier-Gazette
ling powc
J lie baseball team and

DYNAMITE SMITH

$

FOR SALE

$

Watch This Space

WIRELESS SUPPLIES

. .. «

W. P. STRONG

lire

^

'

Rockland
National
Bank

putt

Every-Other-Day

Social Circles
In addition to personal notes recording de
partures and arrivals, this departure especUlly desires Information ot social hap
penings, parties, musicals, etc. Notes sent
by mall or telephone will be gladly received.
TELEPHONE ................ ............................. 770

Miss Paulino McLoon Is home from
Wheaton College, recovering inom the
effects of a fractured arm.

Milton A. Philhrook submaster and
athletic director of Westbrook High
School, cam* here with the. girls'
basketball team Saturday, accom
panied by Mrs. Philbrook, who
chaperoned the party.
Miss Lillian Fifield of the FullerCobb-Davig force, who has been con
fined to the house by illness the past
few weeks, is recovering and was
able to walk out yesterday.

TIBBETT. SENSATIONAL
•,■

CHAPHAN CONCERT

Charles L. Robinson was behind
the counter at Burpee & Lamb's yes
terday, after a three weeks’ leave on
account of illness.

Mrs. Hilton E. Ames, who for the
past two weeks has been confined in
the house with an abscess in her
throat. Is rapidly convalescing-

THURSDAY EVENING, MARCH 19
MISS MURIEL H. WILSON, coloratura soprano
GUISEPPE LOMBARDO, dramatic tenor
PROF. CHAPMAN at the piano
Tickets at $1.00
\
-

T

-r-**

baritone
•

-

’ •

Grand Opera “Martha” in English and in costume and action,
with the Metropolitan Opera House Quartette.
Joan Ruth, Soprano.
Kathleen Howard, Contralto.
Ralph Errolle, Tenor.
James Wolfe, Baeeo Cantante.
Pompilio Malatesta, Bass, comedian of Grand Opera.
THIRD NIGHT
Mme. Margaret Matzenauer, Contralto, of the Metropilitan Opera
House and the most distinguished Prima Donna of today.

Available at NORTH NATIONAL BANK, H. H. CRIE & CO.’S

Concert Announcement Extraordinary
SEATS NOW 0/4 SALE

CITY HALL BOX OFFICE, PORTLAND
—FOR—

BOSTON SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA
Serge Koussevitzky, Conductor
i

Presented by the

’

PORTLAND MUSIC COMMISSION

City Hail Auditorium, MARCH 25
—At the—
LOWEST PRICES EVER KNOWN IN MAINE
$1.00, $1.50, and $2.00 Without Tax
Mail order* filled in order of receipt
Telephon* order* taken at Forest 78072
Make check* payable to Portland Music Commission
33-34

Miss Stella Comery Is home from
Last Wednesday evening the WoolBoston, where she has been spending worth employes enjoyed a social at
the past five weeks.
the store from 7.30 until 10. Har
monica selections were given by W.
During the present season the Wo M. Bewail and Geoive Hamlin, after
man's Educational Club discussions which the affair was turned into a
of Citizenship problems are being surprise partV for Mr. Bewail. Parker
Varied by observations on life’s big Young, with a very timely speech
gest personal problems. Marriage is presented him with a huge birthday
often called “life’s biggest game;’’ cake and a neat little girt from his
some win soiqe lose. These mem fellow- (or rather girl) employes.
bers are now considering the rules Games and dancing were enjoyed
of this game—if not "according to refreshments were served by Miss
Hoyle,” then according to observation Ella Kaler and Mise Lunetta Smith.
and experience. Friday night, rules
.for a husband to obey in order to
Mrs. R. H. Angell Is home from
make matrimony a success will SearsiKirt where ehe was called by
be offered by the women. They will the Illness of her slater.
tell how failures to observe these
rule* have wrecked many marriages.
•Mr. and Mre. Clarence E. Goulding,
WhaX is the matter with matrimony? well known residents of Rockland,
Who can answer?
quietly observed the 50th anniversary
of their marriage at their home last
Miss Eleanor Snow of Talbot ave Thursday with a family dinner party.
nue entertained the members of the They received many letters and cards
girls basketball team and the West of congratulation, also numerous
brook girls Saturday evening, with a presents, one bnng a purs* of gold.
sprinkling of High School boys in Mr. and Mrs. Goulding were born in
vited In to keep them from being Perry, Me.. 73 and 71 years ago, re
lonesome.
Dancing, games and re spectively. They were married in
freshments were on the informal but Eastport by Rev. Mr. Moses and came
very delightful program.
directly to Rockland. Mr. Colliding
is still active as a contractor and
Dr. James Kent of Boston arrives builder. They have had four children,
Wednesday morning to take charge one son, Clifford, and one daughter,
of Dr. Mary Reuter’s practice.
Mrs. A. E. Keyes, being the sur
vivors. There are four grandchildren.
Mrs. H. D. Agies, who has heen
spending the winter with relatives in
Mrs. Oliver F. Kills and Mrs. Bus
Boston and Providence, returned sell Bartlett arc spending the week
home Fridayj
in Boston.

Tlje Harmony Club heid Its regular
meeting, March 11 at the Business
Women's club rooms, with the fol
lowing double program: Irish: Piano.
“Come Back to Erin,” CInribell,
Marion Marsh; piano. "Killarney."
Balfe. Beth Hagar; vocal. "Soliloquy
by
Somervell,”
Adelaide Cross;
piano, “Melody In F.” Rubinstein,
Alcada Hqll. The Jewish program
was in the hands of Mrs. Rankin,
who rea^a paper on Jewish com
posers, followed by a piano duet,
"Ruy Bias,” Mendelssohn. Marlon
Marsh and Mrs. Rankin; vocal, "Nati
K Wok,” Adelaide Cross; piano,
“Dobrydzien” and “Mazeltof,” J.
Fleishmann, Leah Freeman; piano,
"Spring Song,” Mendelssohn. Mrs.
Annabell Hurd; piano, "Dobrydzien
Dande,” and “Kosatzkl,” J. Fleich•nann, Beth Hagar.

r

FIRST NIGHT
Lawrence Tlbbett, Baritone, fhe greatest musical sensation in
/ear*.
Mlle. 'Caterina Gobbi, Soprane.
SECOND NIGHT /

Nationally Famous Artists

Fred A. Thorndike was operated
■Upon for an abscess on his neck in
The Ladies' Aid of Littlefield
Poston last week.
church will meet with Mrs. Annette
Swift Wednesday afternoon for work.
Mrs. F. C. Flint will entertain
Class 29 of the Methodist SundayLorenzo Achorn of Orff's Corner
School at her home on Franklin was in the City Sunday.
etreet. Wednesday evening. There
will be a business meeting and en
The Owiwasa Camp Fire Girls held
tertainment.
a business meeting Thursday after
noon at the home of their guardian.
Th* Kallocl} Class will meet Wed Mrs. Louis fickett. Those present
nesday afternoon in the Baptist were Barbara Karl. Jessie Shute.
chapel for work and business.
Vivian Hall, Helen Mattson. Hazel
Pendexter, Etta Brown, Irma Fickett,
Tbe regular meeting of the W. C. Elizabeth Duncan and Kathleen NosT- U. will be held at the home of worthy.
Miss Caroline A. Littlefield Friday
afternoon at 2.30,-topic "Prominent
Mrs. R. L. Knowlton and Mrs. Fan
Prohibition Leaders I Have Known.” nie Clack have returned from Boston.
■Miss Ctera Farwtjll Is leader of the
meeting.
Mrs. Carrie Crockett Colemere of
Waco. Texas, is visiting Mr. and Mrs.
Mrs. E. W. Gross, who fell in the Cornelius Doherty. She was called to
yard at her home. Fern street, last Vinalhaven by the death of her ulster,
week is confined to the house with a Mrs. Ivory Hall.
sprained ankle.
Mr. and Mr*. C. S. Gardner of
Much notice is being attracted in Rockport were guests over Sunday of
dancing circles by the preparations Mr. and Mrs. W. N. Benner, Jr.
for the masquerade dance scheduled
II. Brown Tyler, who was seriously
for March 19 at the Country Club.
The committee has left no stone un hurt In an auto accident and on the
turned in Its effort to have the af danger list at the Cambridge Hospi
tal for 12 days, has been convalescing
fair a complete successsince Feb. 15 at the home of his
Mrs. Ernest C. Davis »t,d Miss Bur- mother ii* Belmont, where he has
delle Ftrout of Fuller-Cobb-Davis are gabled very rapidly. He is able to
walk a little and the report of the
In New York buying.
doctors of his general condition Is
Mrs. Minne Hoffses of the Fuller- most encouraging. He wishes his
Cobb-Davis staff, who was recently many friends to know that in a few
-operated upon at Knox Hospital Is weeks he expects to be back on the
job. Gaining 24 pounds in three
resting comfortably this morning.
weeks is certainly coming back
The Methebesec Club will meet at strong.
Mrs. Matie Little’s, Broadway, Friday
Miss Phyllis Snowman spent the
afternoon at 2.30.
A club exchange
weekend with Mrs. Hazel Knight at
paper will be given.
The Highlands.

Miss Evelyn Simmons was given a
birthday surprise party Thursday at
her home at The Meadows.
The
evening was passed very pleasantly
with music, games and dancing. Re
freshments were served, consisting of
ice cream, assorted cake and candy.
She was the recipient of many pretty
and useful gifts.

• .>

' $69.80

KINEO RANGES

FIRST BAPTIST CHURCH, ROCKLAND

iMr. and Mrs. Lesli? Rich who have
been ffVing In this city for several
years past, return this week to their
old home In Tremont, Mt- Desert.

H. H. Stover and family of Port
land spent the weekend in Rockland.

-

Induded In Brilliant Galaxy of Stan At the Next Maine
Festival—Grand Opera

STORE and from Members ef the Wight Philharmonic Society.

There will be a circle supper at the
Universalist church Wednesday. The
housekeepers arc: Mrs. Florence
Thurston, Mrs. Beulah Tirrell, Mrs.
Florence Lamb, Mrs. Helen Lamb,
Mrs. Ruth Bird, Mrs. Helen Jackson,
Mrs. Hazel Black, Mrs. Madeline
Rhodes, Mrs. Lucia Miles, Mrs. Ann
Butler, Mrs- Ruth Sanborn and Miss
Lena Thorndike.
Supper will be
served at the usual time, 6.30.
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The Latta division of the High
School Sophomore Class entertained
the members of tho Freshmart Class
who are studying that language last
evening in the Couregaxional vestry.
There were stereopticon views Which
related to the life and times of Julius
Caesar and the Roman Empire, (num
bers of the class explaining the pic
tures as they were thrown upon tho
screen, doing so In a bright and skill
ful manner. The pictures and maps
w-ere good and clear and will leave
an impress of the lessons conveyed
upon the minds of the pupils which
will not soon be effaced. Games were
played In which Latin words were
used, showing that the students'
adaptation of that ancient language
was not perfunctory and did much
credit to their Instructress, Miss
Howard. Refreshments were served
and the evening was full of life and
fun. Miss Howard and the young
people are grateful to the church
trustees for the use of the vestry.

ICE CREAM
PARLOR
NOW OPEN
'
Mrs. Thurlow’s Ices
Five Flavors

SUNDAES
A SPECIALTY
TRY A

Fruit Salad Sundae

CHISHOLM BROS.

Opposite Waiting Room
ROCKLAND,....................MAINE
WITH PURSE OF GOLD
Former Rockland Pastor Is Remem
bered by Parishioners in Lee, Mas*.
iRev. William H. Mousley, who re
signed from former High street Con
gregational Church, Portland in 1920
and accepted a Congregational pas
torate In Lee. Mass., in 1921, being
installed in 1922. celebrated his birth
day on Monday, March 9„ which
was also the third anniversary of
his installation- He was presented
with a purse of $300 in gold from
his parishioners, with hearty words
of appreciation and good wishes.
Mr. Mousley has a very interest
ing parish in the beautiful Berkshire
region, where the church is most ac
tive. The Junior Auxiliary, the
young women's organization, has
been having a fine class schedule this
winter, with gymnasium classes held
in the High School gymnasium, mil
linery, and arts and crafts. A choir
has recently heen organized, for
which vestments have just been pur
chased, with the result that the
church has a splendid looking sing
ing body for the evening services.
Mr. Mousley was called to Portland
in 1912, and for eight years served
as pastor of High Street Church,
which, established in 1830, and hav
ing subsequently functioned for near
ly a century in 1921 merged with
State Street Church, an offshoot Of
the older church.

Quick Sales

We will set up a New
Kineo Range, size 8-20
and allow you more
than your old range is
worth and give you
credit on a new Kineo

Small Profits

Tells Price

$60.80

$60.80

ample of becoming "famous "over
night."
Made <n Bangor
In its chronicle of the performance
of Falstaff In which Tlbbett made
Himself
Internationally renowned,
Musical America said:
"The demonstration for Lawrence
Tlbheft was as unexpected as it was
Telephone 713. ROCKLAND. 283 Main St.
unprecedented.
Nothing that the
young baritone had done in other
roles had giv^n any real hint of the
vocal and dramatic power he diis.ilayed in the scene of Ford’s jealousy.
hats like those worn by their fa
A Good Thing - DON’T MISS IT
He had sung well In other operas,
OUT IN HOLLYWOOD for
vorite screen stars, according to
Send your name and address plain
but although he had filled* some
Reed Heustis, secretary of the Los ly written, together with 5 cents (and
excellent parts, what he had achieved
Tourists Seek a Angeles Retail Hatters’ Association. “his slip) to Chamberlain Medicine
had always been creditable rather Where
The Country’s leading hat manufacDes Moines, Iowa, and receive
than sensational. At the dress re
Chance To Stare At the faCturers, as a result, have sent their Co.,
in return a trial package containing
hearsal, Tuesday, the reviewer was
designers to the film capital for the CHAMBERLAIN’S COUGH REM
greatly Impressed by the manner in
Film Stars.
new spring modes.
EDY for coughs, colds, croup, bron
which he rose td the opportunities of
chial, “flu” and whooping conghs,
Ford’s inteview with Falstaff and his
If Barnum were alive today he a
and tickling throat; CHAMBER
subsequent surrender to the demons would probably secure the sight
fllOGENES Looked For An £ LAIN’S TABLETS for stomach trou
of doubt. But, admirable as it was, seeing privileges to Hollywood, erect
bles, indigestion, gassy pains that
Honest Man. If He Had
it did not efface memories of Cam- a fence around the film capital and ft Been Wise Enough to Adver- ft crowd the heart, biliousness and con
panari’s singing of the same scene In charge admission ta its allurements ft tis* He Could Hav* Sat Still ft stipation; also CHAMBERLAIN’S
1999.
. writes Lincoln Quarberg, United ‘ft and Waited For Honest Men ft SALVE, needed in every family for
"Then, at the performance Friday, Press correspondent.
ft to Come to Him.
ft burns, scalds, wounds, piles and skin
the young baritone further Intensified
More than a million tourists come
affections; these valued family medi
his delivery of the impassioned mono to Southern California annually, and
ZX /** ZX
ZX ZN, ZX cines for only 5 cents. Don’t miss it.
logue, ‘E sogno? 6 realta,’ until it the chief lure for the sight-seers is
became as moving an outburst of tor not the ocean, the 'orange groves,
ment as perhaps the Metropolitan the old Spanish mansions, the sunk
ever has heard—a cry out of Tophet en gardens or Chinatown. It is Hol
—yet always finely and resonantly lywood—dreamland of film fans.
The theatre around
vocal. By every standard that could
Whether they hail from Iowa or
THE CORNEP
be applied to. it, here was superb Gotham, the visitors elect almost
dramatic singing.
invariably the same sight-seeing
"It brought an immediate storm of menu—they want a close-up ol their
Lut Time Today
applause, hut not until the end of the favorite screen stars, or at least a
scene did the true nature of the dem glimpse of their homes and the stu
onstration become Evident.
All of dios where the “movies are made.”
TODAY
the principals Were repeatedly re
The sight of a myriad of parks,
tt
called and Mr. Scotti and Mr. Tibbett gardens, orange groves and other
came out a dozen times together. scenic spectacles thrills many of the
Eventually, it became evident that travelers.
SPECIAL STAR CAST
•.he audience wanted Tibbett alone,
“But nothing is viewed with so
f• ••
tut he did not come.
The lights much interest as the places where
were turned out and Conductor Sera- the picture stars themselves really
—Also—
A thrilling romance of the Ken
ffn tried to start the next scene. But ent and sleep and move about ” de
tucky turf, and the most exciting
“Galloping Hoofs”
the audience continued the demon clared Joseph M. Abrams, general
race ever filmed.
stration For at least ffiteen minutes manager of the largest fleet of sight
ahd there were shouts of ’Tibbett' seeing bukses in Los Angeles.
Special Southern melodies will
Tibbett!'
Wednesday-Thursday
be played by the organist, Mr.
“And if the tourists cun catch a
'"Finally tbe conductor sent one of glimpse of a film star himself or her
O’Hara.
his players behind the scenes with self, they will have something to
an imperative message and Tibbett write home about and discuss the rest
appeared before the darkened curtain, of their lives.”
Wednesday-Thursday
Only tliert' was It possible for tjje
Mary Bickford and Douglas Fair
opera to proceed.
Careful scrutiny banks have received the most votes
ol tlie house curing the outburst re- of tourists, according to Abrams
vealW that the applause come both Their magnificent Beverly Hills es
—In—
-in—
I from behind the rail and in the bal- tate is the mecca of hundreds of
1 conies Where it is customarily to be' sight-seers daily.
discovered (and where it usually is
Rudolph Valentino’s palatial Hol
' open to suspicion), and from a very lywood home is second in interest to
considerable number of persons oil the travelers, and the magnetic
the orchestra floor and in tlie boxes "house on the hill" which Charlie
—persons who ordinurly do not ap- Chaplin huilt for Iiis 16-year-old
pluud.
The ovation must be ac lirirle and leading lady. Lita Gray',
The story of a girl with two hus
cepted as a genuine one, yet appar comes third.
ently it was continued beyond the
Others, in the order of Iheir popu
bands
The enigma—
pqlr.l of reason—a combination, per- larity with tourists, are the homes of
Thrilling!
Startling!!
“WHO WAS SHE?”
h.ir-s. ol a number *f circumstances Gloria Swanson, Will Rogers, Paul
• • • •
other than the baritone’s really su ine Frederick, Milton Sills. Jackie
From the murder of Prince
perb singing, with pride in his Amer Coogan, Tommy Mefghan, William
—Added Feature—
Danali’s son to the startling de
icanism being an important contri- Desmond. Bill Hart. Eugene O’Brieh,
nouement you’ll be held tense with
bntSig factor.
At any^ate, Law Pola Negri, Lois Wilson and J. War
excitement.
“
ON
THE
rence Tibbett become famous over ren Kerrigan.
A Thrilling Mystery Romance
«•••
night.”
THRESHOLD”
(From the great play)
• * • •
• »-• .
.Next lo the homes of the cinemii
•
ALL STAR CAST
Ralph Errolle the fascinating youiig
The appearance of Tlbbett on tlie stars, the views most sought by tour
tenor, will sing the role of “Lionel." outulhg night, Uie performance of ists are the orange groves. Capit
He made his debut this season at the the grand opera, Martha, in English, alizing on this demand of his patron?,
Metropolitan as Romeo, and was and in costume and action, on the Abrams has arranged with a grower
given an ovation at (fie end of the second night and with Matzenauer near La Verne to permit the tour
third act seldom accorded to ally as the soloist fpr the third night, ists to enter his grove and pick or
FRIDAY-SATURDAY
\ \ \ \ I LJ
artist.
He has shared honors with will make the 29th music festival be anges from the trees at a nickel
Gigli and Chamlee thi* season, and yond all doubt, the greatest festival apiece.
ELAINE
became a great favorite both in of all.
"But even this doesn’t interest the
HAMMERSTEIN
Opera and concert
James Wolfe
The grand opera Martha will pre- tourists as much as the little church
the
charming
Basso
Cantate sent the Metropolitan Opera House in Hollywood where they have been
—In/
j
will sing the role of '‘Plunkett," a quartet composed of Miss Joan Ruth, told Ben Turpin passes the collec
‘
Midnight
Express”
role that suits him perfectly. He is soprano. Miss Kathleen Howard, tion plate” declared Abrams.
a most fascinating fellow, recently contralto, Ralph
Errolle,
tenor,
"And after a tourist has been
married to Beatrice Fairfax, the tai- ; James Wolfe, baas, and also the fa- shown the homes of the film stars
Three SHOWS—2;00. 6:45, 8:30. PRICES—10c, 15c, 20c
ented1 writer.
motjs comedian of grand opera, and the various scenic spots, he will
Pompllia Malatesta always sijgs pompilio Malatesta.
AU of these usually ask: ‘Do you suppose we
the role of Sir Triston. and will take namjs are familiar to followers of could get td see Doug Fairbanks?"
It for the Festival.
He is irresis- operatic events.
"One of our trips leads to Univer
LA8T TIME
Ubly humorous and original in his
Mias Joan Ruth, rince her appear- sal City and we stop' for lunch at the
—With—
acting, and always sings the roles ance in a minor rzh» in' 11 Trovatore Studio restaurant,” continued Ab
where humor and mirth are called at lust year's festival, has won high rams. "Travellers almost forget ta
for.
Moreover It will be sung in ' honors for her conspicuous work at eat as they look at the actors and
EngHsh, and'as there id much df dia- th«. Metropolitan Opera house during actresses In their makeups. They
lQgue and fun in the plot, tt WiU he the present season. Miss Howard is begin speculating on who they are—
A Paramount Picture
better understood and enjoyed.
regarded as the best of all Nancys, they are certain they recognize Char
The third night will present as in the opera Martha anil because of lie Chaplin. Eugene O’Brien, Corrine
WEDNESDAY-THURSDAY
soloist, Madame Matzenauer, who Is his noteworthy interpretation of the Griffith and Norma Talmadge. But
the leading cotitralto of the Metro- role of Plunke’t, James Wolfe, has none of these stars was ever screened
piditsn Opera COmpqny.
She was | won high praise whenever Martha at Universal City, and right at their
Chronicles of America “YORKTOWN”
the star of the Lewiston Festival last has been presented during the pres- sides,^unrecognized, will probably sit
season, and was sfich a tremendous I eut seasonWilliam Desmond, Jack Hoxie. Jack
AOOIFH ZUKOW
success that her return was re- ’ Particular interest is attached to Dempsey, Mary Phllbln or Laura La
a
JESSt L LASKV
quested for this year.
Alan? from Ralph Errolle since his invitation by Plante."
*
Portland and Bangor who heard her President Coolidge to be the soloist
were loud in' their praise, and se- at the principal White House inusiColleen Moore has been crowned
PRODUCTION
lected her above aU others for the , cale during the past winter,
“queen” Of the "baby stars” and
star of this Festival in every' city.
Malatesta. equally famed for his rtwarded the Arthur J. Kline gold
Such an array with greet star solo- voice and for his handling of com- loving cup of the Wampas (Western
Ists for every performance has never edy roles. Is a favorite with Metro- Association of Motion Pictures Ad
before been presented.
■ politan audiences .and his appear- vertisers). The trophy was present
<!'•••
' ance here will contribute greatly to ed by the Hollywood press-ugentry
Then the orchestra, the same man making the performance of Martha at the recent Wampas Frolic, pro
as usual, and our own chorus of a festival feature.
claiming Miss Moore the "baby star"
The orchestra, as in recent years, of 39 chosen the past three years who
Maine singers, where can one hear
such concerts this side cf New if ork? will be composed of players from has made the greatest stride to
the concerts will not be given to the New York Philharmonic Society fame and stardom. Tb6 choice was
the radio.
Much of the charm is and Director Chapnlan promises based on a telegraphic ballot among
.lost without personal vision Of such some extraordinary orchestral num editors of motion picture trade pa
artists.
Everything will be done to bers for Fhe benefit of festival pa- pers and “fan” magazines
insure the comfort -of the audience, tforts for whom the orchestra Is al
Miss Moore made her debut as a
and it is hoped that the sale'of cohf.se ways one of the most enjoyable fes full-fledged star in the current film
tickets will be proportionally large tival offerings.
So Big, and has since completed
and warrant the festival association
bally, not yet released. Her next
and zMr. Chapman In' this expendi
slurring vehicle will be "The Desert
ture.
Maine has been so educated
Flower."
for twenty-eight years that only the
1
Tom Mix, hard-riding cowboy of
best satisfies her, and for that she
must be willing to pay.
Lists for
tlie screen, plans a six-weeks’ tour
ef Europe the coming Bpring. Mix's
subscribers to Course tickets are now
European fans want to see the cine
ready at the Chamber of Commerce. |
Ethel M. Dell’s greatest fiction success, produced by the director
ma cow-puncher in person, and he
The career and triumph of Law
of “The Sheik”
has arranged an itinerary that will
rence Tibbett, the young American
James Kirkwood in tbe remarkable dual role of lover and wastrel,
take him to most of the old world
baritone, whose name, unknown a
fighting for the same girl
capitals. "Tony" hi9 celebrated pohy. 1
year ago, is now familiar throughout i At home or by the day. 1 I love to
Amazing
camera
effects,
colorful backgrounds, spectacular thrills.
and Pat Christmas, htt ranch fore
the musical world, are known far and
sow for the kiddie's, too.
man, will accompany him oh the trip.
wide because of the columns of news- 1
A Paramount Picture
* • • •
paper publicity and the number of
..COMEDY
FABLES
LEWS
Hollywood has displaced New
magazine articles whldh have been
10 cferemont street. Tel. 560-M.
York. London and Paris ns the fash
published Rince his
spectacular
COMING
—
“
FLAMES
OF
DESRIE,
”
ALL
STAR
CAST
nchlevement at the Metropolitan
ion Cl
for men's heaijfiear. There
.RPCFLA'tfD, Mg. '33-lt
Opera House. ' It Is a striking ex- ’,
Is a | uiiiversuf demand among men

Director" Chapman has made his
announcement of the personnel of the
next Maine Festival.
Headed by
two of the most conspicuous Metro'
politan Opera House artists—Mme.
Margaret Matsenauer, acclaimed the
greatest ltVWig contralto, and Law-'
renee Tibben, the young American
baritone whose triumphs during the
present grand opera season have
been the Sensations of the musical
year, every singer with the single
exception of Caterina Gobbi, the
gifted young soprano, protegee of the
famed and discerning Toscanini, is a
member of the Metropolitan Opera
Company.
Director Chapman’s announcement
is as follows:
Director William R. Chapman has
completed his contracts with the
stars for the next festival, and has
submitted an unusually brilliant list
beyond all exceptions.
Every artist
but one is from the Metropolitan
Opera House, and shd, Mile. Caterina
Gobbi, a soprano, a protegee of Tos
canini, with a marvellous voice will
surely be in the list of Metropolitan
artists next season
The arrangements as now out
lined will present for the opening
night, Lawrence Tlbbett, the young
American baritone, who has made
the sensation this year at the Met
ropolitan.
He will appear in cos
tume. and act the second scene of
Ford's monologue In the second act
of Falstaff, which is the scene which
created an uproar never before seen
at the Metropolitan. The opera was
held for fifteen rnlnutes while the
audience clamored for Tibbett. As
no encores are allowed he was obliged
to appear many times before the cur
tain. This scene has
not been
given outside the Opera House, but
as It is a most Unusual and attractive
feature, Mr. Chapman has arranged
to give it the opening night, and it
is especially planned for this Festival;
....
Mile. Gobbi, the sensation of Eu
rope, who sang with Enrico Bossi at
his one New York appearance, Bossi,
himself playing her accompaniments,
will also sing the opening night.
Mile. Gobbi has a marvellous dramatic soprano, very much like Raisa
in range and quality. .
The second night will present the
Opera of Martha with u cast extraordinary, everyone from the Metropolitaan.
Joan Ruth who sang a
minor role last season, has biossomed out as Mr. Chapman predicted.
and is one of the principals at the
Metropolitan, singing ifie role of the
Princess in the Coq D’or, (the arias
generally sung by Gulli-Curci), also
the role of Mimi in La Boheme, and
the role of Martha which is ad
mirably suited to her style, and
which she will sing at the Festival.
Kathleen Howard is acknowledged
by all to be tbe best N’ancy in the
world.
It has been her role for
years, and she always sang it with
Caruso.
She will be the Nancy df
the Festival.

V. F. STUDLEY INC

EMPIRE
“THE
SPITFIRE

STRAND
THE
DIXIE HANDICAP”

CORINNE

GRIFFITH

LAURETTE TAYLOR

«1

WILDERNESS

ONE NIGHT
IN ROME

"FORTY WINKS”

TODAY ( Viola Dana, Theodore Roberts

GEORGE
MELFORD

HAPPY YOUNGSTERS!
■re those who ride in JbJb$
A. Dam Company Strollers
j especially designed for (heir
comfort and health. They
have a pleasing touch of
style, too.'
Our well known reputa
tion is standing solidly be
hind them.
4 A complete display awaits
your pleasure on our floor.
A visit costs nothing but
will convince you that baby
should have no other. »

STONINGTON
FURNITURE CO.

Sec the Balloon Dance novelties
at the Arcade March 25. Grind,e’s
L. MARCUS
Colonial Orchestra—Claes of '21
313-319 MAIN ST.
TEL. 745-J
auspices—High School Benoflt. Kpm.
ROCKLANO, MAINE
—adv.

GOWNS

Remodelled, Altered
and Fitted

M. Cobb

Every-Other-Day
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| of age w hen life was young and
of the bill to perpetuate inflation in
STRAND THEATRE
Speaks to Young Mothers sweet, and many times since, 1 have
the United States. After every per- '
enjoyed the gracious hospitality of
iod of inflation we have people who
The Southern melodies played by
the Latin-Americans. In 1889-90 it Organist James J. O’Hara and that
want chekp money, who like inflation
was my privilege, in the first Pan- thrilling Kentucky romance, "The
“Men and Ships and Sealing Wax”—The Story of a so well that they think it can. by
American conference, to meet as Dixie Handicap” form a splendid en
law. be kept up forever. It is a fine
Thomaston Boy Who Made Good.
peers their most distinguished diplo tertainment for today.
old idea. The ancient rulers used to
Judge Jef
mats and statesmen. That an affec fery Roberts, aristocrat of the old
try it—they crudely took precious
tionate regard should have grown up Southern school, is facing ruin and
metal out of the currency, put in
between myself and my many friends disgrace.
(By Charles R. Flint)
baser stuff, and were indignant when
For years he has been
to the south has been quite natural.
tlielr servile people would accept not
living a magnificent life ln posing as
[Continued—Began Feb. 26]
grandfather, each without assistance less than two of the coins for some
It often occurred to me that it wealthy in order to keep his beauti
Chapter VII—Experiences in Argen and entirely on personal merit, has thing for which previously they had
would lie a great satisfaction if I ful daughter in an expensive pri
gone to the top in a distinct and cheerfully taken one.
tina and Brazil
could find some way of doing some vate school. To do this It has been
I have no
thing that would be of general ad necessary to mortgage his once large
In a little while there came to separate line of endeavor.
doubt that before long we shall dig
The grandson Herbert
Sanford up some tablets containing the full
vantage to the Latin-Americans.
gether, for the consummation of this
Kentucky estate and mansion until
While a delegate to tlie international
business, as strong a tinancial and Ward became a pilot in the Royal s|>eeches of the Babylonian cheaphe has little left but tlie house and
l
iving
Corps
at
the
age
of
seventeen,
American
Conference
I
initiated
the
industrial group as had ever met.
money orators, and I will wager that,
stable
From "Southern Melody,"
idea of establishing a Bureau of
Ulysses D. Eddy went back to Chile J ln 1915 lie went to tlie front where translated, any one of these speech
famous old racing mare, he has bred
i
lie
was
shot
down
and
wounded
in
an
American
Republics,
and
as
the
to make final arrangements. Every
es would go well today.
"Dixie," and on this colt he has
aerial duel, just over the German
American delegate on the Committee
From the Argentine I went <o
thing was on its way.
placed his hope of regaining lost fort
line. After five months in hospital Brazil. Of that country I have seen
of
Customs
Regulations,
I
formu

The Chilean Government realized;
une.
On land which the Judge has
and prison camps he escaped Via a deal, both in commerce and in rev
lated the report and resolutions ad
the importance of interesting J. I*.
been forced to sell, Bosworth, a New
Switzerland,
undergoing
great
hard*
vocating
the
establishment
of
tlie
Morgan & Co., Kuhn. Loeb & Co.,J
olution. And I think 1 did as much
On his return to London, he as any other one man to preserve
Bureau, which were unanimously York millionaire, is building a mod
the First National Bank, and the Na
ern racljig plant and clubhouse. His
was soon gazetted Captain, the Brazil as a republic.
adopted by the Conference. My
tional City Bank, in Chile, and
superintendent and manager is Dex
youngest in the Air Service, and
colleague. Andrew Carnegie, whom I
But when I first reached Brazil I
showed every evidence that it was
ter, who at once sees through the thin
after two years’ service in England, knew no one; and I little dreamed
consulted at the outset, gave $750,eager to do its part.
screen of supposed wealth which the
as instructor of both English and then, at twenty-four years of age,
1)00 for the ‘‘Pan-American Build
Then like a thunderbolt, came the
judge has thrown around him. and
Russians (he learned Russian while how intimately I should later know
ing.'' But the operation of that bu
ultimatum on the Alsop claims, is
because he wants to marry Virginia
a prisoner), he went back to France the country and the people.
reau is governmental.
sued to the Chilean Republic by Sec
he tells the daughter how near the
MRS. HELEN SPECHT
in 1918. and was at Soissons, when
• • • •
Coffee raising being the big re
retary Knox. There were a number
And this Is the
the Germans broke through, where source of the country, 1 thought Il
Paterson,
N. J.—"I am always o
glad
In
the field
see ...
in father Is to ruin.
------—in looking
loosing over
0X1 1 uir
HViu to ovc
of claims that had been hanging on
he very narrowly escaped death or ought to visit a coffee estate. As , V) speak a good word for Dr. Pierce’s J wl)at wav 1>rivate enterprise could lie groundwork on which the picture is
for years against Chile. There was
D
m
.
a
s
.
i
,
,
n
rii.AOiioo
««,
aa
a
I
To miss It is to miss one of
imprisonment. Subsequently he re knew none of the owners of these Favorite Prescription, because it was a of service, I realized that Latin- built.
no particular reason why they should
ceived a letter complimenting him estates. I simply took a train for the "real help to me in young motherhood. Americans have a natural taste for the season's best photodramas.
not have been collected, but also
Laurette Taylor acclaimed by
upon the ability and despatch with interior, with the idea of letting I took it during expectant periods and music, that they are born diplomats,
there was no particular reason so far
at no time did I suffer any of the dis and sre skilled in the art of corres Sarah Bernhardt as the greatest ac
which he had saved his squadron.
chance make the selection for me.
as I could ever discover, why they
His father. Herbert Ward, the son On the train I learned of one of the tressing conditions that so frequently pondence. But in the technique of tress upon the American stage will
should have been made so important
of a distinguished naturalist and finest coffee plantations in Brazil occur at that time. My health was industry, which is of great import be seen Wednesday and Thursday in
a state affair at * that particular
. „
, good and I was able to keep on with
“One Night in Rome."
As a stage
sculptor, very early in life develop
ance to the
time. In face of the “Knox Ulti
, Latin-Americans.
.
. , .
, as they
,
play It did enormous business for
ed his dual temperament,* with its that of Baron Bio de Bonito, located my |,ouseWOrk in comfort, and had
on the railway line at Huara, so I left comparatively no suffering. I always are ensaged in thedevelopment
matum,” Chile was afraid to have
three seasons, taking New York and
love of art and of sport and adven
the train there. But here I was em- ^#d tine> healthy babies and I give Dr.new countries. Irealized that we of
her principal industry and source of
ture. The only prizes which he won
London by storm.
As a photoplay,
the
north
were
more
advanced.
We
income controlled by a corporation
barrassed by the fact that I did not pjerce’g Favorite Prescription credit
you'll find it one of tbe best,
.1.
it school were for drawing and gymhad
learned
how
to
make
such
de

organized by the financial and in
speak enough Portugueee to ascer- ’ for strengthening them also while bennasties. As the business career mapHartley Manners, who wrote the
velopments
in
the
United
States,
we
dustrial magnates erf the Unite■w' ped out for him by his father was tain the way to the estate. How- efiting me."—Mrs. Helen Specht, 194
were building pin connection bridges original drama, adapted it to the
ever, inqpirlng at a schoolhouse. II Liberty St.
>
States. And that was the end of the
distasteful, he ran away at the age found that the teacher spoke Eng
that could be quickly erected; we screen himself, elaborating the main
proposed consolidation !
Obtain
Dr.
Pierce
’
s
Prescription
now,
cf fifteen to seek his fortune in ad fish fluently; so I asked him to send
theme with a fund of ingenious and
in liquid or tablets, troin your druggist had designed locomotives suitable
The Chilean nitrate producers re venture.
Here are ro
a boy to bring me a horse that I or send 10c for trial pkg. of tablets to for sharp curves and Irregular thrilling situations.
mained unconsolidated, and their in
• • • •
might ride to my destination. The j l)r. Pierce’s Invalids’ Hotel in Buffalo, tracks; we had become expert in ag mance, mystery, adventure, suspense,
dustry has subsequently suffered
ricultural chemistry, in Ihe develop beauty, humor, expert characteriza
After several years of hardship boy went off, but instead of return- N. Y. Write for free advice,
from the very conditions which we
tion, superb acting, photography and
predicted and which our plan was and varied experience all over the ing with a horse, he brought a _____________________________________ ment and use of labor-saving im direction—everything that an exhibi
plements ar.d machinery and we had
world, he found himself at the age of jackass. Without being able to de
designed to prevent.
twenty-one in Central Africa, where termine whether the boy had an ex- | through the hurricane zone during made substantial progress in the best tor is looking for.—adv.
• * ♦ »
methods of mining. But I could not
lie had gone under the auspices of eessive sense of humor or whether hurricane season.
When I made my first journey to
Mr. Stanley. After three years ln that was the only animal obtainable, , F'inally we were sailing up New envisage the practical means by
PARKTHEATRE
Chile (1874) on my way around
York
Bay.
and
adliough
it
was
before
which Latin-America might be given
th • service of the Belgium Exploring I mounted and rode, after the peSouth America, it would have been
these advantages until I visited
Company, when on his way down culiar manner of the Brazilian milk- j the days of skyscrapers and the Ood
The Paramount picture, “Forty
impossible to go across the Andes
dess of Liberty, it all looked very- Scranton in company with my former Winks," directed by Paul Iribe and
country en route for home, he heard men.
from Santiago, Chile, to the River
good to me.
partner, Mr. Ulysses D. Eddy and Frink Urson from Bertram Millthat Stanley had arrived in com
Plate, for the time was in our sum
mand of the Emin Pasha Relief Ex
My first trip around South Ameri our long time associate. iMr- George ha user's adaptation of the mysteryNot being absolutely sure of my
mer and their winter, so I took a
pedition. nnd needed carriers. On his way. I used what little Portuguese 1 ca was. 1 think, the most valuable 1 H. Nolte. There 1 found an instruc farce. “Lord Chumley," by David
steamer sailing via the Straits of
own initiative, he collected four possessed along the road. Before have ever undertaken, and ever tional system which covered ln a Relasco and Henry C. DeMlile, which
Magellan.
At Montevideo, I was
hundred men. matched down to meet long, I was overtaken 'by a man who since then I have had relations of most comprehensive way tlie entire opened at the Park Theatre yester
fortunate in meeting Mr. F. F. Pear
Stanley, and offered himself and his was riding an "honorably mentioned” one kind or another with nearly all field of technical industrial educa day* will close its run there to
son, partner of S. B. Hale & Co., and
services. Stanley enrolled him at
our southern neighbors.
With Bra tion. This system had cost millions day. Viola Dana. Theodore Roberts
on hoard the steamship running from oi.ee- as a member of the Expedition. mule. I asked him to direct me to
of dollars, to develop and from it and Raymond Griffith are featured in
the coffee estate of Baron Rio de zil 1 have had many.
Montevideo to Buenos Aires we were
What happened during tlie two fol Bonito.
For instance, when we heard that had evolved the most elaborate text the cast of the production which In
Even before this incident I
fellow passengers. S. B. Hale & Co.,
lowing years is described in his book had been more or Jess familiar with , the Brazilian government was about books, unequalled in the world.
cludes, among other big names, Cy
established in 1S33, was then, as it is
1 realized that results could be ac ril Chadwick. Anna May Wong and
.My Life With Stanley's Rear Guard. the caste system existing In Latin • to purchase a number of large lo
now. the oldest American firm en
Soon after the Expedition, he mar countries, but on no previous occa comotives. we applied to Baldwin's, complished in Lytin-Amerlca by William Boyd. There will be the
gaged in foreign mercantile business,
ried. and then tlie call of the artist sion had I ever been so impressed the most important locomotive build translating the text books of the In usual added attractions.
and it was the only American firm
in him almost dispelled the lure of with its thoroughness as I was when ers in the United States, for the Bra ternational Correspondence Schools
The title -of the new Paramount
of consequence in the Argentine.
the African forest- This lure, how
zilian agency. They declined to give (over $500,000 was spent for this picture, which will top an excellent
This firm is interesting, not only ever. was never dispelled completely the man on the mule, after looking , it to us. Tlie conditions were un- purpose.) I arranged that Mr. Nolte
bill for Wednesday and Thursday at
on account of its pioneer character, as his work portrays the very soul disdainfully down at me and my mis usual. There had been a financial________
should give a large part of his time the Park Theatre, has an alluring
but because it was the instrument of Africa, and every phase of Central erable animal, rode on without ever, and business contraction in the j to the extension of this system^of
sound.
"The Top of the World"
condescending to answer my ques
used to carve out the career of prob African primitive life.
United States and a sudden decline I education to Latin-America. The smacks of action and drama and love
tion.
ably the most brilliant man I have
His sculpture was exhibited in the
in prices. Rolling stock and mi- result has been that since this idea —the three graces that are funda
ever
known in commerce
and Paris Scion and Royal Academy in
However, I finally reached the es- i chlnery manufacturers were cutting was initiated in 1909. the Interna mentally necessary to every success
finance. That min is Charles H. London, nnel in many exhibitions in tate. went up a side road, hitched :.iy dOwn their organizations, and many tional Correspondence Schools of
ful photoplay if it Is to fulfill its
Sanford.
Sanford had gone from France and England, everywhere jackass to a convenient post, march- were fearful tliat they would have Latin-America have enrolled over
mission of entertainment.
New York to Buenos Aires repre winning medals. He received the two ed up to the grand entrance, and sect (o close their f. ■ ' i ies altogether, 50,000 students.
Knowing that it was adapted from
senting Lantnan & Kemp, large highest medals of the Paris Salon, in my card. I told the Baron that1 1 Ql]t. only chance was to get the
[To Be Continued)
the novel of the same name by Htliel
wholesale druggists. He was an or anil w is awarded the Legion of Hon was about to return to New I oik specifications of tlie locomotives
M. Dell, we are practically safe in
dinary salesman but an extraordi our by the French Government. In (perhaps I had in mind the fact thi' first. 1 made a radical suggestion OPPOSES CAPITAL PUNISHMENT
assuming that this screen play teems
nary man. He began to make such 1910 he wrote and published A Voice he was shipping all of his coffee lo to my associates, starting the confer
with vivid drama, virile action and
a dent in the drug trade of the Ar from the Congo. His entire work in fiat market), and that before gjilig ence by telling of an incident at the Editor of The Courier-Gazette: —
tender romance for all of these ele
gentine that he came to the notice sculpture consisting of about twenty I desired to see what I had been in Cafe Voisin, in Paris, when a resi
Mr. McWhorter’s ideas concerning ments were part and parcel of the
of S. R. Hale & Co., and shortly after statues, together with his large and formed was the best coffee es’aie in dent of Philadelphia was most en resuming capital punishment
in
he became a partner of that firm. unique collection cf African arms Brazil. The Baron apologized for thusiastic allot.; some "delicious Maine seems to me very unchristian story. Something different In the
way of scenery may be expected as
Then S. B- Hale
Co. took on a new’ and iinpelmer.ts, ubout three thou- not being able personally to take me enails."
like in every way. See Luke 17:3-4. most of the action takes place out on
life. It became one of the most pro sard objects, are now ln the New- over his estate, and explained that
Also I would ask our forgiving the mysterious and little known At
• 9 • •
gressive and active firms in the National Museum at Washington. several men had come lip from Rio
clergyman to read Math. 18—
rican veldt.
world. Sanford saw the immense They were presented by his widow- at his lequest to discus- n.i -.nt
His French host said, "As you are
"Then came Peter to him and said:
With a combination of such box
business. He asked me if I would so fond of snails I’ll get the recipe Ixird how many times shall mv
possibilities of the Argentine, but he in pursuance of his wishes.
office favorites as Anna Q. Nilsson
was too farsighted.
Herbert Ward died at the age of permit him to place ut my disposal for cooking them -o you can enjoy brother sin against me. and 1 forgive James Kirkwood Raymond Hatton
* * * *
fifty-seven, as a result of hardships his own saddle horse to make a toui them on your return home." The him?
Seven times seven? Jesus
and Sheldon Lewis there is no lack of
He went to England and induced and injuries sustained in the Great of inspection. I accepted graciously Philadelphian declined, saying it saith unto him I say not unto thee acting talent: and the fact that
and with alacrity. He said that if would t.e impossible for him to have until seven times, but until seventy
Edward Baring, tlie senior member War.
George Melford, producer of “The
I would permit him to do so he w.of.Id them.
• • • •
of the famous Hint of Baring li; fil
times seven."
Sheik” and other outstanding sucsend his secretary to accompany me.
"Why?” asked bis host in astonCan he call a Christian principle
ers, to hark Argentine to the limit.
lie not only lent his country place
; cesses, made it is a guarantee of its
one that would seek to slay his
The Barings issued
acceptances in France to the British Red Cross In a short time up came an Arabian ishment.
The Philadelphia explained. "We brother? On the impulse of the mo worth from a directorial standpoint.
based on sound Argentine invest as a Convalescent Home for British stallion with elaborate sllver-m; unted
trappings,
and
to
my
joy
I
found
can
’t catch them 1”
ment many a fine fellow has gone' —adv.
ments to an enormous extent. Iji to Officers, but he went himself to the
that
the
secretary
was
none
oilier
am
t
continued,
"that
wrong.
Also on the gallows and chair
that time no private hanking firm front as an. officer In the Number 3
EMPIRE THEATRE
had ever put out »:o much money Convoy of the British Ambulance than the man whom I had previously ,he ,onB 7st.,1)lislle(1 conservaflve many have paid the supreme price for
overseas.
No other firm ,but the Committee.-nnd was awarded the aecosted riding on the mule. Hav Brazilian agents of Baldwin’s are. as another^ sin. 1 am not. a professing
Today will lie the last opporttunity
Barings could have done it; for at Croix de Guerre in 1915 for remov ing a high spirited mount, I gave usual, sending th. locomotive speci Christfaa, hut I believe God has given
that time they and the Rothschilds ing the wounded under -bombard- my guide a run for his lack of fications to Philadelphia at the rate and He alcne should take away. to see the "Spitfire." the cast in
courtesy, and I thoroughly enjoyed of twelve miles per hour at a cost of Writings from many a convict's pen cludes Betty Blythe,1 Lowell Sher
were the big bankers of the world. r.ient.
my promotion from a jackass to a $1.00 postage. <>ur opportunity Is to have been a great help to others at man, Pauline Caron, Elliott Dexter
Their name turned paper into mon
In 1916. although broken in health,
But going back to the have the specifications come at the large. If I remember rightly, Rev. and Robert Warwick. The 'YJallopey. Sanford made money with them. and crushed by grief at the death ol stallion.
In the summer of 1890 he showed his eldest son, Charles Sanford jackass gave roe about the same rate of one thousand miles per min Mr. McWhorter was in a pastorate lr.g Hoofs" will complete an excel
lent program.
me a balance sheet of his Hrm with a Ward, who was killed at Neuve feeling that many have felt during ute at a cost of a thousand dollars.” in my town (Union).
E. I. Savage.
Wednesday and Thursday there
net worth of many millions. On Chappelle. he went to America and the period of readjustment following
My people adopted the high speed
the
World
War.
I
insisted
that
th"
will l>e a double feature program,
Rockland. March 11.
November 16th of that same year lectured throughout the States w-ith
plan, anlb in response to our cable,
Baron
should
not
accompany
me
to
which will include Corinne Griffith in
his firm's finances were involved. great success on behalf of tlie Amer
our agents, Davis & Unwin, prompt
the outer gate and bade him good-bye ly cabled the locomotive specifica
‘ Love and Wilderness", and "On The
For it was then that there occurred ican Clearing House in Paris.
at
the
grand
entrance.
The
Baron
Threshold" with a Special Cast.
the greatest financial disturbance of
In 1917, he published Mr. PbiTu. said he would call on me on his next tions at a cost of ll.-tOT”.
"Love’s Wilderness” is melodra
history; the embarrassment of tlie the profits of which were given to
The Brooks Locomotive Works
visit
to
New
York.
matic in tone, but the pitch of the
Bating Brothers. International com the French Red Cross. In 1918, he
had not then sufficient orders to keep
•
•
♦
•
drama is made secondary by the
merce was then based on the pound went back to the front, in spite of
• them running- It was vital for th.-m
star's suberb command of the situa
sterling and the Baring’s merchan doctors’ warnings; and under the
From Rio de Janeiro I sailed for to hold their organization together,
tions in which a tragic fate places
dise sterling credits were by far the French Red Cross, visited the hos home in an old reconstructed block- so they gave us "a price to get the
her after a girlish folly. She has the
most important. It will lie remcm pitals and canteens on the firing line ade runner named the Merrimac order," which we cabled to Rio de
support of an excellent cast. Holmes
bered that the Bank of England in the Vosges and elsewhere.
which had been rebuilt for service Janeiro. As our offer to the BrazllHerbert and lan Keith demonstrating
stepped in to save commerce, that
After the Armistice, he continued between Brazil and the United ian Government was subject to imtheir adaptability to the distinct
the absolutely unimpeachable repu his strenuous work, distributing States. The men with whom I nut- mediate acceptance, a cable was
On receipt of a yellow out
types of rolee in which they were
tation cf the Barings rode the storm comfort, food and clothing in the uraliy became intimate as fellow rushed off ac epting our offer—an
cast. The picture is an adaptation
emerging with added credit, and that devastated regions, until his health passengers were the members of a order for sixty-three large locomoside wrapper from a bottle
from
Evelyn
Campbell's novel,
no one lost a dollar. Sanford and gave way completely. “AH our days eommisslon that had been sent by tives. the largest single order for
of our medicine, with your
"Wilderness.” and was directed by
his hackers were simply a little too arc poorer for the part of him that the United States Government to in- locomotives ever received from South
opinion of the “L. F.” AT
Robert Z. Leonard for First National
far ahead in their calculations.
vestigate the heavy expenses which America.
died,”
WOOD Medicine—we will
release.—adv.
Sanford, who was in London, sail
The result of this contract was
Reaching Buenos Aires, I found had been charged in Rio de Janeiro
send you one of our needle
ed for the Argentine to find his mon the currency of the country highly for repairs to one of the United satisfactory ail around; the Brooks
books containing a good
ey where lie had lost it—and he did inflated. I paid $30 in Argentine cur States war vessels.’ Being in the. Works ran full time through a perfind it- As an evidence of his suc rency for breakfast and $2 to get my shlpping business. I was very much iod of extreme depression, the Braassortment of high-grade
cess and patriotism, he subscribed shoes shined. Those who think the interested in tulklng to these tech- , zilians got locomotives at prices
needles useful in every fam>
to most of tlie Allied loans, and I re world will not come out of inflation niclans; but it was not altogether much lower than tln-y had been pay
GO ANYWHERE
*
ily.
call that in our last Liberty Loan he have only to study the financial his comforting to hear these experts de- ing, and we received, after paying
DAY OR NIGHT
took a million dollars in bonds. He tory of tlie Argentine. Their cur scribe how far our upper works of for cables, a profit of more than
This offer expires April 30, 1925
has also had the satisfaction of be rency today is on a sound basis- I wood might part from our steel hull $100.1)00.
J. H. BREEN, TeL 597-M
During ray trip around South
ing the senior of a most- remark recall, a; that $30 breakfast, reading if we should happen to encounter a
33*35
at
years L. F. Medicine Co., Portland, Me.
twenty-four
able trio in which son, father and an account of President Grant's veto hurricane. We were then passing America
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*Ottr supply of riser's is
running low - so please
Daddy, bring us some

We'd be

more Wrlglert.

lost without it !*

Pass

after

around

it

every meal.
Give the family the benefit
of this

aid

to digestion.

It cleanses the teeth, too.

Keep it always in the house.
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•

weeks

A

every
year

We also sell other produce which you raise, such
as Cucumbers, Peas, Berries, Turnips
Best Prices.

Quick Returns

KINGMAN and
—HEARTY—
’

INC.

20 No. Side
Faneuil Hall Market

BOSTON
MASS.

Needle Book
Free

T-98-tf

with
offer

Telephone

Directory

CALL LIVE BUSINESS HOUSES WHOSE WATCHWORD IS SERVIC
LAUNDRY WORK

PUBLIC CAR

OILS ANO GREASES

Call 170

Call 12"
THURSTON OIL CO.

People’s Laundry
17 Limerock Street
We do all kinds of Laundry
Work. Family Washing a
Specialty. Wet Wash. Rough
Dry.
Finish Flat Work.

Wholesale and Retail
Oils for All Purposes
GARGOYLE MOBILOIL
Corner Park and Broad Sts.

Shirts, Collars.

THE JUDGE—It should have been Cash in Advance-^©.

4

MONUMENTS

HARDWARE AND PAINTS

Telephone Connection

Telephone 205

I®

SAP SPOUTS, 70c dozen

ffi

KITE TWINE, 10c

Ball

H. H. Crie & Co.
456 Main Street, Rockland

I'

Gilchrest
Monumental Works
Main Street
Thomaston, Mains
ARTISTIC MEMORIALS

The best equipped plant in this section of the

State for the manufacture of Cemetery Memorials
Write, phone or call now for Spring Delivery

WILLIAM E. DORNAN & SON
Dealers in All Kinds of Granite and Marble Cemetery Work.
Telephone Connection

T-tf

EAST UNION, MAINE

I OUR WANT ADS. . WORK WONDERS

